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W. sulfide) surfaces and interfaces.

The major emphasis of this report is on a new and novel surface acoustic way
(SAW) device which has been developed under this grant for use in the nondestruc-
tive determination of the electronic properties of semiconductors. The technique
uses surface acoustic waves on a piezoelectric substrate. The electric field
associated with the SAW interacts with free carriers of a semiconductor placed
near the piezoelectric surface. The interaction generates detectable currents in
the semiconductor and attenuates the SAW. By observing these effects while vary-
ing external parameters such as temperature, applied acoustic power, SAW frequency
semiconductor surface irradiation and bias voltage, the desired information is
obtained. The properties that can be determined by this non contact technique
include.the bulk and surface conductivity, generation lifetime, surface recombin-
ation velocity, the locatiod in the energy gap of traps, surface states, and
interface states, trap emission and absorption times and storage times in the
depletion layer. The technique can be used to perform depth profiling of elec-
trical properties. Because the properties are measured without any contact and
the measurement is localized to a small region of the wafer, one can envision
an automated equipment, using this SAW technique, where 256x256 points (for an
example) on the wafer can be evaluated with respect to lifetime and surface gen-

Aeration velocity. The results can be shown in the form of images in pseudocolor
!where each color represents a certain range of the parameters.

The SAW characterization of the semiconductor could be performed at pro-
gressive stages of device fabrication thereby improving yield by identifying
faulty processing steps. Thus, the implementation of the new and more convention-
al, alreading existing techniques (such as C-V, C-t, SEM, voltammetry, etc.)
reveal the critical semiconductor surface and interface properties before and
after the semiconductor has undergone a specific processing step, e.g., thermal

S. oxidation, etching, polishing, annealing (Si) and anodic oxidation (GaAs). A
brief listing of the research performed towards the application of this technique
in determining different electrical properties of different semiconductors follows:

* Silicon: The nondestructive SAW technique is greatly improved by the intro-
duction of a new delay line structure which has enabled us to vary the surface
potential via a small external DC bias field (about 100 times smaller than the
previous work and comparable to C-V technique) while the transverse acousto-
electric voltage (TAV) amplitude and transient time constants are measured. Param-
eters such as oxide charge, flatband voltage, generation lifetime and surface gen-
eration velocity are determined at different surface potentials.

* GaAs: Two beam TAV spectroscopy is applied in order to reveal the subband-
gap energy level structures. In two beam spectroscopy the wavelength of one beam
is fixed (bias light) while the wavelength of the second beam (secondary light) is
scanned in the desired range. The presented data reveals the subbandgap interface
states.

* CdS, InP, InAs (HgCd) Te: In addition to the two beam TAV spectroscopy
for the subbandgap energy level studies, the following investigations are con-
ducted regarding the above semiconductors: 1) CdS is used as the working elec-
trode in a semiconductor liquid junction solar cell configuration. 2) Low temper-
ature one and two beam TAV spectroscopy are performed on high resistivity Fe doped
InP samples and the results demonstrate the characteristic exciton peaks and no
quenching effect by bias light.(as opposed to GaAs samples) which is attributed to
a lower density of interface states. 3) TAV versus voltage measurements are per-
formed on (HgCd) Te samples to reveal the surface condition at zero bias (deple-
tion, inversion) and possibly the magnitude of the interface charges.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Nondestructive semiconductor characterization techniques are of

ever growing interest in the rapidly advancing fields of microelectronics

and semiconductor technology. One reason is their potential application

in the automatic testing stations which can be incorporated in automated

production lines. This is due to the monitoring capability without

damaging the semiconductor which goes through a large number of fabrica-

tion steps. In this work surface acoustic wave (SAW) techniques are used

as a nondestructive means to characterize the semiconductor surfaces and

interfaces in conjunction with more conventional techniques such as capac-

itance voltage (C-V) and capacitance time (C-t) measurements. During the

course of this work in the past few years the sensitivity and applicability

*of the SAW technique has been greatly enhanced by the introduction of a

new delay line structure, a new profiling procedure and the use of two

beam spectroscopy. The capabilities of the SAW technique are manifold

and are listed in Tables I and II.

The main feature of the SAW technique is that the probing tool is

an ac electric field which is generated at the surface of a piezoelectric

material and is coupled to the semiconductor surface free carriers without

any form of contact. Studies and applications of the surface acoustic

waves or Rayleigh waves [1] related to the signal processing devices

started in the sixties. Surface waves propagate along the free surface

of a solid as opposed to bulk waves. The main distinction is that the

displacement amplitude due to the passage of elastic surface waves is

maximum at the free surface and decays exponentially as a function of

depth in the material (2]. If the material is piezoelectric then there is



TABLE I

NDE OF SDIICONDUCTORS USING SAW

SEMICONDUCTOR SAW iE0":RED
PROPERTY MEASUREMENT VARIABLES A'ALYS51

I. Conductivity TAV Calibrate theoretical plots for
each semiconductor

2. Type of majority TAV The polarity of :AV indicates
carrier near carrier type: positive for
surface n-type, negative for p-type

3. Impurity concentra- TAV Applied bias Measure the TAV amplitude as a
" tion depth profile voltage function of applied bias voltage

using the ground path deposited

on the Li"bO 3 surface (new
structure). TAV to conductivity
calibration is needed. Mathe-
matical manipulation of the
average carrier concentration
depth profile should be per-
formed to obtain the impurity
concentration depth profile.
Pulsed bias voltage should be
used for profiling deeper than
the maximum equilibrium deple-
tion width.

4. Interface charge TAV Applied bias Measure the TAV amplitude versus
distribution, oxide voltage the applied bias voltage (TAV-V,
fixed charge using the new structure.
density and flat Compare the experimental curve
band voltage to the theoretical TAV-V curve

and extract the information
about Nss and Qss. The value of
surface potential at each bias
voltage can be easily obtained.

5. Generation life- TAV Applied bias TAV transient time constants are
time, surface gen- voltage measured (Teff). eff is approx-
eration velocity imately related to generation

lifetime (Tg) and surface gener-
ation velocity (Sg). Crude
approximations of Tg and Sg

might be calculated by measuring
Teff under varying applied bias
voltage. Mechanisms involved in
determining Teff are complicated
and a comprehensive analysis of
them is required for more pre-
cise evaluation of -S and Sg.
Measurement can be adapted as a
fast and automated diagnostic
technique to screen the wafers
which will be used in VrLSI fab-
rication.

6. Interface state TAV Two monochromatic TAV amplitude is measured while
band structures beams the surface under study is
(radiative states) illuminated by two monochromatic

beams. Detailed energy distri-
bution of the interface states
within the band can be obtained
from the two beam TAV spectral
response. Exciton peaks are
observed in GaAs and 1nP.
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TABLE I (continued)

SEMICONDUCTOR SAW .E' .111E:
PROPERTY MEASURMENT VARIABLES -NALA.i S IS

7. Carrier mobility Longitudinal .Amplitude :f the lo.g, udinai
acoustoelectric acoustoelectric -.'oitae )r
voltage current is measured. Needs -vc

contacts to the semiconductor.

8. Annealing effective- TAV Observe the change in conduc-
ness (Laser or tivity and type of majority
thermal) carrier. These indicate the

extent of annealing.

9. Epitaxial layer TAV or atten- SAW measurements are confined
properties uation to a Debye length. Thus, the

surface layer properties are
obtained with little interfer-
ence from the bulk.

10. Emission time Attenuation Scan the semicon- Through analysis of the effect
constant, ductor with dc of the pulse at each bias point
capture cross bias voltage while obtain capture cross-section
section applying an addi- and surface state distribution

tional bias pulse. as a function of energy.

I. Surface state Attenuation Use dc bias Compare scans with rheoreticai
density voltage to scan plots to obtain flat band

the semiconduc- voltage and surface state
tar surface from density.
accumulation to
depletion.

12. Photoconductivity Attenuation Shine pulsed Measure the time constant
Response Time light. Use dc caused by the light pulse. The

bias voltage to effects of bulk and surface
deplete or accum- recombination can be separated
u.late the semicon- by comparing data obtained

4 ductor surface. under various bias conditions.

13. Carrier Gener- Attenuation Drive the semi- Observe the recovery of the
ation Rate conductor from attenuation. This tine con-

accumulation to stant is the inverse of the
deep depletion generation rate.
by switching the
dc bias voltage.

'.
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". " TABLE II

TAV MEASUREMENT CAPABILITIES, MATERIALS AND PROCESSES

MeasurementEvaluated Quantity Procedure Material, Processes and Comments

1. Depth profiling of TAV versus Phosphorous implanted, high
the average major- applied bias resistivity Si samples. The
ity carrier con- voltage (TAV-V) measured profile is compared
centration with the spreading resistance

measurement which evaluates the

impurity carrier concentration
profile. The error is in the
same order of magnitude as com-
pared c-V measurements. The
profi g of such parameters as
mobil ,, generation time, ...
might possible using the new
profi. a ?rocedure.

2. Evaluation of TAV-V 5" Si wafers, p = 11-16 ncm,
fixed oxide charge p type, used for NMOS technology.
and flat band Thermally oxidized (dry-wet-dry).
voltage Theoretical manipulation of data

is more complicated than C-V.
Much higher sensitivity for low 2
carrier concentration (N>1012 cm )
compared to C-V. Lower sensitiv-
ity for high conductivity material
(not feasible for p < 0.01 Qcm).

3. Effectiveness of TAV transient 5" silicon wafers, p = 11-16 2cm,
the laser induced time constant p type. Half wafers have under-
damage on the measurement gone the gettering process and
back surface as a (T eff) simulated 7 or 8 step heat treat-
gettering technique ment suitable technique for comn-parative measurements.

4. Effect of polish- Teff and Teff 5" silicon wafers, p - 11-16 acm,
ing, etching and versus the p type. Wafers have undergone
forming gas anneal- applied bias different acid etching and Si0 2
ing voltage (Teff-V) based polishing removals. Oxi-

dized wafers are cleaned and
random halves are annealed in
forming gas. Good technique for
comparison. Accurate measurements
of lifetime needs a thorough
investigation.
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an electric field ass ,iated with the surface acoustic wave . ir_. E'2,n

above the material surface. The basic mechanism, exploited in th diverse

field of bignal processing using SAW devices L9,101, is the interaction 27

these electric fields with metal electrodes placed on the surface 37.

""- The complicated configurations of the metal electrodes which are utilized

_ today in SAW devices [11-171 are different combinations of the interdigital

transducer (IDT) configuration [4].

The interaction between the electric field accompanying SAW and

semiconductor electrodes are of special importance [18-32]. The basic

experimental configuration used in the SAW-semiconductor testing is

illustrated in fig. 1.1. The central feature is a SAW delay line which

consists of a piezoelectric substrate with a highly polished surface on

which IDT's are formed by photolithographic techniques. In this work the

piezoelectric material is a y cut, z propagating LiNbO 3 substrate. The

IDT's are thin film A). fingers (1 ;im) alternately connected to bus pads

as shown in fig. 1.lb. An RF voltage applied to the transducer creates

an alternating electric field which penetrates the substrate causing

stress via the piezoelectric effect [ 4]. If the periodicity of the

transducer is such that the alternating electric field reinforces the

stress waves as they travel beneath adjacent fingers of the transducer,

then surface acoustic waves are generated. This condition is met if

adjacent fingers, each 1/4 wavelength wide are separated by 1/" wavelength

for the particular piezoelectric (particular SAW velocity) qnd frequency

5'. under consideration. By increasing the number of fingers of :DT the

coupling efficiency of the transducers increases, while the frequency of

bandwidth decreases [5,6]. The SAW propagates along the surface of the

substrate creating stress variations which decay exponentially with depth



into the substrate. Because of the piezoelectric effect, tle propagating

stress waves are coupled to propagating electric field which has components

both perpendicular and parallel to the surface of LiNbO As will be shown

later the perpendicular component is the probing field, utilized in this

work. The electric field exists both inside and outside the piezoelectric

and decays exponentially with distance from the surface. The decay constant

..' in the free space above the delay line is the SAW wavelength. As a result,

when the SAW passes under an identical IDT, after some delay, an RF voltage

is generated across the transducer. Thus the structure can be used as a

4, delay line and is called as such [8]. Typical frequency range for SAW

* devices is between 30 MHz to a few GHz. In the experiments reported here,

55 or 110 MHz SAW delay lines are used. On y-z LiNbO3 the SAW velocity

is about 348800 cm/sec. Therefore the SAW wavelength is approximately

32 pm and the delay per unit length is about 2.9 isec/cm. Both linear

and nonlinear interactions of the RF electric field with the semiconductor

near surface free carriers are of interest. The earlier works treat the

interaction mechanism itself as well as its applications for such devices

as SAW amplifiers and convolvers [20,19,22]. Evaluation of the semicon-

ductor electrical properties using SAW started with measurements of carrier

mobilities in CdS as deposited on quartz substrate [18] and silicon accum-

ulation layer [31]. Transient response of Ge samples were studied under

.pulsed bias field [38]. Different mechanical configurations are realized

using semiconductor interaction medium. They include: 1) The separated

medium structure, where a slab of semiconductor is placed at close prox-

imity above the piezoelectric substrate with the possible presence of an

air gap through which the coupling between the electric field and the

semiconductor free carriers takes place (e.g., Si on LiNbO 3 [34]). 2) The

. 7



combined medium where a slab of piezoelectric semiconductor such as CdS or

' GaAs serves both as the delay line and interaction medium [361. in the

present work the separated medium structure is chosen for semicondcutor

characterization due to its versatility and nondestructive nature. Then
4.i

the probing electric field reaches under the semiconductor surface (fig. 1.1),

the nonlinear interaction with the free carriers of the semiconductor

develops a voltage across the semiconductor. The dc transverse component
".-.

of this voltage which is called the transverse acoustoelectric voltage

(TAV) is the monitored signal throughout the experiments reported here.

Other effects of the nonlinear interaction are: the reduction of the SAW

velocity [20,29], the attenuation of the output signal (propagation loss)

[18], the generation of convolution voltage across the semiconductor and

parametric amplification if both transducers are used as inputs [22-28].

The source of nonlinear interaction can be qualitatively explained

as follows. The time varying electric field associated with SAW modulates

.4 the free carrier concentration within the interaction depth according to

the Poisson's equation. The simultaneous presence of the free carriers

and electric field generates an acoustoelectric current which is propor-

tional to their multiplication. Carrier concentration and electric field

both contain time varying terms, thus their multiplication generates

current with dc and multiples of the center frequency components which is

characteristic of nonlinear interaction. For open circuit condition the

total steady state current within the semiconductor is zero leading to the

generation of the transverse electric field. Integration of the induced

Selectric field across the semiconductor yields the transverse acoustoelectric

voltage (TAV). It is important to note that the penetration depth of the

probing electric field is on the order of the semiconductor extrinsic Debye
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length or the acoustic wavelength whichever is shorter.

Nondestructive measurements of semiconductor surface properties

began by utilizing the above nonlinear interaction [39,421. In the present

work the TAV signal is exclusively used for the characterization of semi-

conductor surfaces and interfaces. TAV amplitude is dependent on the

conductivity difference between electrons and holes in the interaction

region (with a thickness of about an extrinsic Debye length). A theoretical

background regarding the calculation of the TAV amplitude as a function of

carrier concentration is presented in Chapter 2. Semiconductor character-

ization is performed by varying the free carrier concentration within the

'1 interaction region while monitoring the TAV signal [42,71]. Carrier con-

centration can be modulated by photons, heating or cooling and applied

bias voltage across the semiconductor (field effect). TAV signal can be

monitored by placing a metal plate above the semiconductor and another

one below the LiNbO 3 substrate (fig. 1.1). To monitor the dc TAV signal

through the possible insulators, the RF voltage and thus the probing

electric field are pulsed. TAV is capacitively coupled to the metal

plates, so the presence or absence of insulator layer on the semiconductor

surface is immaterial. For spectroscopic measurements, the configuration

of figure 1.1 is used [45-47] where the ground path is an A.Z plate evapor-

ated underneath the LiNbO 3 and one or two monochromatic incident beams are

shone on the semiconductor surface through a small window. This structure

is only sufficient for spectroscopic measurements where the modulation of

the surface potential by an external bias voltage is not needed. On the

contrary, if the surface potential has to be modulated, a very large

voltage in excess of 1000 volts is needed to sustain the voltage drop

acros th thik LibO 3strutur 3 mmn) [43,48,49]. To overcome this
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problem a new delay line structure is devised which provides an altern-

ative ground path for the TAV signal [50].

The new structure eliminates the voltage drop across the LiNbO 3 and

thus reduces the necessary applied bias range (in field effect measure-

ments) to 10 volts [50] as compared to 1000 volts needed previously [49].

The combination of nondestructive nature of the TAV measurement and the

ability to readily modulate the surface potential leads to a powerful

measurement technique. The class of nondestructive measurements under

applied bias voltage is discussed in Chapter 3 which includes: 1) a

detailed discussion of the new delay line structure, 2) the development

of the theoretical foundation needed to utilize the potential of the TAV

versus voltage (TAV-V) measurements. The subjects presented under this

heading are: 2-1) A new profiling procedure, applicable to the measure-

ments where the free carrier concentration is the primary measured quan-

tity [51,521. The technique is applied to (TAV-V) measurements since the

TAV amplitude is a function of the free carrier concentration [50]. The

distinct difference between the pulsed capacitance-voltage (C-V) measur2-

ments [53-58] and the proposed procedure is that in the former

measurable physical quantity is the depletion layer width which is modu-

lated by an external field. In the latter, the carrier concentration

as a function of bias field is monitored and the depletion layer width

is then calculated. The possibility of depth profiling of such properties

as i:'terface states energy levels and carrier lifetime are discussed.

3) Nondcstructive characterization of the semiconductor/insulator inter-

face by mcnitoring such parameters as insulator fixed charges, interface

states density, and flat band voltage is demonstrated [50]. The basis of

the measurement is the comparison between the theoretical TAV-V curve

l1

=¢ .4 ¢ ¢ e :, , n :ec, , €.€ ,. :, ,-$€...'.v.¢..j...vi°v . ... ..S
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(for a specific semiconductor, insulator dielectric constant and thick-

* ness) and the experimental one. Deviations of the experimental TAV-V curve

from the calculated values are attributed to interface states and insulator

charges. This method might be adopted as an alternative to C-V measure-

ments [58,59]. An estimate of the carriers generation lifetime (T 9) and

surface generation velocity (S 9) can be obtained by measuring the TAV trans-

ient time constants (T eff ) [60,61]. These parameters which are indications

of the defect density and surface conditions are determined by capture and

* emission rate of carriers and density of deep traps within the semicon-

ductor band gap. Trap properties are conventionally studied by transient

capacitance measurements regarding the buildup of the inversion layer in

MIS structures are also used to determine T and S 9[67-701. The sep-

aration of T and S 9in this work is done by the application of a deplet-

ing bias field across the semiconductor while monitoring Tef(T f versus

voltage measurements). This technique can be adopted as a fast and

automated diagnostic technique to screen the wafers which are used in

VLSI fabrication. Theoretical treatments in this chapter are presented

for the first time and they are not complete in some parts (as will be

shown in detail in the corresponding sections), but nevertheless they

present a viable foundation for the future work in the related area.

The applications of the theoretical analysis in Chapter 3 are dem-

onstrated by the experimental results presented in chapter 4. In this

chapter the TAV measurements under applied bias voltage are mainly used

1' to characterize the effect of different fabrication processes on the

silicon wafers. The processes used in VLSI fabrication such as ion

implantation, thermal oxidation, laser induced damage gettering, polishing,

Z.'S



etching and annealing are investigated nondestructively by monitoring such

parameters as free carrier concentration depth profiles, oxide charge,

generation lifetime and surface generation velocity. One advantage of

the TAV technique is that there is no need to fabricate a contact to

semiconductor surfaces which is to be studied. Also the measurement

sensitivity for high resistivity samples is much higher than C-V or Hall

measurements (e.g., carrier concentration on the order of 10 12cm- is

detectable in Si). The fundamental disadvantage of the TAV is the low

sensitivity for low resistivity samples (p < 0.012 cm).

In the following chapters the double beam TAV spectroscopy along

with other techniques such as C-V are used to investigate the property

of semiconductor surfaces and interfaces [47,71,72], where a bias light

with a fixed wave length illuminates the sample while the wavelength of

another incident beam (secondary light) is scanned in the desired range.

The main problem of the devices made with GaAs MOS technology using

native oxide is the anomalous behavior under dc and low frequency oper-

ation, and the long term stability of the device. This behavior is due

to the high density of interface states present at the GaAs/oxide interface.

An extensive effort has been carried out for the better understanding of

the complicated nature of the GaAs/oxide interface [78,82] and the anodic

oxidation mechanism [73-77]. Investigation of GaAs samples and the effect

of different anodic oxidation schemes on the GaAs/oxide interface and

oxide bulk properties are presented in Chapter 6. The subjects include

the following. 1) Two beam TAV spectroscopic study of interface states

energy levels of bare and anodically oxidized [73] (wet oxidation under

constant current density regime) semi-insulating GaAs (Cr doped) samples.

The results indicate the presence of a high density acceptor level at about
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1 eV above the valence band for unoxidized GaAs [47]. Anodic oxidation

increases the density of this acceptor level and also another donor level

at about 1.3 eV below the conduction band becomes detectable after oxida-

tion. Higher oxidation current density results in the higher density of

interface states. 2) The investigation is extended to low resistivity p

and n type GaAs samples using C-V measurements [83,84]. The results show

that the higher current density of oxidation does increase the interface

states density but it produces an oxide with superior bulk properties such

as low injection type hysteresis and higher breakdown field. An optimum

current density waveform has also been devised which starts at low

current to produce a lower interface states density in the oxide nucleation

phase, followed by a high current density in the continuous oxide growth

phase in order to produce a high quality oxide bulk. 3) Low temperature

two beam TAV spectroscopy of GaAs leads to the detection of the character-

istic exciton peaks [85-89] and the quenching of the peaks [90-94] is

observed upon shining a 1 eV bias light. The quenching effect is attrib-

uted to the increase in the hole density by electron transition from the

valence band to the high density acceptor level, causing a higher recom-

bination rate and therefore destroying the exciton states [85]. This

effect is not observed in InP samples due to lower density of interface

states [71]. In chapter 7 the studies of CdS samples, which are used as

the working electrode in the CdS/K 4 [Fe(CN)6 ]/metal liquid junction solar

cell configuration (97-101] are presented [45,95,96]. Two beam spectro-

scopy of CdS after it has been used under short circuit current condition

reveals two acceptor levels located at 0.8 and 1.3 eV above the valence

band. These states are partially attributed to the nonstochiometric

sulfur deposition at the CdS surface by photo-anodic dissolution of CdS

i
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into solid sulfur and Cd2 + ions. These states influence the c pe::

between the redox charge transfer and the photo-anodic dissolut r

which is studied by cyclic voltammetry [102-104). The factors affecting

,I the cell efficiency such as the production of a thin insulating layer

through which the photo current passes by tunneling and the effect of

d counter electrode material (e.g., Au or Pt) are discussed. At the end a

brief discussion of the TAV measurements as applied to (Hg Cd)Te which is

being used in focal plane array IR detectors is presented [105].

.
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CHAPTER 2

DEVELOPMENT OF TRANSVERSE ACOUSTOELECTRIC VOLTAGE

(THEORETICAL BACKGROUND)

In this chapter the theoretical calculations, leading to

the formulation of the Transverse Acoustoelectric Voltage (TAV) as

a function of the carrier concentrationare presented. SAW semicon-

ductor interaction has been studied earlier in relation to SAW

* amplifiers and convolvers [19-28]. TAV is generated as a result

of nonlinear interaction between the rf electric field accompanying

SAW and the semiconductor free carriers. The general configuration

of the problem is shown in figure 2.1. SAW is propagating on the

piezoelectric (LiNbO3 ) surface in the z direction with the accompan-

ied probing electric field extending in the y direction and the

semiconductor is placed above the LiNbO 3. The distance between the

semiconductor and LiNbO 3 is assumed to be zero which is a reason-

able assumption if this distance is much smaller than the SAW wave-

length, XSAW (XSAW = 32 4m or 64 pm for SAW frequency of 110 MHz or

55 MHz respectively). The time varying probing electric field

modulates the free carrier concentration as well as applying a

force to them. Therefore an acoustoelectric current with nonzero

steady state value is developed [23]. If the measurement is voltage

sensitive, then the total steady state current in the y direction

(figure 2.1) is zero. Thus a steady state electric field is set in

the y direction, the integration of which across the semiconductor

(from y-O to y-ts S semiconductor thickness) yields the transverse

14
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A acoustoelectric voltage (TAV). The TAV signal is detected across the

semiconductor via a contact to the semiconductor back surface, and

the surface under study provides the ground terminal as will be dis-

cussed in more detail in the next chapter. The interaction strength

between the probing electric field and free carriers is a function

of the free carrier concentration. At very low and high densities

the interaction is weaker which is reflected in the drop of the TAV

amplitude at these concentrations. The reason is that at very low

concentrations there are not enough carriers to interact with and at

N high concentrations the electric field is effectively shielded by the

free carriers (e.g., low and high carrier concentration values for Si

are in the range of 10 12and 10 18cm3 ). The penetration depth of

the probing field in the semiconductor is on the order of the

extrinsic Debye length. The net effect of the rf field in extrinsic

semiconductors is to establish a weak depletion in the interaction

region. The reason is that at the half cycles corresponding to the

accumulation of the semiconductor, the Debye length decreases, and

it increases for the half cycles associated with depletion. Thus

in average a weak depletion is developed which can be compared to

the depletion established by applying a small DC bias voltage

across the semiconductor. If the extrinsic Debye length of the

* - semiconductor is very large, then the penetration depth of the

probing field is determined by the acoustic wavelength. The polarity

of the TAV signal is positive for net electron conductivity and neg-

ative for hole conductivity, if the ground voltage is assumed at
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the surface facing the LiNbO 3 (surface under study). This effect

which is very useful in determining the type of surface conductivity

4 is due to the fact that a positive voltage at the back surface is

needed (equivalent to substrate biasing in MOS structure) to deplete

the n type semiconductor (on the device side) and it should be

negative for p type. The theoretical calculation of the TAV

amplitude as a function of carrier density is presented in the next

section.

2.1 Theoretical Evaluation of the TAV Amplitude

The flow chart of the TAV calculation procedure is shown

in figure 2.2. An electric potential which is propagating in the

z direction with angular frequency (w) and wavelength (X) is

assumed in the form $ - b(y)e j (w t - kz) [29], where (y) is the

amplitude of the electric potential in the y direction. Inside the

semiconductor (y > 0) a fourth order differential equation for *(y)

can be established using continuity, current and Poisson's equa-

-ky
tions. The solution of this equation is in the form A e +

SA2e-' kY if the semiconductor thickness (t s ) is much larger than the

acoustic wavelength. Using the appropriate boundary conditions

for ac current and electric potential at the semiconductor and

LiNbO 3 surfaces [371 the values of ",, AI and A2 can be determined,

leading to the solution for :. Once - is known, then the ac

electric field in the y direction (E(y)) and excess carrier concen-

trations (nl, pl) can be formulated. The nonlinear acoustoelectric

SW
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current density (J is obtained from E(y), n1 and p1 . !he total

steady state current density (Jd(Y)) is then considered which con-

tains the contributions of the drift, diffusion and dc term of the

nonlinear current. By using proper boundary conditions regarding

the steady state current densities, the steady state transverse

electric field (y direction) is found. The integration of this

electric field across the semiconductor yields the TAV. The math-

ematical formulation is as follows.

The rf electric potential can be demonstrated as:

(y'z't) = (y) e j(wt - kz) (2.1)

where w = SAW angular frequency

k = s = wave number
5

")S = SAW velocity = 348800 cm/sec in y cut z propagating

LiNbO3

From this point on, all the time and space varying quantities will
* a

be presented in the F(y) e j(wt - kz) form. For parameters with

nonzero equilibrium values the subscript 1 is used for the perturbed

quantities, e.g., the modulated excess electron and hole concen-

trations are denoted by nI and P The general current, continuity

and Poisson's equations are:

J = 7E - D7P (2.2)

7.J = ; ' 3)

t4!
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2 (2.4)

S

where J = current density

a - electrical conductivity

D - free carrier diffusion constant

P - charge density

Es = semiconductor permittivity

The small signal equations for time varying quantities at

fundamental frequency are obtained by subtracting the equilibrium

terms from the general equations and neglecting the second order

-' terms. The current equations for electrons are:
¢4.

dnl
i n (y) - qp n n E(y) + q Dn dy (2.5)

i n(z) - qp n n E(z) - jk q D n (2.6)

For holes:

i (y) - qw P E(y) - q D dP (2.7)
p p p dy

p.i p (z) qp P E(z) + jk q D P1P (2.8)

The continuity equations are:

;J (y)n
j wqn I -- Jk J (Z) + (2.9)

.,n jy

jwq P, jk Jp(Z) - --py (2.10)

.-. ~ 19
where q electronic charge 1.6 x 10-  coulomb

%%
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in, Ip = electron and hole mobilities respectively

Dn, D = electron and hole diffusion constantsn p

n, p = time and space independent electron and hole

concentrations

nl, P = excess electron and hole concentrations.

- It should be mentioned that in the continuity equations the genera-

tion and recombination of free carriers at SAW frequency are ignored.

The bulk mobility is used in the above equations. The Poisson's

equations are (no variation in x direction):

V d 2  2 = - -q _ - n1 ) (2.11)
24 Edy s

and E - (2.12)

Using equations (2.1), (2.5-2.12) the following equation for (y)

is found:

4 (1 + Y2) d (y) + k 4 Y24(Y) = 0 (2.13)

dy 2

where y( can be obtained from the following equation:

(Y 2 1)2 [ 2+ D Wcn- - ] = 0 (2.14)
1D p(y 2 _ k 2 ) -jw D n(y2 k 2 ) -jW

The roots of the above equation are:

2
l= 1 (2.15)

2
2cn cp+ cp WDp2

2=1+ W cn Dn p Dp Wcn Dn cp W Dp2
2 (+ W ) (2.16)
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m+ 

W

- 2 cn WDn WDp cp WDp WDn (2.17)Y3  =li+ j w(w W +W wd
3 W (Wcn W Dn +Wcp wdp)

In the above equations
q;. n

-= dielectric relaxation frequency for electrons n""" cn

s

W P"

cp E
S

V2

W Dn electrons diffusion frequency = -

S. n

V2

W -

Dp D
p

If W > WDn' Dp' then Y2 can be reduced to

"-- +w

Y2 2 + cn WDn cp WDp (2.18)

and Y3 is close to unity.

The solution of equation (2.13) can be written in the

following form

S(Y) - AI e- k y + A2 e-ykY + A3 ek y + A 4 ey k y  (2.19)

If the semiconductor thickness is much larger than the SAW wavelength,

then the coefficients A3 and A4 should be zero. Therefore:

0'" A(y) - A e- k y + A e-Yky (2.20)
1 2

By using the boundary condition for ac current density at y = 0 and

neglecting the surface recombination velocity, the following rela-

$tionship is obtained between A1and A 2 '
A1

A2  jwR (2.21)

aA

p.'-:2
.4.. . :... . . .: . . : . .:.- ....: ;Y . ' .""""." . ". - . '
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S2 2
wc wD +) wc D

where R c+W 2 (2.22)
(Wcn WDn + /cp WDp)

y in equations (2.20), and (2.22) is equal to y2 in equation (2.18),

even though equation (2.16) is used in deriving equation (2.21).

The reason is that the real part of y2 (equation (2.16)) cancels

out in the ac current density formula (which is used to obtain

(2.21)) and the imaginary part is not negligible. But in the

following equations only the real part of y as shown in equation

(2.18) might be used.

The total steady state dc current density in the y

direction is: (dc terms are nenoted by the subscript d)

Ja(y) = a Ed(Y) + <Jn> - D - (2.23)

The time average of the nonlinear acoustoelectric current (J n

can be written as follows:

<Jn > I Re (a E*(y)) (2.24)

where U1  M q(Li n1  + p P )

Excess electron and hole concentrations (ni, P1) can be

obtained by solving Poisson's and continuity equations:

"s 2 ~ cn D
n = E w (2.25)

cn Di+ cp WDp

Ps 2 cp wDp (2.2b)

q 1 qn 2 + W w"q cn Dn cp Dp

Vi -, - , ' ' ' : . .? .. , . : .;:. .? .. .: .. ,i --. . .: . i-... .- -....
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Using equations (2.11), (2.18), (2.20), (2.25) and (2.26) leads to:

Ai k 2 k (y 2  i) cn Dn e k

l cn Dn cp WDp

.: E 2- A2 k2 (Wcn WDn e-yky (2.27)

Ps W k2(Y2cp CDp e -ykyq cn Dn +Wcp wDp

Es A2 k 2 ( Wcp waDp) e-yky (.8- - k2q (2.27)

The amplitude of the ac electric field in the y direction 
is:

9,:"' 
(y) = k A e - k y + yk A e -Yky (2.29)

<J n> can be obtained using equations (2.21), 
(2.24), (2.27),

(2.28) and (2.29).

E 3

> 2Y (A2 A 2 *) (n cn Dn - p Wcp W e (2.30)

In order to find A 2 A ,2 the electric potential at y=O is

ni considered

(O) - A1 + A2  (2.31)

V.' Using equations (2.21) and (2.31) we have:

A2 * 2 A 
2  2 

(2.32)

Ed(y) can now be obtained by using equations 
(2.23), (2.30), and

(2.32). By the application of boundary conditions given 
by

",-
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J1j"' .Jd ('.)

Jd(0) Jd( )  0 and continuity equation which dictates d O.

the transverse acoustoelectric voltage (TAV) can be obtained:

TAV = j Ed(y) dy (2.33)

0

In calculating TAV it can be assumed that yk which is the effective

decay constant of the electric potential inside the semiconductor

is on the order of the inverse of the extrinsic Debye length (LD)-1

•'. To demonstrate this approximation an n type extrinsic semiconductor

(n >> p) can be considered.

S KT 1/2 1L\1/2

D p)(2.34)
q2(n + p) q n

where K B = Boltzman's constant

T = absolute temperature.

From equation (2.18):

2 cn Dn +cp Dp

22

if W W >> w and w >> w then 2 cn
cn Dn cn cp 2

Thus:

yk (
(wn s)1/2 n,(a T)1/

a :('.D

and: yk (LD) .

.9". - , ....-- " ".-- " ', 'i,-, -. ,---. ... ,-.-.--.. .-. . . -,. .- ,.- ... . . . , . ..
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By using equation (2.33) TAV can be calculated as follows:

k n cn Dn- p CP Dp ( (2.35)
12wTAV +w cp )  2 2 21(cn c i + w R2

Following reference [37], the electric potential at the surface of

* . the LiNbO3 can be written as:

.( 4a sz  )1/2

= K Re(1/ZA*) (2.36)

where

Sz = power flux per unit length

cc = propagation loss

K - electromechanical coupling coefficient

Z A = surface impedance of the piezoelectric substrate.

Both ZA and a are affected by the semiconductor medium, adjacent to

AAthe piezoelectric surface. The equations for ZA and a are:

Z x R (2.37)A s s y + JwR R defined in (2.22)

and

K2  E V ZAa - - -~- k Im P s i(2.38)2 p Vs ZA + J

where E is the permittivityof the piezoelectric material.P

Using equations (2.22), (2.32), and (2.36)-(2.38) we have:

2 K2 S E (1 2

10(0)I2 2 z p (2.39)

2 R2 £(1 +i6 2 +(Y+i \21
s s

iiS
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By inserting 10(o)I 2 from equation (2.39) in equation (2.35) TAV

can be written as

STAV = V + p( nj n - 2w (2.40)

° n n+2 R2( +-)2 +() (2 .4 0)

Rs + Y+ s

K2 S E q
where V 20 2 (2.41)

6 E:s w KB T

As shown in equation (2.41) the constant V is a function0

of the electromechanical coupling coefficient, acoustic power, SAW

frequency and temperature. The TAV dependency on the carrier con-

centration (TAV-n) for Si and GaAs is calculated using equation

(2.40) and the plots are shown in figures 2.3 and 2.4 respectively.

Figures 2.3a,b include two plots (each), the solid curve is the

(TAV-n) as calculated from equation (2.40). The dashed curve is the

(TAV-n) plot from the equation presented in reference [42] where a

wR term appears in the numerator due to miscalculation. Figure

2.3a is for the SAW frequency of 110 MHz and 2.3b for 55 MHz.

Additional theoretical treatments considering nonzero distance

between the semiconductor and the delay line [43], and including

the imaginary term of y (equation (2.16)) and the diffusion term

(equation (2.23)) while using the one carrier (electrons or holes)

interaction approximation [44] were presented recently.

The important features of the (TAV-n) plots that were

qualitatively discussed in the beginning of this chapter can now be

observed in figures 2.3 and 2.4. These features are: 1) n type

| ! '' i " - : ' ,". "- ' ' : ' -, " :" :% : , '
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surface conductivity exhibits a positive TAV and vice versa for

p type. 2) There is a maximum in both n and p regions because at

near intrinsic concentrations there are few carriers to interact

with the electric field and at very high concentrations the free

carriers effectively screen the probing electric field and the TAV

amplitude reduces. Thus by monitoring the TAV amplitude one can

distinguish between electron and holes surface conductivities and

also obtain the magnitude of the free carrier concentration.

one should note the high sensitivity of the TAV signal at

very low carrier concentrations which extends the measurement capa-

bility to very high resistivity materials such as Cr doped GaAs

--'4 7
(> 10O2cm). This is an advantage over other measurement tech-

niques such as C-V or four point probe measurements. On the other

- hand the sensitivity of the TAV technique decreases at very high

carrier concentrations and surface characterization with average

surface resistivity below 0.01 Ocm is not practical. Lock in

detection of the TAV amplitude has alleviated this problem to some

extent. It should be noted that in this work the surface character-

ization is referred to the region with a thickness on the order of

the semiconductor extrinsic Debye length or the acoustic wavelength

whichever is shorter.



CHAPTER 3

TAV MEASUREMENTS UNDER APPLIED BIAS VOLTAGE

In this chapter a discussion of the new delay line struc-

ture which allows the modulation of the surface potential via a

small external bias voltage (± 10 volts range) is presented.

Development of the theoretical foundations which are utilized in the

TAV versus voltage (TAV-V) measurements are discussed next. The

subjects to be presented are as follows:

e New delay line structure for TAV-V measurements.

e A depth profiling procedure which is applicable to the

measurements where the free carrier concentration is

the primary measured quantity rather than the deple-

tion layer width.

* Evaluation of the interface charge density and flat

-' band voltage by comparing theoretical and experimental
N.

TAV-V curves.

o TAV transient measurements and the estimation of the

carrier lifetime and surface generation velocity.

3.1 A New Delay Line Structure for TAV-V Measurements

and the Experimental Apparatus

The delay line arrangement is shown in figure 3.1. The

piezoelectric substrate is a y cut z propagating LibO3 with two

aluminum interdigital transducers fabricated on the surface (fig.

3.1a). The semiconductor is placed above the LiNbO , with the
3

surface under study facing the LiNbO 3. In the previous work the

32
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INTERACTION REGION ALUMINUM
::: DELAY LINE

(a)

INTERDIGITAL TRANSDUCERS

V (APPLIED D.C. VOLTAGE)

, SAMPLE

IDT IDT
* I ~DELAY LINE

(b) . 1 ILiNbO 3 )

Figure 3.1 Delay line arrangement for TAV measurements.
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TAV signal across the semiconductor has been detected by placing

an aluminum plate on the back surface of the semiconductor and

another one under the LiNbO3 [42] (fig. 1.1a). The TAV is a dc

voltage across the semiconductor, therefore in order to monitor this

signal through the insulators such as the oxides on the semicon-

ductor surfaces and the LiNbO 3, the rf voltage and thus the probing

electric field are pulsed. As a result the TAV can be detected

as a transient voltage via the capacitive coupling [50,71]. In the

new TAV measurements a thin aluminum structure (= 1 vm) is evap-

orated on the LiNbO 3 surface as shown in figure 3.1a [50]. This

structure provides a ground path for the TAV signal which does not

pass through the LiNbO3 substrate, as compared to the previous work.

At the center of the aluminum structure a window is made to provide

an interaction region (fig. 3.1a). The mechanical surface wave

produced by the interdigital'transducer is accompanied by the prob-

ing electric field only in the region not covered by the aluminum.

"' Under the aluminum covered area the electric field tends to zero

while the mechanical wave continues to propagate. Once the mech-

anical wave reaches the interaction window the probing electric

field is regenerated. The area of the semiconductor surface which

Pis to be tested is placed above the interaction region (fig. 3.1b)

where the probing electric field penetrates in the semiconductor

surface, interacts nonlinearly with the free carriers and produces

the TAV signal.

.4
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In order to change the surface potential, the bias voltage

is applied across a contact to the semiconductor back surface and

the ground path underneath the surface under study. The nature of

these contacts are important for a nondestructive measurement. The

back contact can be provided by removing the possible insulator

layer from the back surface and evaporating an appropriate metal

with no hot step involved (e.g., by contacting to an abraided

region on the back surface) to form an ohmic contact. The forma-

tion of the back ohmic contact is not necessary for the TAV detec-

tion, since the probing rf electric field only interacts with the

carriers at the surface under study (as long as the extrinsic Debye

length is smaller than the semiconductor thickness). If the insul-

ator layer is not removed from the back surface, then the voltage

drop across this layer and the variation of the back side surface

potential should also be considered in evaluating the device side

surface potential as a function of the bias voltage. The contact

to the surface under study (device side) is of special importance.

This contact is simply provided by placing the semiconductor (with

or without an insulator layer) on the Ak coated LiNbO as shown in
3

fig. 1(b) and there is no processing involved. If there are no

insulators present in the signal path, a dc current can pass

through the detection system. In this case the measurement appar-

atus can be adapted to monitor the steady state current density

(i()in 2.23) instead of the TAV. The important features of

the new delay line structure are shown in fig. 3.2a which
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includes: 1) The interaction region width (w.i) which determines

the spatial resolution of the measurement. For higher spatial

resolution a smaller width (w.i) is desired, but a lower limit is

set by the detection sensitivity of the TAV signal. l'so

affects the form of the bias electric field (should be distinguished

from the rf probing electric field) which passes through the area

under study. As shown in figure 3.2a the probed area is the only

region where the aluminum ground is removed from the LiNbO3 sub-

strate. Thus the bias electric field bends towards the corners

of the interaction window and the center of the probed region is

unaffected. The surface potential in this region (thickness = w

in figure 3.2a) can only be slightly modulated as compared to the

edges of the probed area. Therefore the calculated surface

N potential for a certain bias voltage can be considerably different

from the real value. To lessen this problem, w u should be reduced

as much as possible by such means as the reduction of w i to its

* experimental limit (detection sensitivity). The aluminum ground

path thickness (t a) can also be increased in order to obtain a more

*uniform electric field. For practical vacuum deposition, t adoes

not exceed a few microns. Also the amplitude of the mechanical

surface waves might be reduced by the thick aluminum loading effect

to such an extent that the rear-erated probing electric field is

not adequate to produce a detectable TAV signal. One remedy is

to use an array of aluminum fingers (figure 3.2b), all connected

to a common ground terminal with spacings (w. ) on the order of
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2t aor smaller. In this case an almost uniform surface potential

modulation is possible without the reduction of the TAV signal.

The spatial resolution cannot be improved by this structure since

the total interaction region area (the sum of the spacing between

fingers) is still determined by the TAV detection sensitivity and

the spatial resolution is further reduced by the addition of the

* nonzero width of the aluminum fingers (w. I. n the experimental
if

work reported in this thesis the one piece interaction window with

a width on the order of mm is used. Another method to establish a

more uniform bias field is to leave a very thin aluminum layer

with a thickness (t ) on the order of 100 A0 in the interaction

region (figure 3.2c). This layer should be thin enough to allow

the probing rf field to pass through it without excessive atten-

uation. The bias electric field can then be terminated on the thin

AZ layer, producing a uniform electric field. In this work the

thickness of the aluminum ground path is about 1 tim. The inter-

action region width also determines the lower limit of the TAV

transient measurements as will be discussed in the following sec-

tions. This limit is established by the transit time of the

surface acoustic wave through the interaction window (= 0.3 1.sec

per mm). If placing the wafer on the piezoelectric substrate is

not desirable, an air gap can be maintained between the surface

under study and the substrate by the proper mechanical arrangement,

resulting in a contactless measurement. The air gap should be

considerably smaller than the acoustic wavelength which is on the
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order of 32 or 64 ;m for 110 or 55 MHz SAW frequencies respectively.

The optical lithography tools, used for proximity exposure [115]

,4

which are capable of maintaining a small gap in the range of 10 to

25 m can be used for this purpose. In this case the voltage drop

across the air gap should be accounted for in calculating the

surface band bending by the bias and rf fields. This arrangement

can also aid the uniformity of the bias electric field.

The experimental apparatus for the TAV-V measurements is

shown in figure 3.3. The setup is divided into four sections as

follows: section I consists of the electronics which generate the

rf pulse, section II is arranged to apply the bias voltage across

the semiconductor and measures its value, TAV detection is performed

by section III and section IV is the SAW delay line structure which

has already been discussed. The rf pulse is generated by modulating

the output of a continuous rf source by a pulse generator. Modula-

tion is performed by a balanced mixer. Typical rf frequencies are

'55 MHz or 110 MHz. Pulse width ranges from a fraction of psec to

10 msec and the pulse period can vary between 0.5 msec to 500 msec.

The rf pulse is fed to an rf amplifier followed by an attenuator

which keeps the rf pulse amplitude in the range of 10 volts peak to

peak. The amplified rf pulse is then applied to the interdigital

transducer (IDT) which is tuned to be a 501 resistive load at the

desired frequency. The :DT by itself is a capacitive load and a

single series inductance is used for tuning. The application of

the rf pulse to the input IDT launches the surface acoustic wave.
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Section II shows the arrangement which allows the biasing

of the sample and the simultaneous detection of the TAV signal. It

consists of a dc voltage source (can also be a pulsed voltage

source) in series with a high value resistance which effectively

constitutes a current source, connected to the semiconductor back

surface. The high value resistor is used to prevent the shorting

of the TAV signal by the low output impedance voltage source.

The TAV signal is applied to a low frequency amplifier via a capac-

itor. The aluminum structure under the semiconductor is grounded

and the applied bias voltage is measured at the semiconductor back

surface (similar to substrate bias in MOS) by a voltmeter with an

analog output. It is also possible to apply the bias voltage

directly to the aluminum structure instead of grounding it (similar

to gate bias in MOS). In this case the back surface can be at a

virtual dc ground through the input of the amplifier if the 0.015 If

capacitor is removed. This configuration is not used because of the

uncertainty in the ground voltage. Also the saturation of the

amplifier by the possible dc input causes additional problems. The

advantage of this configuration (if it is used after careful exam-

ination) is that it requires a smaller bias voltage range than the

previous arrangement. To detect the TAV amplitude (section III in

figure 3.3) the TAV signal is fed to a low frequency amplifier with

the maximum bandwidth from dc to 10 MHz. The output of this

amplifier is connected to the input of a lock in amplifier,

possibly via a signal attenuator. The attenuator is sometimes used
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to eliminate the readjustment of the amplifiers at different signal

levels. The reference signal to the lock in amplifier is provided

by the pulse generator. The TAV waveform for a p type, 11-16..cm

silicon sample is shown in figure 3.4. To obtain the TAV-V curves,

the amplitude of the TAV signal is recorded as a function of the

applied bias voltage, as the voltage source is scanned in the

desired range. In the TAV transient time constant (T) measurements,

- the lock in amplifier can be replaced by a computer which calculates

SM- the time constant, and (r-v) is recorded. The bias voltage source

can be either dc (a slow varying ramp) or pulsed. In most of the

following experiments a slow varying ramp is used and the operation

under pulsed bias voltage is also discussed.

3.2 New Depth Profiling Procedure

Electrical depth profiling is most commonly performed by

differential capacitance-voltage (G-V) techniques [53-56] and other

capacitance measurements such as feedback method [57] and second

harmonic technique [116]. The coummon characteristic of all these

measurements is that the depletion width (Wi) is monitored as a

function of the bias voltage (V) by measuring the depletion layer

capacitance. The average majority carrier concentration profile,

(for example fi(x) in n type semiconductor), and from that the

dopant density profile (N(x)), are then evaluated by the mathe-

matical manipulation of the depletion width versus voltage (W(V))

ii' [53-561 or by producing a capacitance related signal which is pro-

portional to N(x) or l/N(x) [57-1163. In this section the profiling
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Figure 3.4 Experimental TAV Waveform
(Si sample, p type, p = ll-16 cm)
Upper trace: Rf pulse, vertical scale = 5V/div,
Horizontal scale = 100 Psec/div.
Lower trace: TAV signal, vertical scale = 1 mv/div.,
Horizontal scale = 100 .isec/div.
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capability of the measurements which are primarily sensitive to

the free carrier concentration rather than the depletion layer

thickness is introduced [51,52]. Using this procedure, the tech-

niques measuring such parameters as surface conductance and surface

photovoltage [1061, optical reflection [117], transverse acousto-

electric voltage (TAV) [71] and Hall effect [118], which are

presently used to characterize semiconductor materials might be

suitably adopted for depth profiling. Semiconductor properties,

e.g., mobility, trap and ionized impurity energy levels and density

which are measurable by the above methods might also be evaluated

as a function of depth in addition to the dopant density profile.

'The experimental setup for these measurements should be capable of

monitoring the carrier density at the edge of the depletion layer,

4* considering the abrupt space charge edge (ASCE) approximation.

The surface potential is varied by the bias voltage, and the

average carrier concentration versus the applied bias voltage is

monitored (f(V)). The information about the depletion layer width

versus the bias voltage (W(V)) can then be obtained from the math-

ematical analysis of the f(V) curve. This analysis is presented

',- in section 3.2.1 which leads to the average free carrier concen-

tration depth profile i^(x). It should be noted that in the C-V

technique also, the majority carrier concentration depth profile

which is subjected to the Debye averaging effect [56] is measured

rather than the impurity ions density profile [54,55]. The approx-

imate doping profile can then be calculated by using the

..........................
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computations discussed in references [55] and [56]. The same

limitations and approximations are applicable in this work. The

limitations, corrections and experimental implications are

presented in section 3.2.2.

3.2.1 Theoretical Analysis

For depth profiling using the measurements sensitive to

the free carrier concentration, one should obtain the depletion

width as a function of the bias voltage (W(V)) [52]. In this

analysis, the ASCE approximation is used, and it is assumed that

the surface potential is modulated by a bias field, applied across
u1

an insulator on the surface and the substrate. The effects of the

surface states and the minority carriers are neglected. An n type

semiconductor is considered without losing the generality of the

treatment. Poisson's equation is considered along the depleted

region (figure 3.5).

d2V(x) - () (3.1)

dx2  s

n(x) = N(x) - n(x) (3.2)

where

V(x) = electric potential

x distance from the surface into the semiconductor

q = electronic charge

= semiconductor permitivity
$

n(x) majority carrier concentration profile

N(x) = ionized dopant concentration profile
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The ASCE approximation suggests

n(x) = 0 for x < W
(3.3)

n(x) = N(x) for x > W

where W is the depletion layer thickness. The boundary conditions

at the depletion edge (W) and the surface are

V(W) = 0

B.C. V(O) = Vs, V s  surface potential (3.4)

E(W) dV(x 0, E = electric fielddx I ---

The applied bias voltage (VB) can be written in the following form:

V =V + V + V (3.5)B EB i s
.

where VFB is the flat band voltage, and V. is the voltage drop

across the insulator due to the space charge. Therefore

Vi =. Qsc = E E (3.6)

- where Q is the space charge density per unit area, E is thesc s

electric field at the surface, and C. is the insulator capacitance

per unit area. Considering the boundary conditions in (3.4)

w

E = - - (x) dx (3.7).:,.., s s f

* 0

w t

V =_ q  r(x) dx dt (3.8)

s0 w

using (3.5)-(3.8), it follows

| , ..
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w pw ,t

VB  V -q - (x) dx + q J n(x) dx dt (3.9)B'' - FB C. j "

0 S0 w

" Equation (3.9) is precise with no ASCE approximation and it can be

applied to any doping profile. Knowing the value of r (x) at any VB, the

value of W must be calculated. To do so the ASCE approximation and

finite difference technique are used. A voltage increment (IV
B

is considered which results in a depletion width increment (SW).

Using equation (3.9) for the mth voltage increment we find:

" V B m  = VB(m) - V B (m-l)

w(m) w(m-l) t

= -- f n (x) dx + - n(x) dx dtm"'.C.E

"-"-1 0 w(m-l)

w(m) t

Jr
+ f n(x) dx d(3.10)

0 w(m)

To approximate n(x) at each voltage interval, the ASCE approximation

(equauion 3.3) is used and it is also assumed that the average
V.

carrier concentration (fi(x)) is equal to a constant (n(m)) in that
-4

interval. Thus

N(x) = n(m) (3.11)
' im

* By substituting (3.11) in (3.10) the following equation can be

obtained after the mathematical manipulation:

q n(m) 2 nm
()W(m))2 + q n(m) [C + C. W(m-I ]:.-2c C. C. " s

S 1 S

x W(m) -V (m) 0 (3.12)

FB
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where LW(m) is the mth depletion width increment and

m-i

W(m-l) = L W(n) for m > 2

n=l

In deriving equat4on (3.12) it is assumed that at the bias voltage

*" equal to the flat band voltage the depletion layer width is zero.

Another method to derive (3.12) from (3.9) which provides a better

physical insight is to shift the origin "x=O) inside the semicon-

ductor with the translation equal to the previous depletion width

(figure 3.5). In this case the insulator capacitance (C.) is

replaced by another capacitance (C ) which includes the depletion

width capacitance (C ). Therefore:
4 d

C. Cd

CT = 2. d (3.13)

1 d
C. E

or C = I s (3.14)T- WC. + E
1 s

Now for the mth interval, the following equation can be obtained

directly from (3.9).

q n(m) (Wm))2 + n(m) W(m) (n) = 0 (3.15)

2 s T -+B

Substitution of C from (3.14) in (3.15) leads to the equation
T

(3.12). By measuring n(m) at each voltage interval, 'W(m) and

thus W(m) can be calculated from (3.12), leading to the depth

profile fi(x). The voltage increment LVB can be chosen to be smaller

* for more accurate calculations within the experimental limits. These

limits which dictate a spatial resolution on the order of a few

*1

'4
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Debye lengths are discussed in the next section. In (3.12) the

second order term can be neglected if

'4.. E
AW(m) << s+ W(m-l) C.
2 Ci  3. ti

where Ei = insulator permitivity,

ti =insulator thickness

Therefore

SW(m) S t + W(m-l) (3.16)
2 . + "~1

Typically the inequality (3.16) is satisfied except for possibly

the first few steps. Equation (3.12) can also be simplified if

« i << Cd (thick insulator). In this case (3.12) reduces to (3.15)

with CT replaced by C. and the recursive nature of (3.12) is elim-T a.

inated [51]. The condition C. < < C is satisfied when:

C
- >> W(-l) (3.17)

E.1

Inequality (3.17) is valid only in the first few intervals. In

fact, (3.17) determines the upper bound of the depletion width,

below which the simplified equation can be used.

3.2.2 Experimental Limits, Corrections and Implications

The average majority carrier concentration profile (fi(x))

can be obtained by the procedure explained in the previous section.

The next step is to evaluate the ionized impurity distribution

(N(x)) from fi(x). A number of corrections and mathematical manip-

4.9 ulations are devised for the C-V technique which are also applicable

.A

.4
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in this work. The reason is that the C-V profiling also measures

n ̂W) instead of N(x) as pointed out in [54-561. These corrections

and other limitations such as the effect of interface traps at small

depletion widths (which dictates the use of a higher measurement

frequency) are discussed and the possible arrangements to reduce

these limitations are considered.

The ASCE approximation divides the semiconductor in two

distinct regions, one is the depletion region with no majority

carriers and the other is the neutral region where the majority

carrier concentration is equal to the impurity atoms density. In

reality if there is a spatial variation in the ionized impurity

distribution MNx)), then the majority carrier profile (n(x)) cannot

follow N(x) and a significant deviation can be present at the hi :h

concentration gradient regions. The reason is that at equilibrium,

the total current inside the semiconductor which is the sum of the

drift and diffusion currents is assumed to be zero. Diffusion of

the mobile carriers from high to low concentration region has to be

canceled by a drift current which is caused by an electric field

in the opposing direction. This electric field is established by

the deviation from charge neutrality which means that n(x) and

N(x) cannot be equal. Also it can be deduced that the variation of

the impurity profile is always sharper than the free carrier con-

centration profile. As an example, figure 3.6 shows a high-low

abrupt profile for N(x) which varies from N h to N Zin a small

distance compared to the local Debye leng~h L s (:"BT3~
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N (x) ionized deposit concentration

n(x) majority carrier concentration

A n(x) carrier concentration increment produced by an
- .. , increment of bias voltage

Nh

-.. .

nn(x)

NL

-.' .. , Figure 3.6 Ionized dopant density and majority carrier concen-

tration profiles, near a high concentration gradient
region.
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The majority carrier profile is also shown (n(x)) which exhibits a

lower gradient. The n(x) varies from high to low value in a distance

on the order of a few extrinsic Debye lengths. If the measurement

*actually monitors n(x), then there is an equation from which N(x)

can be obtained. This equation which is the result of equating

drift and diffusion currents is as follows [55]:

N(x) = n(x) + ( K- [ d(x)] (3.18)

Equation (3.18) can be applied to n(x) without a complicated compu-

tation scheme. But it is pointed out that the carrier concentration

* profile in itself is subject to the Debye averaging effect which

leads to inaccurate results in the range of a few Debye lengths

around the regions with sharp spatial variation of carrier density

[56]. By incrementing the depleting bias voltage, fi&(x) is measured

rather than the /n(x) as shown in figure 3.6. Extensive computer

calculations are carried out to demonstrate this effect [56] and

the results indicate that N(x) can be calculated from fi(x)(equation

3.18) reasonably well if N(x) varies gradually over a few Debye

lengths. Other attempts are also made to relax the ASCE approx-

imation [119-121] (using better approximations for 7(x) in (3.2))

but a general solution to the problem is too complicated to be

practical. Thus in order to obtain N(x) from the measured profile,

equation (3.18) can be used as a first correction step and then

iterative computer solutions should be applied if a high spatial

resolution is required in the high concentration gradient region
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(deconvolution of the Debye averaging effect). The flow charts of

the depth profiling procedures and corrections, applicable to this

work and the C-V technique are shown in figure 3.7.

The treatment presented in section 3.2.1 neglects the

effects of minority carriers and interface states. The validity of

these assumptions should be examined. The interface states response

can affect the measurement in two ways. First if the interface

states trap charges (Q.t = coul/cm 2) respond to the perturbation

which is used as the probing tool. For example, in C-V technique

a 1 MHz sinusoidal signal is used to monitor the depletion layer

capacitance. If the response time of the interface traps is

lowered to the range of visec, then they can contribute to the total

measured capacitance and distort the data [58]. The interface

states response time is reduced if the depletion layer width

decreases (going towards flat band), due to the increase of the

majority carrier concentration (figure 3.8). Thus at a fixed mneas-

urement frequency the density of interface trap levels (Dc

* . 2 -1
*cm eV ) and their capture probability can be the dominant factor

in determining how close to the surface the depth profile can be

obtained without an excessive error. This limit can be reduced by

decreasing Dt or increasing the measurement frequency. The TAV

measurement reported in this work is inherently a high frequency

measurement, thus it has the advantage that the interface states

preclude response at frequencies that the interaction between the

probing electric field and the free carriers takes place (in the

%I
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(b)

Figure 3.7 The profiling procedure for (a) C-V technique and

(b) this work [521.
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range of 100 MHz). Therefore the profiles closer to the surface can

be obtained (as compared to the C-V measurement) without added

complexity ( such as corrections for high frequency interface states

response or complicated phase sensitive measurements at high fre-

quency). It should be mentioned that the interface states can

affect the transients of the TAV signal as will be discussed in the

later sections.

* Secondly, the interface states can affect the profiling

by responding to the bias voltage which is used to modulate the

depletion width. If a slow varying ramp voltage is used, then

there is enough time for the charge occupancy of the interface

states to change as they pass through the Fermi level (figure 3.8).

Therefore these charges contribute to the total space charge and

affect the surface potential modulation at any bias voltage. As a

result there will be a stretch out along the bias voltage axis [58,

113] and the true depletion width cannot be calculated without con-

sidering the interface states charge occupancy variation. The

equation relating the bias voltage to the surface potential (3.5)

should then be modified to account for the interface states charges.

41, One experimental method to solve this problem is to use a pulsed

bias voltage. In this case if the pulse width is shorter than the

interface traps response time, then they cannot change their charge

occupancy fast enough and the correct depletion width can be

obtained. To use the pulsed bias arrangement, the detection appar-

atus should be able to reach its steady state long before the end
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of the bias pulse. Another advantage of the pulsed bias is to

eliminate the effect of minority carriers. If a dc bias field is

used, the maximum depletion width (W ) is determined by the onset
m

of inversion which is set when the surface potential exceeds twice

the difference between the Fermi level and midgap in the semicon-

15 3ductor bulk. As an example, W is about 1 im for a 10 cm doped

silicon. To obtain the depth profile beyond W , the pulsed biasm

can be used. In this case the measurement is performed in a time

scale shorter than the time required for the minority carriers to

A build up in the inversion layer (Tr ). Since T r is usually longer

, ~. than the interface traps time constant (Tr can be on the order of
r

tens of seconds for good quality silicon), the width of the bias

pulse is determined by the interface traps response time (in sil-

• .icon). Therefore by using the pulsed bias, the formation of

inversion layer is eliminated and the profiling depth can be

extended to a new limit, determined by the avalanche breakdown.

As an example, the maximum depletion width before the avalanche
" 115 -3

breakdown is about 10 pm for a 10 cm doped silicon and it

decreases as the dopant concentration goes up. In TAV measurements

the pulsed bias can be used by replacing the dc voltage source in

Figure 3.3 with a pulse source. The bias pulse can be triggered

at about the same time as the rf pulse and its pulse width is

determined by the time constant of the interface traps (i.e.,

_ or t where T (Ct ns)-, C is the electron capture
nit pit nit nit nit

probability and n is the electron concentration at the surface [581).
prbblt anq s eecrna

.4
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It should be noted that in depletion condition which is used for

profiling, the interface trap effect is stronger than the bulk

trap as long as the weak inversion condition is not established.

This effect will be discussed in more detail in the following

sections. In C-V measurements one method to account for the inter-

face trap stretch out effect, is the high, low frequency C-V meas-

urement [122].

Another parameter to be considered is the flat band voltage

(V ) used in equation (3.9). This voltage is in fact a reference
FB

point which marks the zero depletion width condition. Obtaining
the exact V at any general doping profile might not be feasible,

-B

but for most of the experimental cases in practice, a good approx-

imation of VFB can be obtained. For example, for implanted Si

samples with thermal oxide, the oxide charge is almost invariably

positive. Therefore if the implant is n type, the surface tends to

be close to accumulation or flat band at zero bias (this case is

experimentally demonstrated in the next chapter). If the implant is

p type then the surface tends to be depleted, and V can be approx-
FB

imated by estimating the dopant concentration at the surface. The

oxide charge can be estimated from the data, obtained for the

samples with similar oxidation process but with uniform doping.

Therefore a reasonable estimate for VFB can be found by trial and

'.", error.

In the profiling procedure presented in this section, since

the information about the depletion layer thickness is obtained from

Poii
*, . . . ,* .- ' .* .-. .- .- ,..- ,- -''' '.2 ." .-. "" - " . .- . -"- ' -" " ""- '+. ' " - - "
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the n(V) data, the fabrication of MOS or p-n or Schottky-barrier

structures on the semiconductor is not always necessar,,. However,

appropriate provisions should be made to vary the surface potential.

Methods such as the polarization of the semiconductor electrode in

contact with a suitable electrolyte [100,104] might be used. The

surface potential can be modulated by applying the bias voltage

- between the semiconductor and a counter electrode immersed in the

* same electrolyte, or by passing a small current through the semi-

conductor and counter electrode, while measuring the voltage drop

between the semiconductor and a third reference electrode. In

some cases, surface potential can be varied by changing the chemical

composition of the species at the semiconductor surface. In the

nondestructive test, monitoring the TAV, the bias voltage is

applied to the semiconductors by placing them between two aluminum

field plates, as discussed in section 3.1. The carrier concentra-

tion depth profiling of the phosphorous implanted high resistivity

. p type silicon substrates by TAV measurements, is presented in the

next chapter.

Signals related to phenomena such as surface photovoltaae,

reflectance, and Hall effect are sensitive to the free carrier

concentration. These techniques can be adapted for impurity depth

profiling if the appropriate setup is constructed to vary the

surface potential while the carrier concentration at the depletion

edge is monitored. In addition, parameters sach as carrier mobility,

trap energy levels, density and capture cross section can be

. . .
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profiled using these measurements. In these cases, the desired

parameter should be measurable in addition to the carrier concen-

tration, for example by spectroscopic or transient techniques. As

an example, the interface states energy levels have been studied by

TAV spectroscopy [47,85, Chapter 5 of this thesis]. Using the same

method, combined with the profiling procedure, a depth profile of

the interface states band structure can be obtained.

3.3 Evaluation of the Interface Charge Density and
Flat Band Voltage for Uniformly Doped Semicon-
ductors Using Theoretical and Experimental
TAV-V Curves

The purpose of this section is to present both the cheo-

retical and experimental aspects of the TAV amplitude versus

voltage (TAV-V) measurements which leads to the nondestructive eval-

uation of the interface state charges and flat band voltage [50].

Unlike the previous section, the theoretical discussion is combined

with the experimental data in this section (for uniformly doped and

thermally oxidized silicon samples). The reason is that the nature

of the approximations and the general approach can be pointed out

more clearly by comparing the theoretical and experimental results

in the same section. The flat band voltage (VFB) is the voltage

applied across the semiconductor which produces no band bending

7(zero surface potential) from the semiconductor bulk, up to its

surface (using any form of structure, e.g., MIS, p-n junction,

Schottky barrier, semiconductor/electrolvte, etc.). 1he V is an

important parameter for semiconductor devices because it is an

n - ~
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indication of the surface potential at zero bias condition. As an

example, in MOS transistors, V offsets the threshold voltage which
FB

is the key parameter in device design. In the following discussions

the effect of silicon/oxide interface on the flat band voltage and

its determination are discussed. The main contributors to V in

this case are the oxide fixed charges (Qf) and the difference between

the gate metal and Si work functions (t ).i ms

To estimate the interface charge density the comparison

between the theoretical and experimental TAV-V curves is used. To

*- obtain the theoretical TAV-V plot, the average free carrier concen-

tration in the space charge is calculated at each surface potential

(shown as V in the inset of figure 3.11). Then the space chargeS

region of the semiconductor is Lreated as a region with the calcu-

lated average free carrier concentration, but at flat band condition.

* The reason for this approach is that the theoretical dependence of

the TAV amplitude on the free carrier concentration (equation (2.40))

is obtained, assuming a near flat band condition. The normalized

TAV amplitude as a function of surface potential (TAV-V s) can then

be calculated. Knowing the oxide thickness, the dependence of the

surface potential on the applied bias voltage (VB) is obtained (at

zero or a fixed value of Qf and s)• Then the theoretical TAV

versus bias voltage (TAV-V ) is calculated. The detailed discussion

of the above procedure and the methods to extract the interface

charge density are discussed in the following sections.

i"

' <.-'. .
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3.3.1 Determination of the Theoretical TAV-V

The block diagram of the TAV versus V calculation is

shown in figure 3.9 (section I). The steps taken, are as follows:

1) determination of the excess hole and electron concen-

tration in the space charge region as a function of the surface

potential [106,107]. The form of the band bending and the symbols

used in the following calculations are shown in the inset of

figure 3.11. The excess electron and hole concentrations are:

Ln2d j (n nb) dx (3.19)

0

Ap 2d (P P dx (3.20)

0

where n2d = excess electron concentration per unit area

Pld = excess hole concentration per unit area

nbl Pb = equilibrium electron and hole concentrations

per unit valume in the semiconductor bulk

(quasi neutrai region)

n, p equilibrium electron and hole concentrations

per unit volume in the space charge region

x = distance from the surface into the semiconductor.

The distinction between space charge and neutral region is obviously

that in the former the charge neutrality is not satisfied and in the

latter it is, but in both regions it is assumed that np = n.

By changing the variable in (3.19) and (3.20) from x to u we have

V V - . .... .
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Calculate the excess carrier6q (1) concentration (An2d. APZd) per
unit area as a function of Vs

Ls

Calculate the effective space
(2) charge width (Lsc) as a

function of V5

Calculate the TAV amplitude Obtain the TAV amplitude
(4) as a function of effective ----- as a function of surface I(5)

carrier concentration Potential (TAV-V)

Calculate the total space
(6) charge density (Qsc) as a

function of V5s

Calculate the value of V, as Oti h hoeia 8
(7) a function of applies bias OtainV turethoeia

voltage (V s - V 8)A-V uv

Figure 3.9 Block diagram of the TAV amplitude versus
voltage, calculation procedure.



Jn =n.L L e -e du (3.21)
2d 1 i F(u, Ub)

~s

Ub -ub

U
n' L e e_ du(.2•~p~ l F(u, ub  du(.2

where U =K qT = q- "b' us = _R_ s (figure 3.11)

BT B B

and b = potential difference between the Fermi level and the

intrinsic Fermi level in the bulk

= the same as b but at point x

"S = the same as b but at the surface

n. = intrinsic carrier concentration
1

" { KBT 1/2

Li . ... ( BT ) , intrinsic Debye length
'- 2q 2 n,

F(u, ub) ± 2[(ub - u) sinh ub

- (cosh ub - cosh u)]1/2 (3.23)b s

F(u,ub) < 0 for u > ub, F(u,ub) > 0 for u < ub

2) Evaluation of the effective space charge width (LSc

from the following equation [106,1071

L L s NcoI h ub (3.24)

'I sc D F(us Ub)

where L sc = effective space charge width

."

U ~ ~ . ;*~ * *... .,.-. a'*. -.. .- .- ..**-.. -...- ....... . -. .. - .. . ... . .
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LD - s LD  semiconductor extrinsic

q2(p b + n ) Debye length

___ s KBT

v = T v = surface potential in B units
B q

V = surface potential in volts.

The sign convention for V is shown in figure 3.11. F(us ub) is

the same as F(u, ub) (3.23) with u replaced by us.

3) The average excess carrier concentration per unit

volume is obtained by dividing An2d' AP2d by Lsc, i.e.,

AP2d
v L (3.25)

sc

2d

n -- (3.26)v Ls
sc

" where: An and Pv are the average change in the electron and holeSvv

concentrations per unit volume in the space charge. The total

4carrier concentrations are:

W+ Lp (3.27)

n = nb + An (3.28)

where p and n are the total average hole and electron concentration

in the space charge region. By using equations (3.19) - (3.28)

p, n can be calculated as a function of the surface potential (Vs).

The experiments reported in this section are mainly per-

*.. formed on the silicon samples with the following properties:

uniformly boron doped (p type), <100>, o 11-161cm (N A  1015 cm-3
---- - C.'A

-4.: ' : ' - -. , - - , - " " " ". - - , , , - ." , ' ' . ' ' -" . -. "i L -. " . ''" - -.. -,. " ,
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The samples are commercially used in N MOS integrated circuit tech-

nology. The oxide is thermally grown (dry-wet-dry) with a thickness

of 5000±500 A. Theoretical plots of p and n as a function of

surface potential are shown in figure 3.10. Even though the carrier

concentration of 1015 cm- 3 corresponds to uB = -11.1, the value of

U B -12 is used in figure 3.10 because it makes it possible to use

the plots in reference [107] in order to calculate LP2d and n2d

(equations (3.19), (3.20)). The approximation is good and the

error introduced is negligible. The range of surface potentials

* corresponding to accumulation, depletion, weak inversion and strong

inversion are indicated in figure 3.10.

4) The TAV amplitude as a function of the carrier concen-

tration is calculated using the procedure discussed in Chapter 2

(equation (2.40)). The resulting curve for SAW frequency of 110 MHz

is shown in figure 2.3b (solid curve).

5) By using steps 3 and 4 the TAV amplitude as a function

of the surface potential (TAV-V s ) is obtained and the result is pre-

sented in figure 3.11.

3.3.2 Dependence of Vs on the bias voltage and characterization of

the interface charge density and flat band voltage, results
and discussion

For TAV-V B measurements the experimental apparatus dis-

cussed in section 3.1 is used [50]. The thermally oxidized silicon

samples are placed on the interaction window (figures 3.1-3.3) and

the back contact is provided by removing the oxide from the back

'4

.q
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Figure 3.11 Theoretical dependence of the TAV amplitude on the
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surface and evaporating AZ with no hot step involved. The A;

structure on the LiNbO surface is grounded and the bias voltage
3

is applied to the back surface as shown in figure 3.3. The inter-

digital transducer is excited by 110 MHz rf pulse with 2 msec

width and 10 msec period. The first harmonic of the TAV waveform

" which is directly proportional to the TAV amplitude is monitored by

the lock in amplifier. To obtain the TAV-V B curves, the amplitude

of the TAV signal is recorded as a function of the bias voltage

measured directly across the semiconductor (V B), as the external

voltage source is scanned over the desired range. In this arrange-

ment, since the surface under study is on the ground path, the con-

figuration is similar to the substrate biasing in MOS structures.

Although there is no gate on the oxide, the voltage of the ground

path with respect to the back surface bias voltage can be considered

N. as the gate voltage. The biasing configuration is shown in figure

3.2a. The presence of the interaction window necessitates some

approximation in calculating the surface potential as a function of

the bias voltage. In the following, two approaches are discussed.

a) The bias voltage (opposite sign of the gate voltage

in C-V) can be related to the surface potential using the following

equation [50]:
SQs Qt

V C+ -
m s  (3.29)

B O OXB Cox Cox s m

where V B = applied bias voltage

Qsc = space charge density per unit area

: • " - , ': " - :, -' 7 " ,, ,, sc _
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C - oxide capacitance per unit area~ox

Qt total interface charge density per unit area

Vs  surface potential

'en = wnrk function difference between AL. and Sims

Q can be written as:
t

Qt Qf + Qot + Qm + it (3.30)

where Qf . oxide fixed charge density per unit area

Qot oxide trapped charge density per unit area

Q. = oxide mobile ionic charge density per unit area

Qit = interface traps charge density per unit area
%it

In the following treatments Qot and Qm are neglected and

their effect is included in Qf (experiments are at room temperature

with no stress bias). 0it can be written as:

V
A S

Qit = q  Dit dV + C (3.31)

0

where Dit n interface trap level number density per unit area
-2 -

per unit energy, cm - eV

The constant of integration (C) is zero if it is assumed that at

flat band voltage (Vs W 0), Qi is zero. The silicon wafers used
5 it

in the following experiments are specified to have low interface

trap level density, (Dit is in the range of 109 cm eV- I around

the midgap) thus the effect of Q is negligible in the following

ittdiscussion. The procedure that can be used to obtain D it if it is

not negligible, is presented later.

%*?, *4 '4 .'.,.o.. -"*". . - ", -. ", .- " --... '-. . .'- •- - • -, . . -



In this section the value that is used for C in the cal-
ox

culation of Vs versus VB from equation (3.29), corresponds to an

..'* oxide thickness of 5000 A0 . This approximation neglects the effect

of the air gap present in the path of the electric field which mod-

ulates the surface potential (figure 3.2a). In order to compensate

for this assumption the ms term is dropped in equation (3.29) due

to the absence of aluminum deposition on the area under study.

Another approach which considers a thicker insulator layer (includes

the air gap) and also includes m is discussed in section b.
ms•'.°1

To obtain V versus VB, the value of Qsc at each V shoulds-s s

be calculated (step 6 in figure 3.9, section II). The following

equation for Q is used [50,107].
"=-1o

Qsc 1.3 x 10 F(us, ub) for silicon at 300°K (3.32)

where F(us, U ) is defined in (3.23). The plot of IQscl as a func-
15. -3.

tion of V for NA = 1015 cm is shown in figure 3.12 along withsA

the various regions. Using the above discussions, the equation
"A

(3.29) is reduced to

1.3 x 10 F(us, ub) Qf
VB C + z- - Vs  (3.33)

,. ox ox

VIn the next step (step 7 in figure 3.9) equation (3.33) can be

solved either numerically or by using the !Q s versus Vs plot from

step 6. The former is used and the result is shown in figure 3.13.

10 -2
Two plots associated with N values of 8.5 x 10 cm and 7.0 x

1010 cm-2 (Nf = Qf/q = oxide fixed charge number density per unit

area) are presented, exhibiting a constant voltage shift along the

A'
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VB axis. The third plot (dotted curve) assumes a finite air gap and

is discussed in part b. By using the plots from figures 3.11

(step 7) the theoretical TAV-VB curves at different values of Qf can

be obtained (step 9). The value of Qf is then chosen for the best

fit between the experimental and theoretical TAV-VB curves. Obviously,

different values of Qf only shift the theoretical TAV-VB curve along

the voltage axis. Figure 3.14 shows the experimental and theoretical

TAV-V curves. The solid curve (plot 1) is the experimental curve.
B

The dashed curve (plot 2) is the theoretical curve by using the

above assumptions. The dotted curve (plot 3) is the theoretical

curve, using the assumptions of non zero air gap and metal semicon-

ductor work function, as discussed in part b. It should be noted

again that the polarity of the bias voltage in these curves is

opposite of the gate voltage applied in C-V measurements.

Considering the experimental curve (figure 3.14), at zero

bias the TAV amplitude is negative indicating an average p type

conductivity. A quick estimation of the surface potential at each

bias voltage is possible by considering figure 3.11. The plot of

the normalized TAV amplitude versus surface potential in figure

3.11 exhibits a shape (the presence of the peaks and the zero cross

over) which allows the one to one correspondence between the exper-

imental TAV-VB curve and the theoretical TAV-V s plot. Therefore

by comparing figures 3.14 and 3.11 the surface potential of about

0.25 volts can be estimated at zero bias voltage (point B in

figure 3.11). Since tb - 0.29 volts, the V 0.2' volts indicates

.4 ""
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the strong depletion at zero bias. By increasing the bias voltage

in the positive direction the surface potention moves towards flat

band (point A in figure 3.11) and accumulation. The experimental

curve (figure 3.14) follows the shape of the TAV-V5 curve and after

going through a minimum peak, the TAV amplitude tends to zero. B,

applying negative bias voltage the TAV amplitude rises sharply and

goes through zero towards positive values which is the indication

of a net average electron conductivity. Thus the onset of inversion

can be easily estimated by the change in the TAV polarity. The

experimental TAV-V B curve is sharper than the TAV-V plot near the

cross over region because the V dependence on VB is nonlinear

(figure 3.13) and the slope of the Vs - VB curve is higher in this

region. By transforming the TAV-V curve to the theoretical TAV-VB

curve, via Vs - VB plot, it can be observed that indeed the TAV-VB

is sharper than TAV-V5 around the zero cross over (curve 2 in

figure 3.14), but the experimental TAV-V B is even sharper than the

theoretical TAV-V B . The reason for this effect is discussed later.
B'

As mentioned earlier, the value of Qf is chosen for the best fit

between theoretical and experimental TAV-V B curves. This fit is
B

provided by choosing Nf = 7x10I0 cm (corresponding to Of = 1.12 x

-8 2
10 C/cm ) as shown in figure 3.14, curve (2). Now in order to

_O find the flat band voltage,equation (3.33) is considered. At flat

band 0 = 0, V = and (3.33) reduces toscs

VFB(SAW) = Q (3.34a)

ox

• i a l I ...l .l l I ... .... - ,
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It should be noted that in equation (3.34a), the effect of is

ms

neglected. The equivalent flat band voltage in C-V measurement

with aluminum gate deposited on the oxide would be
"~-Qf

VF(C-V) = - + (3.34b)

FB C ms
ox

where a sign reversal is applied for gate voltage. The value of

15 -2"ms for AZ and Si with doping concentration of 10 cm is about

-0.9 volts [60]. In equation (3.34a) by using

""- i -8  C c2
Qf 1.12 x 10 C/cm

and C = 6.9 x 10- 9 F/cm for t = 5000 A 0ox ox

we have: V FB(SAW) = 1.6 volts and the equivalent flat band voltage

for C-V is: V FB(C-V) =-1.6 - 0.9 =-2.5 volts. For comparison

the C-V plot of the aluminum gate MOS capacitor, fabricated on the

similar silicon wafer ( = 1-16 2cm, boron doped, thermally oxi-

dized) is shown in figure 3.15. It can be observed that at zero

gate voltage the surface is strongly depleted. To obtain the flat

band voltage, the ratio of the flat band capacitance (CFB) to the

oxide capacitance is obtained using the plots in reference [60].

-. This ratio is about 0.92 for this sample. The flat band voltage is

the bias voltage at which the measured capacitance is equal to CFB.

Using figure 3.15 the VFB of about -2.5 volts is obtained which

is in very good agreement with the value obtained from the TAV

measurement. The oxide thickness calculated from the accumulation

capacitance is about 5300 A0 . Now in order to calculate the C-V

equivalent flat band voltage from the TAV measurement (equation

• ~~~. .:. ... .... . .. ... .. . . .. . ....... ...... . . . -. , . . .. _
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which can be on the order of ±500 Acan cause discrepanc%

between the theoretical and experimental curves. For thicker oxides

the theoretical curve will be wider in the depletion region (better

fit) due to the increase in the voltage drop across the oxide. The

second dissimilarity between theoretical and experimental TAV-V B

curves which is the faster approach of the theoretical curve to zero

in the accumulation region can also be due to the above phenomena.

The deviations of the experimental curve from theory in

the inversion region (TAV positive) and the possible causes are as

follows: 1) The slope of the experimental TAV curve in passing

through zero is sharper than the theoretical curve and the cross

over point is slightly closer to zero bias voltage. This effect

can be caused by a source of minority carriers which provides the

carriers at a higher magnitude than what is predicted by equation

(3.29). The minority carrier source can be due to the reduction of

the oxide thickness below its estimated value (or even a puncture

in the oxide) at some points of the wafer surface which is in con-

tact with the ground path. If these sources are closer to the

interaction window (figure 3.2a) than a minority carrier diffusion

length (which can be on the order of tenths of millimeter), then

the carriers can diffuse to the interaction window and contribute

to the TAV amplitude. This effect is much more pronounced around

the cross over point because the TAV amplitude is very sensitive

to the free carrier concentration in this region. 2) In the pos-

itive TAV region the theoretical TAV-V B curve goes through a peak
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as the minority carrier concentration increases. The reason that

the experimental curve does not show the peak, is due to the

voltage scan rate which is about 70 mV/sec in this experiment. If

the minority carrier response time is very long (which can be on

the order of 100 seconds as will be seen later), then the minority

- carrier concentration will not be at equilibrium with the applied

-' bias voltage. This effect is experimentally verified, and at

smaller scan rates (on the order of 10 mV/sec) the peak can be

observed.

To show the applicability of the TAV-V technique for high

resistivity samples, a p type silicon substrate with resistivity of

N. about 2800 2cm was tested. The result is shown in figure 3.16.

From the TAV-VB curve it can be deduced that the surface is close

to flat band at zero bias voltage. The surface potential at zero

bias is estimated by comparing the'TAV-V B curve to a plot similar

to the one presented in figure 3.11.

b) In this part the dependence of Vs on V B is considered

using the following assumptions. 1) the air gap which is present

in the path of the bias field contributes to the total capacitance

(Ca). Thus in equation (3.29) C should be replaced by
ta ox

C C .
C C ox Cair (.5Cta C + C (3.35)

ox air

where Cair is an estimate of the capacitance due to the air gap

which is in series with oxide capacitance. If the arrangement in

figure 3.2c is used, an estimate of C air is simply

..............................
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0Cair = ta -t where E0 permitivity of the free space,

and ta, tw are defined in figure 3.2c.

The value of the air gap capacitance affects the width of the theo-

retical TAV-VB curve. Thus it can be adjusted for any delay line

structure (figures 3.2a,b) in order to provide the best fit for a

known sample and then be used as a constant. In the following

experiments the airgap thickness of 0.1 1m is used. The ms is not

neglected in this case and the value of -0.9 volts is used for A.Z

. and Si. Equation (3.29) is used in the following form:

Qs Qf
v 2c +--- V + 0.9 (3.36)

*B C C s
ta ta

where Cta is defined in (3.35) and Qf is chosen for the best match

between theoretical and experimental curves. The Vs versus VB plot

for this case is shown in figure 3.13 (dotted curve). It can be

observed that the slope of the curve is smaller than the previous

case (airgap = 0) due to the voltage drop across the airgap. The

theoretical TAV-VB curve is obtained by using figures 3.13 and 3.11.

NB
The result is shown as the dotted curve in figure 3.14 (curve 3).

Here also different values of Qf only shift the theoretical TAV-VB

curve along the voltage axis. The Qf = 1.5 x 10- 8 c/cm 2 corres-
10 -2

ponding to Nf 9.5 x cm provides the best fit. Figure 3.14

shows that the theoretical curve in this case is indeed closer to

experiment in the depletion region. However, in the inversion

region there is a larger difference between theory and experiment.

The reason is the same as discussed in part a), except that the

.4

"'P
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minority carrier sources cause a stronger deviation in this case due

to a higher voltage drop across the insulator layer. The C-V equiv-

alent flat band voltage is:

ms) 1l.5x 10-8
f= 65 0 + .9) =-3.2 volts

FB(CV) ox x 1 -9

The estimated value from the C-V curve (figure 3.15) is -2.5 volts

which is closer to the value obtained in part a (-2.6 volts). In

the above cases, instead of choosing the Qf and then plotting the

TAV-VB, it is possible to plot the TAV-VB with zero Qf (ideal con-

dition) and then estimate the VFB and Qf by comparing the flat band

conditions (same as C-V). However, the former procedure provides

a better estimation and physical insight.

c) In both parts a and b, the effect of interface states

in distorting the Vs versus V B curve(stretch out effect) is

neglected. If the interface trap level density (Dit) is larger
than 1010 -2 -

cm - V - 1, then their effect cannot be neglected. In this

case a method similar to high frequency C-V [113] can be adapted

for the TAV-V measurements.

The block diagram of this scheme is shown in figure 3.17.

The following steps should be taken: 1) Obtain the experimental

TAV-VB plot. 2) The theoretical TAV-Vs should be calculated as

discussed earlier (figure 3.11). 3) Both TAV-V s and TAV-V are
's.B

normalized to exhibit the same peak values. Then a plot of the V5

versus experimental VB can be obtained by recording the V and VB

values at each TAV amplitude. It should be noted that this plot

-_7
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Figure 3.17 Block diagram for the interface trap level
density determination.
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is different from the theoretical plots obtained previously (figure

3.13) due to the interface states stretch out effect. The interface

trap level density can then be obtained from the slope of the V -V' s B

curve by using the following equation [58].

D ta  dV) -1 Cd" - ---D (3.37)

where Cd = space charge capacitance per unit area

C -s
J5

and C (3.38)
d L

sc
"S.

where L = effective space charge width (equation (3.24)).

In another method the pulsed bias measurements can be used where the

interface traps do not respond to the bias voltage. By comparing

the data from the pulsed bias and slowly varying ramp measurements,

the informationabout the D.t can be extracted.

Summary:

In this section the feasibility of the TAV-V technique for

quantitative measurements of the interface charge density and flat

band voltage is demonstrated. The comparison of the experimental

TAV-VB plot and the TAV-V curve (obtained in section 3.3.1) pro-

vides a fast and nondestructive means to estimate the surface

potential at any bias voltage. This method can oe used as a fast

diagnostic procedure in the production lines. To obtain the flat

band voltage the theoretical TAV-V B is obtained. T, .o so the

TAV-V is transformed to the TAV-V B via the V versus V B plot.
s BsusV lt
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- Determination of V s-VB is done using two different sets of assump-

tions (parts a and b). These assumptions can be used as good first

order approximations in evaluating the oxide fixed charge (Qf) and

flat ba-d voltage. The validity of the assumptions are checked by

comparing the flat band voltages with the C-V measured value. The

results indicate a very good agreement for part a (V - -2.6 volts
EB

as compared to -2.5 volts from the C-V measurements) and a reason-

able value (V = -3.2 volts) for part b. The assumptions in

part b which include the airgap effect are physically more accurate

and the shape of the theoretical TAV-V B curve is closer to the

experimental one in the depletion region. In both parts the effect

of interface traps are neglected. The recipe to determine the

interface trap level density (D it) for the samples with high trap

density is presented in part c.

3.4 TAV Transient Measurements and the Estimation of
Carrier Lifetime and Surface Generation Velocity

Increasing levels of integration and larger chip area of

VLSI circuits demand a lower density of crystal defects and impurity

contaminations. These imperfections reduce the yield of the

fabricated chips by introducing flaws in the integrated circuits.

Therefore the chip area is limited by the defect density. The

crystal defects and contaminations (most importantly metallic

impurities such as transition group elements) produce deep level

traps within the semiconductor bandgap. These levels act as gener-

ation-recombination (g-r) and trapping centers within the
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semiconductor bulk and at the semiconductor interface. In the

indirect gap semiconductors such as silicon where the band to band

transition has a small probability, these levels determine the

carrier recombination lifetime. In the dark condition, the carrier

generation process also proceeds dominantly via these levels for

both direct and indirect gap semiconductors. Therefore to monitor

the defect density in the semiconductor bulk and interface, the

lifetime measurements can be used. The fundamental parameters

associated with traps and kinetics of the generation-recombination

process are: 1) the capture probability rate for electrons and

holes (cn, Cp), 2) the emission probability rate for electrons andn J' p

holes (en, ep), 3) the energy of the trap levels within the gandgap.
nPp

The generation and recombination lifetimes are phenomenological

parameters [65] which are not only a function of the above funda-

mental parameters, but also, a function of the trap level density.

Generation lifetime corresponds to the generation process in the

region with a deficit of carriers below the equilibrium value

(np< n. ) whereas recombination lifetime applies when excess

carriers are present (np > n.).i

There are several methods for carrier lifetime determin-

ation such as photo-conductivity decay [123], reverse recovery

measurement [1251, impedance measurements [581 and transient capac-

itance measurements [64-70]. The last two techniques are extensively

used for silicon bulk and interface characterization. The impedance

measurement of MIS structures is a small signal, quasi-steady state

I._7
o. . . .* . .
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technique which is more accurate and better understood [58]. it

involves more complicated measurements (compared to C-t measure-

ment) at different frequencies, temperatures and bias voltages. It

can provide the information about the capture rates and trap level

density as a function of energy within the band gap. The transient

capacitance methods are large signal, nonequilibrium processes

where the rate of change of the depletion layer width after the

applicati,,n of a bias voltage is measured (usually the abrupt space

charge edge (ASCE) approximation is considered). The measurements

are applied to Schottky barrier, p-n junction and MIS structures.

These methods can be divided into two categories: 1) the measure-

ments where the final state does not include the formation of an

inversion layer. In these cases, by using proper biasing arrange-

- ." ment, the rate equations can be related to the trapped charges in

the bulk deep levels. The shape of the transient signal is close

to an exponential with a time constant which is approximately the

inverse c" the sum of the electron and hole emission rates [63,641.

The information about the trap density is not included in the trans-

'-4
ient time constant, rather it can be obtained fro the change in

the measured capacitance at t=O+ (the beginning of the applied bias

voltage). Deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) 1661 is an

l example of this technique. 2) the measurements where the final

state includes the formation of an inversiou layer [67,68]. In

this case which is only applicable to '1IS structures, the rate

equation is developed for the minority carrier density in the

7 z
a .. .
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inversimin layer. The form of the transient capacitance versus time

(C-t) is not necessarily exponential. The mathematical manipulation

-~ of the (C-t) curve provides an approximation of the generation life-

time (T ) and possibly the surface generation velocity (S 9) [67,68,

126]. The approximations are valid in a limited interval of the

transient response time and should be carefully examined [127].

The time scale of the C-t transient is typically several orders of

magnitude larger than the generation lifetime. The amplification

* factor (multiplier of the generation lifetime) is on the order of

N A
- (N is the dopant concentration) if the depletion approximation is

valid (np << n i ). As mentioned earlier the measured T 9includes

both the effects of capture rate and the trap density, i.e., higher

trap density results in a lower lifetime. The measurement does not

uniquely determine the defect density and capture probability rate,

.4 unless performed at different temperatures. This method can be

used for comparison of the defect density in samples with similar

substrate properties which have undergone different fabrication pro-

cesses.

In this section, the application of the TAV transient time

constant measurements in the estimation of 7 and S 9is presented.

First the TAV transient waveform and the circuit requirements are

discussed, followed by the theoretical treatment, relating the

measured time constant to T 9. The fabrication of p-n junction,

Schottky barrier or MIS structures on the surface under study is

not necessary. The theoretical treatment considers the development
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of the TAV signal through an insulator layer which can be either a

deposited insulator (e.g., an oxide) or the semiconductor depletion

region. This treatment which effectively considers an 2MIS structure

does not necessitate the fabrication of the MIS, due to the arrange-

ment used for the signal detection and bias application (figures

3.1, 3.2) as discussed in earlier sections. The TAV is considered

as a perturbation, added to the depleting bias voltage and different

mechanisms contributing to the transient process are discussed. At

different ranges of the bias voltage, the dominant mechanism can

vary from bulk g-r process to surface g-r and trapping. The exper-

imental results obtained for silicon wafers are presented in the

next chapter.

3.4.1 The TAV Transient Waveform and the Circuit Requirements

In Chapter 2 the dependence of the TAV amplitude on the

free carrier concentration is worked out. In the calculations, a

steady state condition was assumed where the total current density

in the semiconductor was zero. In this section the transition of

the TAV amplitude between zero and its steady state value is con-

sidered. During this transition a small displacement current passes

through the semiconductor and the required charge polarization which

supports the TAV amplitude will be established. For a qualitative

discussion, figure 3.18 is considered. As discussed earlier, the

nonlinear interaction of the probing electric field and the near

surface free carriers causes a depletion within the interaction
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Figure 3.18 Interaction between the rf probing field and

the semiconductor free carriers.
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region (noted by LD in figure 3.18). Therefore the carrier concen-

tration is modulated, the minority carrier concentration increases

and majority carrier density decreases. In this argument it is

considered that the surface is depleted by the bias voltage prior

to the application of the rf pulse. Therefore the contributions of

both majority and minority carriers are important in developing the

TAV. After the application of the rf probing field the minority

carriers can be provided by the following mechanisms: 1) diffusion

of minority carriers from the bulk to the interaction region,

2) generation via the bulk traps, present within the interaction

region, 3) generation via the interface traps at the silicon sur-

.face. Majority carriers are mainly swept out under the influence of

the electric field in the interaction region. It is assumed that

the generation rate of majority and minority carriers via trap

levels are equal in the interaction region (i.e., the trap level

charge occupancy is time independent). The minority carrier

diffusion current from the bulk can be neglected at room temperature.

Therefore the mechanisms involved in establishing the new steady

state minority carrier concentration are the g-r processes via bulk

deep levels and interface states. The faster process dominates the

transient response at any bias voltage. Therefore the time constant

associated with the TAV transient (Teff) is related to the carrier

Slifetimes. For example, it will be shown that at near midgap bias

(the bias at which the Fermi level is close to the midgap at the

surface) the bulk generation can be dominant (if the substrate is
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p type and trap energy level is below E in the bulk). In this

case T eff is directly proportional to T with an amplification

factor (the parameter which is multiplied by T 9) which will be

determined in the next section. The depletion approximation cannot

be used in this case due to the small magnitude of the TAV signal.

The basic experimental apparatus is shown in figure 3.19

4' which is very similar to figure 3.3. The arrangement for the bias

application is not shown in figure _'.19, but it is the same as

figure 3.3. To obtain the plot of the e ff as a function of the

bias voltage, automatically, the lock in amplifier in figure 3.3 is

replaced by a computer. The detected signal truly reflects the TAV

transients only if the circuit loading effect is negligible. TAV

waveforms and the rf pulse are shown in figure 3.20. For an ideal

measurement the TAV reaches its steady state value with the time

constant T eff and then remains constant (figure 3.20b). Experi-

mentally the measured TAV falls off with the time constant T due

to the capacitive coupling and amplifier loading (figure 3.20c).

The coupling capacitances have a minimum value in the range of 50 pf.

By using a high input impedance amplifier the value of T (which is

the upper limit of measurement) can be on the order of a fraction

of a second which is appreciably higher than T eff (on the order of

100 1usec). The lower limit of the T ff measurement is determined

by the transition time of the surface acoustic wave across the

interaction window which is about 0.5 lisec. The lower limit of 7

can be appreciably shorter due to the amplification factor, relating
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Teff and T . Considering the time constant associated with the

external circuit (T c), the TAV signal has the following form:

SV P Tc (e e -e eff) (3.39)Vt  c  T Tef f

where

V t transient TAV amplitude

V = the TAV amplitude at steady state as calculatedp

in Chapter 2, equation (2.40).

In order to extract the value of Teff from the TAV waveform

directly, the value of Tc should be much larger than Tef f* An

experimental TAV waveform for an oxidized silicon wafer (p type,

A O = 11-16 Scm) is shown in figure 3.4 along with the corresponding

rf pulse.

3.4.2 Qualitative Discussion of the TAV Transient Response

In this section the effects of generation lifetime and

surface generation velocity on the measured TAV time constant

(T eff) are discussed. The influence of these parameters on teff

varies, depending on the surface potential at different bias

voltages. The effect of surface potentials on the transient

process is considered as follows (figure 3.21).

A) From flatband to near midgap the majority carriers

dominate the transient response. The effect of interface traps is

stronger than the bulk traps. In this case, interface traps do not

have to respond as g-r centers. The communciation of the interface
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traps with only the majority carrier band is sufficient for estab-

lishing the equilibrium (figure 3.2la). The reasons are: first

the transient response is mainly due to the majority carriers, and

second the majority carrier drift current is dominant in the quasi

neutral region. In this regime the TAV transient is fast and

mainly governed by the interface traps. At any given bias

only the traps within a few B around the Fermi level contribute

to the transient response. The reason is that, in this range the

trap occupancy can be changed effectively by a small band bending.

On the other hand, the traps further away from E fare either nearly

full or empty and they cannot be efficient in capture and emission

of carriers.

B) At surface potentials near midgap both the majority

and minority carriers are important in establishing the equilibrium.

In this case the trap levels which are efficient generation-recon-

bination centers contribute strongly to the transient response

(figure 3.21b). The requirements for an efficient g-r center are:

1) It should be within a few -Bron the Fermi level as discussed
q

in part A. 2) It should be near the midgap in order to exhibit an

almost equal electron and hole capture and emission rates. For

.4 example the emission rates of electrons and holes are exponentially

dependent on the energy difference between the trap level and the

conduction band and the valence band respectively. Therefore to

obtain a nearly equal hole and electron emission rate, the trap

level should be close to the midgap (assuming an almost equal
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electron and hole capture cross sections). In the following dis-

- cussions the trap level (ET) is considered to be at the midgap (Ei).

By increasing the depleting bias voltage towards weak inversion the

g-r centers at the interface pass through the Ef before the g-r

centers in the bulk (figure 3.21b). Thus a surface potential exists,

at which the g-r process through the interface traps maximizes and

dominates the transient response. In general, the bulk and inter-

face effects are not clearly separated in this range of biz

'.'.. voltages because they can both contribute to the g-r proce

C) By changing the surface potential towards we, i-ver-

- sion the effectiveness of the g-r centers at the interface s

* drastically reduced (figure 3.21c). At strong inversion the

interface traps which are close to Ef cannot be near E.. Therefore

they can only communicate with the minority carrier band and cannot

be efficient g-r centers. The interaction of the interface states

with only the minority carrier band does not influence the trans-

ient response (as opposed to the interaction with only the minority

carrier band), because the current in the quasi neutral region is

almost entirely due to the drift current of the majority carriers.

Therefore at bias voltages, which change the surface potential from

midgap towards inversion, the effect of bulk traps near E. (g-r

centers) become increasingly important (figure 3.21c). In strong

V inversion the bulk g-r centers dominate the transient response.

In the TAV measurements, Teff can be obtained as a func-

of the bias voltage as will be shown in the next chapter. The

'44
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approximate separation of the bulk and surface effects -an be

obtained by lifetime measurements in the depletion and near inver-

sion conditions. From flat band to weak depletion the interface

effects dominate the transient response. In near inversion, E.i at

the surface is almost equal to or slightly below Ef (p type sub-

strate), but the average conductivity in the space charge region

is still p type. In this case the TAV time constant is assumed to

be only a function of the bulk generation lifetime as the interface

effects are reduced. By moving towards strong inversion the

average conductivity becomes n type and the TAV polarity changes.

Under this condition the TAV time constant is a function of the

bulk recombination lifetime. The reason is that the nonlinear

interaction of the rf probing field and the free carriers tends to

reduce the minority carrier concentration. Although at strong

inversion the interface effects are almost completely quenched

(part c), this regime is not used extensively inl TAk measurements

due to the smaller signal to noise ratio.

3.4.3 Theoretical Development of the TAV Transient Response

In this section the theoretical formulation governing the

TAV transient response is developed. An approximate relationship

between the measured TAV lifetime and generation lifetime is then

worked out. At first it is assumed that at the chosen bias voltage

the effects of interface states are negligible. The interface

dominant case is considered next. The semiconductor band diagram

is shown in figure 3.22. The bulk trap energy level is at ET
NT
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There might be an insulator with capacitance C. on the semiconductor

surface. TAV is considered .c a perturbation added to the bias

voltage which produces the average band bending as shown by the

broken lines. During the TAV transient, a displacement current

passes through the semiconductor. The rate equation can be obtained

by equating this current to the generation current within the non-

equilibrium volume where np < n.2 during the transient. The follow-! 1.
ing equations are considered:

" = C dV (3.40)

where Jd = displacement current density

C. = insulator capacitance per unit area

V. = transient voltage across the capacitance

The generation current density can be written as

-g Jg n dx I (3.41)
g 2 J ct 23 ct

0 0
dn

where d and are the net rate of change of electrons and holes.

Using the Shockley-Read-Hall theory [128] for a single trap level,

±n dp are:dr' dt

. 2' d n d pp n - n .

Ub m . . . p Pl)  (3.42)
dt dt (n + n) rpo + (p +p rno

where Ub = net rate of change of electrons or holes due to a

bulk trap level

.4%

- -. '.-,' . t
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E -E"-" ET - i

KBT
nI = ni e B electron concentration if the Fermi

level was at the bulk trap level,

-(E - E )

p1 = n e KT = hole concentration if the Fermii

level was at the bulk trap level,

n, p = total electron and hole concentrations.

T =po (C N T = hole lifetime, NT = bulk (3.43a)

trap density

t = (Cn N ) = electron lifetime (3.43b)

and C C = hole and electron capture probability rates (cm
3 sec- ).

an
The equality of n and is an approximation which is valid when

dt dt

the bulk trap occupancy is time independent (a reasonable assump-

tion for g-r centers). The validity of this assumption should be

checked especially in the initial phases of the transient response.

In C-t measurements the depletion approximation is used during the
n~2)

* transient (np << n ) which simplifies (3.42) as follows

U =--=T.' exp + T exp
no ni (ET -Ei )  [(ET -E)j

b nIT+p 1  T no[ KB J

(3.44)

The generation lifetime (Tg) is defined by the following equation:
g

U n -

b  T
. ."-

...I , : , , : ,'f , " E f E . - : , .[ " ! ' i% . . ', , ,"'i ." " ' . . . , : , , . . . • .- J _
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( ET E) 1F(ET-E.
Thus: T iTo exp T J + Tno exp T (3.46)

2
In C-t measurements the assumpiton (np << n. is only valid in a

2

portion of the transient response and using (3.44) out of this

region results in erroneous estimation of r [1271. The rate

equation for TAV transient can be established by equating J d and

J from (3.40) and (3.41) and also using the following equation:

Vt = V. + V , (3.47a)
i Vi -Qs

SC. (3.47b)
SC.

where Qsc = change in the space charge density due to Vt

V = change in the surface potential due to V
-s t

Vt  TAV transient amplitude (figure 3.20).

Equation (3.47) can be considered as a small signal version of

equations (3.5) or (3.28). For simplicity no other sign such as A

is used. The depletion approximation cannot be used for the TAV

measurements, due to the small amplitude of the TAV signal. The

exact rate equation can be obtained by using equations (3.40)-

(3.43), (3.47). In order to obtain Ub, the continuity and Poisson

equations should be solved simultaneously with equation (3.42).

*These equations are repeated for completeness.

The continuity equations for electrons and holes are:

3n_ 2
' D n 7 n + in 7(nE) - Ub (3.48a)

;t

;p" " D 7 2p - Wp 7(pE) - Ub (3.48b)
.p..
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Ub is defined in equation (3.42),

E - - , 2 - --E P q(p n + N N (3.49)
-. E D A

It should be noted that in the continuity equations which

were used to calculate the TAV amplitude in Chapter 2, Ub was

neglected (equations (2.9), (2.10)). This is a reasonable assump-

tion because these were the ac equations at SAW frequency and g-r

centers do not respond at SAW frequency. The equations in this

chapter are related to the TAV transients nd therefore they are

time averaged with respect to the SAW frequency. By solving

equations (3.40)-(3.49), using numerical techniques, the transient

behavior of the TAV signal can be obtained and the dependency

of the transient time constant on the carrier lifetime can be found.

An approximation to the above equations can be obtained

by the following steps (figure 3.23). 1) The space charge region

at any given bias voltage is replaced by a region with the same

average carrier concentrations (p, n) but at the flat band con-

dition. This step is discussed in detail in Section 3.3.1.

2) After the application of the rf pulse the charge polarization

in the semiconductor takes place. The majority carrier concen-

tration drops in a thickness on the order of a Debye length. Due

to the nonequilibrium condition in this region (np < n2 ) the gen-

eration process begins. It is assumed that as the minority

carriers are being generated, the thickness of the generation vol-

ume decreases (W t). 3) It is considered that the region (L - W t

has reached the equilibrium, and a constant average carrier

i
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concentration is assumed throughout this region. The equilibrium

excess hole and electron concentrations in this region, are Ipep

An e . 4) In order to approximate Ub in equation (3.42) it is

assumed that the majority carrier concentration is lowered with an

average value Apn e which is constant within the nonequilibrium

region (thickness = W t). At steady state np becomes equal to n.2

in the whole interaction region and Ub, Jd' Jg (3.40)-(3.42)

diminish. Using the above assumptions the following equations can

be obtained

- n pne  -AP ne (3.51)

b  (H + nl 1 po +  Apne + p ) -no T mg

(n + n Tpo + (p Apne + p n
and T M no (3.52)

mgn

Equation (3.51) is valid within Wt region (figure 3.23).

Substituting (3.51) in (3.41) yields

J = t APne (3.53)
g- mg

Considering (3.40), (3.47b) the following equation is obtained:

J d Q (3.54)

and Q sc is:

Qsc M q[Wt Pne + (ED - Wt) (Lne + LPe)l (3.55)

In eiuation (3.55) Ane and Ape can be approximated in the equilib-

rium region by:

Ane = n v

APe = p v

eo o O ' . w J . . . o . o . - . - . o o , . - - '
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KBT
where v is the average band bending in _~... units (it is assumed

q

that the band bending is constant throughout this region). The

above equations are valid if v < 1. If the second term in the

right hand side of the equation (3.55) can be neglected in the early

stages of the transient response, then by equating (3.53) and (3.54),

and substituting from (3.55), the approximate rate equation would

be:

dW~ W

dt t (3.56)
4. mg

Thus the waveform will be an exponential with a time constant (7 eff)

which is equal to T mg .The validity of the above assumption can be

checked by observing the form of the experimental TAV versus time

curve. Different approximations of equation (3.55) can be considered

which will result in different forms of the TAV transient responses.

The proper approximation should be used by comparing its result to

the experimental measurement. For the experiments reported in the

next chapter, the TAV transient is exponential (similar to figure

3.4) and equation (3.56) can be considered. The assumption that the

bulk trap occupancy is time independent, which is used in the above

discussions might not be valid in some parts of the transient. In

this case the rate equations for bulk trap occupancy (not the g-r

centers) should also be included, and the time constants are strongly

a function of the electron and hole emission rates.

The bulk trap levels below E i (figure 3.22) dominate the

bulk response in the range of the bias voltages discussed in this
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section (midgap to weak inversion). The reason is that they exhibit

cross over with the Fermi level. For these traps p1 >> nl. By

using this assumption and equations (3.46), (3.52), (3.56) the

following equation can be obtained:

teff Tmg l + T (3.57)

For bias voltages where p is less than an order of magnitude larger

than ni, (3.57) can be reduced to:

$eff = ) g (3.58)

For large values of p (3.57) can be written as:

Pl ,~j g

Equations (3.57)-(3.59) are approximated and they can be used for

an order of magnitude estimation of T . It is shown that the meas-

ured lifetime (Teff) is a function of Tg with an amplification

factor. This factor is a function of p, n at any bias voltage and

also a function of pI, nit which are characteristics of the trap

levels. To extract the value of r with a reasonable precision
g

from the measured Teff , both TAV-VB and T eff-V B plots should be

used simultaneously. The TAV-VB plot can provide the information

about the surface potential and thus p, n at any bias voltage

(discussed in section 3.3.1). Nevertheless the TAV transient time

constant measurements can be used for comparison testing between

the wafers with similar substrate parameters which have undergone
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different fabrication processes. This mode of operation is easier

and can be used as a nondestructive tool to evaluate the effects of

different parameters on a processing step in order to establish the

optimum alternative. It can also be used for screening the wafers

which undergo a specific fabrication process in the production

lines. In the next chapter the experimental results on the effect

of laser induced damage gettering, etching and polishing are pre-

sented.

In the range of bias voltages where the surface g-r

becomes more important (figure 3.21b) the measured Teff can be

related to surface generation velocity (S ) as follows:
- g.

4. +f (3.60)

where P5  n = electron and hole concentrations at the surface

L D = average Debye length in the depleted region

(Eit - Ei)

ps n. e KT , Eit = energy level of the inter-

2 . face trap.

In deriving equation (3.60) a similar procedure as for equation

(3.57) is used, except now:

Us - ni S (3.61)

where Us = the net rate of change of the electron and hole

concentrations at the surface (per unit area).

In the bias ranges where both bulk and surface effects are impor-

tant, Teff can be written as:

... - . . .-
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S

T + (3.62)
eff mg LD

where r is defined in (3.57)-(3.59) and
* 'mg

S
S g . (3.63)
mg ( Ps ni

At bias voltages where the surface is strongly inverted the TAV

polarity changes to positive and the transient time constant is

related to the recombination lifetime. The reason is that the non-

linear interaction tends to decrease the minority carrier concen-

tration in the inversion region. The effect of nonlinear interaction

on the band bending and TAV polarity is shown in figure 3.24. Even

though the interface traps are almost completely ineffective in this

regime, this conditions is not used extensively because of the

poorer signal to noise ratio.
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.9Figure 3.24 The effect of the TAV on the average surface
potential under different biasing conditions
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TAV modulates the surface potential towards
the midgap.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS OF THE TAV MEASUREIENTS:

PROFILING AND TRANSIENT TIME CONSTANT METHODS

In Chapter 3, the theoretical foundations and the exper-

imental apparatus for the TAV amplitude and time constant measure-

ments under the application of the bias voltage are presented. A

profiling procedure which is applicable to the TAV measurements is

discussed. In this chapter the experimental results of the TAV

measurements as applied to the device grade silicon wafers are

-• presented. The following experiments are reported:

* Depth profiling of the majority carrier concentration

-" I for the phosphorous implanted high resistivity silicon

substrates [51,52].

e Measurements of the TAV transient time constant in

order to monitor the effects of the laser induced

damaged (LID) gettering, etching and polishing on the

silicon wafers [61,62].

* .The TAV experimental results which are used to obtain

the interface charges and flatband voltage of the uniformly doped

silicon samples have already been discussed in Chapter 3.

4.1 Depth Profiling

4 The delay line structure and experimental apparatus for

the TAV amplitude versus bias voltage (TAV-V B ) measurements which

*1 are used for depth profiling is presented in Chapter 3 (figures

115
" sdfo et rfligi rsntdi .hpe . (fiure
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3.1-3.3). In the following experiments the rf pulse applied to

the input transducer is at 110 MHz and its amplitude is about

10 volts p/p (50,'?input resistance). The pulse width is about

1 msec with the repetition frequency of about 40 Hz. The TAV ampli-

tude is measured by the lock in amplifier. The bias voltage is a

-" slow varying ramp with the voltage scan rate on. the order of

100 mV/sec.

The samples under test are a series of ion implanted

silicon wafers. The substrate has the following paramaters: <100>

surface, both faces polished, p type, high resistivity (0 = 28007*101

12 - 3
cm, NA = 5 x 10 cm ). Both faces are steam oxidized with the

oxide thickness of about 200 A . Phosphorous is implanted at 70

off axis through the oxide. Implants are activated by furnace heat

treatment at 10000 C for 60 minutes in nitrogen ambient. The

implantation ion doses and energies are as follows

Energy Dose
Sample # (KeV) (Tons/cm2)

' 1 100 1 x 1011

2 100 1 x 1012

3 100 1 x 101 3

4 200 1 x 10l l

5 200 1 x 10 1 2

6 200 1 x 0 3

8 no implant

.,

V,'..
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The phosphorous depth profiles as calculated from the

symmetric Gaussian distribution functions are shown in figure 4.1.

The projected range (R ),straggle (LR )and peak concentration are
p p

determined at different ion doses and energies [113]. The profiles

can be calculated more accurately by using higher moment analysis

[115,129,130]. In the three moment approach, two Gaussian curves

with different straggles are joined at the projected range [129].

Four moment analysis includes the skewness and tailing properties

of the profiles [130]. In the profiles shown in figure 4.1, the

effect of &,-pant redistribution, caused by the diffusion during

the annealing period is neglected.

The block diagram of the profiling procedure, using the

TAV measurement is shown in figure 4.2. The following steps are

taken:

1) The TAV-VB curves are obtained as discussed in

Chapter 3. The TAV-VB plots for some of the ion implanted samples
V.B

(#1,2,3,4) and the substrate (#8) are shown in figure 4.3 [51].

The substrate curve (similar to figure 3.16) shows a positive TAV

at zero bias voltage, indicating a p type conductivity. By apply-

ing positive V the surface tends to accumulate and the TAV changes
B

accordingly. The application of negative bias voltage changes the

surface potential from depletion to inversion and the TAV polarity

changes from negative to positive, indicating n type surface con-

* *~ ductivity. The TAV plots for ion implanted samples exhibit a

positive TAV at zero bias condition, indicating a compensated

3SA
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surface (curve (2) is an anomaly and will be discussed later). By

applying positive bias voltage, the ion implanted region (n type)

;. -:becomes depleted and the TAV amplitude goes through the variations,

reflecting the profile of the phosphorous implant. After a certain

positive voltage the '.AV polarity changes to negative, indicating

'A the end of the implanted region or the onset of the surface inver-

sion. Curve (2) in figure 4.3 shows an anomalous behavior. In

this curve the TAV is positive at zero bias indicating a p type

surface. One reason is attributed to the fact that the samples

2' were sliced before the measurement and the leakage current at the

edges might have affected the TAV-V Bcurve. The other possibility

~1.1%is that the surface might indeed be p type at zero bias due to

p such effects as the nonuniform distribution of the p dopant in the

substrate. More than an order of magnitude increase in the p

V dopant near the surface is observed for some of the substrates,

using the spreading resistance measurements. Another effect to be

considered is the depleting effect of the rf probing electric

field. This effect can be eliminated by reducing the SAW power.

2,3) The relationship between the TAV amplitude and the

carrier concentration as developed in Chapter 2 (equation (2.40))

is used to obtain the n(V B) curve. In doing so a calibration

curve is needed to estimate the value of V 0in equation (2.40).

TAV amplitude can be calibrated versus different samples with

V known resistivity for any experimental setup [42]. In the follow-

ing experiments the reference is estimated by using the value of
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Figure 4.3 Experimental TAV-VB plots for the ion-implanted

samples and the high resistivity substrate.
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the carrier concentration at the peak of the implant profile. For

example, the relative minimum of the TAV-VB curve for sample #1

(figure 4.3, V = 0.7 volts) corresponds to the peak carrier con-

centration of the phosphorous profile for this sample. The reason

is that for the above implanted samples, the majority carrier con-

"* centration is high enough that the negative slope side of the TAV-n

curve (figure 2.3a) can be considered. A good estimation of V is

0

obtained by using the peak concentration as measured by the spread-

ing resistance technique.

4) In order to obtain the depth profiles, the informa-

tion about the depletion width at each bias voltage is eeeded. The

*1 depletion width is calculated by using equation (3.12). Consider-

ing the n(VB) curve, the bias voltage in the depletion direction is

.. divided into equal voltage increments (AV(m), figure 4.4). At each

AV(m) an average value of majority carrier concentration is esti-

mated (n(m)). Then equation (3.12) is used to calculate W(m) at

any bias voltage, leading to W(V B). In equation (3.12) the zero

depletion width is corresponded to the flatband voltage (i.e.,

W = 0 at VB = V FB). For the n implanted samples in these exper-

iments, the flatband voltage is assumed to be zero. The reason

is that, since the oxide charge is invariably positive, it tends

to modulate the surface potential of the n surface towards flat-

band and accumulation. In this regime the surface potential is

not a strong function of V B and the zero flatband approximation

does not introduce an appreciable error. The validity of these

Cl

.%s
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.4,

SIA

• O A V (I} A V (2) .. . . .. . V lm )
" V ( VOLTS )
~BIAS

Figure 4.4 Average majority carrier concentration at corres-
ponding voltage increment, used to calculate the

depletion width as a function of the bias voltage

(equation (3.12)).

a.

p. a . . . . . .- . . . . . . . . - ' - - . . - - . . . - . . . . , . "- . % . % .
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assumptions are checked later by choosing different values of V

and comparing the calculated profile with the results obtained

from the spreading resistance measurement. If the profile is p

type near the surface, the oxide charge causes a depletion and the

*flatband voltage can be estimated by using the procedure which is

" discussed in the previous chapter and by iteration. A general

procedure which provides the exact value of VFB at any arbitrary

* .doping profile does not seem to be feasible and utilizing the
'*- ,

proper approximation for any specific case is more appropriate.

5) In steps 3, 4 the majority carrier concentration and

A the depletion width are obtained as a function of depleting bias

voltage. By combining these results the average majority carrier

concentration profile (f(x)) can be obtained. Figure 4.5 shows

11 2
the fi(x) for sample #4 (1 x 10 ions/cm , 200 keV, solid line)

along with the implant profile obtained from the spreading resis-

tance measurement (dotted line) [52]. The fi(x) curve is obtained

by assuming zero flatband voltage. In order to obtain N(x) from

. ti(x), the corrections and approximations discussed in section 3.2.2,

can be used. If the free carrier Debye averaging affect is

neglected, then N(x) can be calculated from fi(x) by using equation

(3.18). Although the impurity concentration profile is sharper

than the majority carrier profile at the high concentration grad-

ient'regions, the error does not exceed the data obtainable by the

C-V techniques. The source of the error which is the spread of

the majority carriers due to diffusion is inherent of the

. . . .
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Figure 4.5 Average majority carrier and impurity density profiles
of the phosphorous implanted high resistivity p type

silicon substrate, as obtained by TAV and spreading

resistance measurements.
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measurements which monitor the carrier concentration without

material removal. As discussed in Chapter 3, this error is more

pronounced in the regions where the impurity concentration varies

sharply in distances comparable to the Debye length. In the spread-

ing resistance technique, the dopant density profile is obtained

on a beveled sample, thus the carrier diffusion is eliminated.

This technique is sensitive to the probe points condition and is

subject to a large number of corrections. For more precise impur-

* ity profiling the material study methods, such as secondary ion

mass spectroscopy (SLIS) and Rutherford back scattering (RBS)

should be used. In any case, fi(x) is measured by the TAV-V B or

C-V techniques provides a good estimation of the impurity doping

profile in the distances larger than a few Debye length. The

sensitivity of the TAV-V Bmethod is higher than C-V or SIMS tech-

niques at low carrier concentrations and it is lower at high

carrier concentrations. The measurable carrier concentration for

silicon can be as low as 10 12cm- and the high limit is on the

order of 10 17 cm-3 .

The measured profiles are wider than the calculated

a profiles shown in figure 4.1. One reason is the nature of the

phosphorous implant which exhibits a strong tailing in the deep

region of the implant [131] due to channeling [132] or diffusion

at implantation temperatures. The other reason is the redistri-

bution of the impurity ato'ms under the annealing heat treatment,

performed for impurity activation. The broken line at the end of
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the fi(x) curve in figure 4.5 corresponds to the TAV amplitude after

the relative maximum in the TAV-V curve (figure 4.3). In this
B

region the carrier concentration varies by several orders of mag-

nitude and the TAV polarity changes from positive to negative.

This polarity change can be due to the extension of the depletion

region up to the p-n junction, resulting in the interaction of the

probing electric field with the p type substrate. Therefore the

* termination of the n region is reflected in the TAV polarity change.

The former phenomenon can be assumed to be dominant by considering

the dopant profile in figure 4.5 (the depth of the implanted

region is somehow smaller than the maximum depletion width). The

surface inversion can be eliminated by using pulsed bias arrange-

ment as discussed in section 3.2.2. It should be noted that the

tested samples are inherently difficult to characterize because

of the sharp changes in doping concentration in distances on the

order of a Debye length. The profiles obtained for other implanted

samples are similar to the presented profile with the shifted pro-

jected range along the depth axis and different peak concentra-

tions which are dependent on the ion doses and energies.

4.2 TAV Transient Measurements on Silicon Wafers

In this section the experimental results of the TAV

transient measurements (TAV-t) in monitoring the effects of LID

gettering, etching and polishing on the imperfection density of

silicon wafers are presented. The LID effectiveness is monitored

by comparing the lifetimes and surface generation velocities in
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two halves of the wafers, one of which has undergone the LID

gettering at the back surface. The TAV-t results which are strongly

affected by surface condition, indicate about twofold increase in

the lifetime in the gettered area. The bulk generation lifetime

*- measured by the capacitance-time (C-t) technique does not show

this increase. The reason is attributed to the reduction of the

surface generation velocity on the opposite side of the LID getter-

ing area. To evaluate the effects of etching and polishing on

silicon wafers prior to the device fabrication, the TAV-t measure-

ments under bias voltage are performed. The results indicate

about two order of magnitude increase in Teff after etching and

polishing due to the surface damage removal. In the above TAV-t

*S." experiments both oxidized and unoxidized samples are investigated

* without the fabrication of MOS structures. The discussions of

the above topics are presented in the following.
-4.-.

4.2.1 Evaluation of the Laser Induced Damage Gettering Effect
Using Lifetime Measurements [61]

The processes which are used to reduce the density of

crystal defects and harmful impurities in the device region of

the wafer are generally referred to as gettering processes. One

area of increasing importance is the gettering by introducing

damage to the back surface of the silicon wafers prior to device

fabrication. The back surface lattice damage attracts and binds

the crystal defects and metallic contamination, thus increasing

the yield on the opposite (device) side [111-112]. The
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effectiveness of the gettering technique is evaluated by the dis-

location density it produces and the thermal stability of the

damage. Another factor is the level of contamination introduced

by the damaging process itself. Techniques such as grinding and

sand blasting introduce an undesirable level of contamination,

and the damage is not stable through the thermal cycles of a

typical fabrication process. Laser induced damage (LID) is a

promising technique that provides a less contaminating process and

more stable (or refreshable) gettering sites [111]. The techniques

to evaluate the extent of the gettering effectiveness and its per-

sistence through the thermal cycles are either material study

which requires some sort of mechanical damage to the wafer (cleav-

age, etching, ion milling) or the study of the electrical prop-

erties at the device side of the wafer. The latter encompasses

such measurements as the junction yield evaluation and '!OS capac-

itance measurements. In this section the application of the TAV

transient measurements (TAV-t) as a nondestructive technique is

4P %demonstrated.

The samples under test are 4", <100> surface, p type

silicon wafers (o 11-16 -cm) with an oxide (dry-wet-dry) of

about 5500 A0. The LID is introduced on half of each wafer prior

to oxidation with the other half left ungettered as the control

sample. The LID is produced by Nd:YAG laser with 1.06 _m wave-

length. The laser is pulsed with 15 KHz repetition rate and the

pulse energy is 10 Joules/cm 2 with 200 nsec duration. The

'-I
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""" laser beam is focussed to a 60 im spot size and the spot overlap

. is 50%. The damage depth induced by the beam is approximately 5 rn.

Laser beam is scanned over the lines separated by about 0.5 mm

" and the time needed to cover half of the wafer is 60 seconds. The

samples then undergo simulated thermal cycles (7-8 cycles) of a

typical N-MOS fabrication process in order to reveal the persistence

" of the gettering effect after actual processes. The two wafers

*- under study (A and B) have essentially the same characteristics

but obtained from different vendors. For C-t measurements 60 mils

AZ dots are evaporated on the oxide as MOS gate and AZ ohmic con-

tact is provided on the back side.

The TAV transient waveform and circuit requirements are

discussed in section 3.4.1 (figures 3.4, 3.19, 3.20). The rf

* pulse parameters are the same as discussed in the previous section

(4.1). The measured time constant of the TAV transient (Teff) is

shown in Table 4.1. This time constant is related to 7 and S
g g

through equations (3.62) and (3.57)-(3-63). In this section Teff

is measured at zero bias voltage and the surface generation velocity

dominates the transient response. This effect is realized by

measuring the bulk generation lifetime, using the C-t technique.

The values of measured lifetime by TAV-t technique are in the

50-100 uisec range, whereas the bulk lifetime measured by C-t are

in the 400-600 isec range. The reason is the effect of surface

generation velocity which is present in the TAV measurement. In
V.

C-t measurement, in order to avoid the surface generation, the MOS

• .'
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gate is pulsed between +10 to +20 volts in the strong inversion

region as shown in figure 4.6. This figure shows the C-t plots of

two MOS structures in the LID and no LID halves of the sample B.

In strong inversion the effect of S can be neglected because the

* .'interface g-r centers are filled with electrons as discussed in

-% . section 3.4.2. The effect of S at the depleted (not inverted) per-.; g

iphery of the MOS gate can be easily neglected due to large gate

diameter (= 1500 m) as compared to generation distance (= 4 - S
gg

< 8 1.m) [69,126]. The bulk lifetime (7 ) is calculated from the
g

C-t transient according to [68]. The results are shown in Table .l.

In order to calculate Tg, the value of N is needed which is
9 A

W . obtained from the C-V measurement. Table 4.1 shows that Tg is about
g

a factor of eight times Teff which indicates the dominance of S~g

4. in determining Teff (the surface is not inverted in measuring eff)

Thus by using equation (3.62) at near midgap condition, S can beg

LD
estimated from T (S - ). The estimated values of S for

e g eff g

LID and no LID regions of samples A and B are shown in Table 4.1.

The Zerbst plots [67] are also used to verify the correct range of

'the surface generation velocity. To obtain the Zerbst plot the

MOS gate is pulsed frcm accumulation (Vg -20 volts) to strong

inversion (V = +20 wolts) as shown in figure 4.7. The Zerbst

plot is then obtained as shown in figure 4.8. The value of the

surface generation velocity can be estimated from the intercept

of the extension of the linear region of the Zerbst plot with the

vertical axis. This is an approximate value [127,128] and is

"a.
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lower than the depleted surface generation velocity (S ) due to

the shielding of the surface states by the minority carriers, which

• .takes place in a short time compared to the Zerbst transient time.

* ""The value of S from the Zerbst plot is about 0.1 cm/sec. which is

To in the same range, but lower than 0.3 cm/sec. which is obtained

from the TAV measurement (Table 4.1, sample B, No LID).

Table 4.1 shows that the gettering effect is more pronounced

in reducing the surface generation velocity rather than increasing

the bulk lifetime. Sg is reduced by about a factor of 2 which

indicates the reduction of the interface states and surface defect

density by LID process, whereas the bulk generation lifetime is not

appreciably affected by LID gettering. One reason might be due to

the release of the point defects and contaminants from the gettered

area due to the annealing of the dislocations and microcracks which

are produced by LID. Therefore, after the simulated heat treat-

ments, the bulk imperfection density for both LID and no LID halves

are about the same. The released defects and impurities might not

have had enough time to reach the surface, and therefore the sur-

face generation velocity is lower for LID halves. Another reason

can be the high quality of the starting material (long 1 ) which

exhibits a low defect density in the bulk, such that the effect of

LID is not appreciable. In these measurements the TAV-t is obtained

by using C-t and TAV-t techniques. In the next section, the TAV-t

measurements under applied bias voltage are performed and the

effects of S and T on the TAV transient response are discussed.
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4.2.2 Evaluation of the Effects of Etching, Polishing and Forming
Gas Annealing on Silicon Wafer Surface Properties [621

In this section, 5" silicon wafers which have undergone

different etching and polishing removal steps are studied, using

TAV-t measurements. After the silicon wafers are sliced from the

ingot by inner diameter slicing and edge rounded, they undergo

7 etching and polishing prior to the device fabrication [133]. The

chemical etching step is used to remove the damage and contamin-

4 ation which is left from the slicing process. The chemical etch

removal is typically about one mul per side. After etching, the

polishing step is performed to obtain the necessary flatness.

specular surface, lack of features, and parallel surfaces of the

wafer. In addition, polishing should not introduce any damage or

contamination to the surface. Typical polish removal is on the

order of a fraction of a mil. The extensive use of chemical etch-

ing followed by polishing is due to the fast removal rate by etch-

* ing (economical, high throughput) and the required optical prop-

erties which can only be obtained by polishing (slow process). The

extent of the damage removal by the above steps is monitored and

compared by measuring the TAV transient time constant (T ef f) which

is related to T and S as described in sections 3.4.21 and 3.4.3.
g g

T eff is also used to investigate the effect of forming gas anneal-

ing on the reduction of the interface states density for 3" oxi-

dized silicon wafers.

To evaluate the damage removal properties of etching and

polishing, a number of 5" silicon wafers are prepared. All the
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wafers are sliced from CZ grown, p type, p = 11-16 2 cm ingots,

<100> surface and have undergone different etching and polishing

times. Acid etching is used and the etchant mixture is 5:2:1

volume ratio of HNO 3/HF/HC2H302. Etching is at room temperature

and the etching barrel and wafer holder rotate during the process.

For polishing, Si0 2 based slurries are used in the simultaneous

two sided polishing arrangement. The amount of silicon removal for

the wafers reported in this work (measured by capacitive probing)

are as follows:

Wafer # Chem. Etch Polish Removal Total Removal
Removal Both Sides Both Sides
Both Sides (mils) (mils)
(mils)

14 0 0 0

13 0.4 0 0.4

16 7.1 0 7.1

10 0.4 2.2 2.6

Prior to the measurements, the wafers are cleaned in 8 steps, start-

ing with the sulfuric/nitric acid organic material remover followed

by immersion in acidic and basic hydrogen peroxide solutions in

order to remove metallic contamination and ionic charges. To

investigate the effect of forming gas annealing, five 3" silicon

wafers are oxidized, annealed, cleaved and then random halves are

annealed again in forming gas. The oxidation is dry-wet-dry and

the oxide thickness is about 5500 A0 . Post oxidation annealing is

performed in N2 at 1000 C. Forming gas (F.G.) annealing is in

.4o

J- ' ' . " ' . - , - " " " v . " . . " . . ' " " - - . - ' ' . " . . - - - - - ' .
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5-10% H2 in 2 ambient, at 400 C for about 20 minutes.

The experimental apparatus for the TAV-t measurement is

as discussed in section 3.4.1. In these measurements a special

arrangement with a long delay line is used in order to accomodate

5" silicon wafers without slicing them. The rf frequency is 55 MHz

and the pulse width is about 2 msec with the repetition frequency

* [' of about 15 Hz. The effects of Tg and S in determining Teff can

be approximately separated by the application of a depleting

bias voltage as discussed in section 3.4.2. At surface potentials

between flatband to near midgap the interface effects are domin-

% ant. By varying the surface potential towards midgap and weak

inversion, the effect of surface g-r process goes through a peak

and then reduces. At the bias voltages just before the polarity
change of the TAV signal, it is assumed that Tef f is dominantly

determined by T . These effects will be experimentally demon-g

strated. If a dc bias voltage (slow varying ramp) is used, the

maximum depletion width, Wm, is less than 1 um. Pulsed bias

voltage can be used for the following conditions: 1) if the bulk

g-r centers, deeper than Wm , are monitored, 2) to reduce the surface

effects to a greater extent if the silicon surface exhibits a large

interface state density. In this case the timing of the TAV meas-

urement should be adjusted with respect to the bias pulse. The

rf pulse should be delayed by about a fraction of a second (during

this time the surface g-r centers become partially inactive) and

the TAV-t measurement should be finished long beforethe inversion
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layer sets in (the deep depletion regime). This timing arrangement

is not difficult to attain, due to the long minoritv carriler

response time in silicon (on the order of 10 seconds) and relatively

short TAV-t time constant (on the order of msec).

The experimental results for differently etched and

polished wafers are presented in figure 4.9. The 7ef (at zero bias)

is plotted as a function of position for different wafers. The

value of T f is related to t and S 9through equations (3.57)-

(3.63). The carrier lifetimes are on the order of 10 to 100 times

smaller than T eff (due to the amplification factors, relating the

Trf to the carrier lifetime, equations (3.57)-(3.59)) as will be

*shown later. The T f plots in figure 4.9 are used for comparison

of the defect density between the wafers with similar substrates

which have undergone different etching and polishing steps. The

plots indicate a large spatial variation of T eff for each wafer

with generally lower values towards the edges. It is shown in

figure 4.9 that by chemical etching and polishing, the lifetime

* increases which is an indication of the surface damage removal.

Sample #16 (7.1 mils etching removal) exhibits about 10 2times

increases in the lifetime as compared to as sliced sample (#14).

The wafer which is both etched and polished (#10) exhibits a

longer average lifetime than the wafer which is only etched (#16)

* even though the total silicon removal is less. This result might

* indicate that polishing is to some extent, more effective than

chemical etching in producing a damage free surface. The

It A
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Figure 4.9 Spatial variations of the Teff for silicon wafers

which have undergone different chemical etching

and polishing steps.
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*argument is not conclusive and more experimental data is needed.

One reason (in addition to the experimental error) is that 1110 and

* "#16 wafers were not specifically chosen as successive slices of an

*' ingot. It is experimentally verified that the average values of

T Tff can vary by a factor of two for the samples which are sliced

from different sections of an ingot, even if the wafers undergo

the same etching and polishing steps (62].

In order to separate the contributions of T and S to the
g g

measured Teff , the measurements under depleting bias voltage are

- performed. The results for as sliced sample (#14) are shown in

figure 4.10 in the form of spatial variations of 7 e , andef mg

Smg . mg and Smg are approximately related to T and S by

equations (3.57) and (3.63). The depleting bias voltage is chosen

*at a value corresponding to the maximum measurable lifetime before

the inversion. The reason is to quench the surface effect as much

as possible by going further into the bulk (section 3.4). The

measured lifetime under this bias voltage is approximately mg, and

Sig is found from e __ and at zero bias voltage (equation

(3.63)). The variations , and S indicate that the increase
... 4 mg

of the surface gneeration velocity towards the wafer edges is

dominantly responsible for the lower close to the wafer per-

iphery and the bulk generation lifetime varies only slightly across

the wafer. This can be due to the handling damaze around the wafer

edges. The values of - are about 10 to 10 times smaller than

T and S is about 10 to 100 times larger than S
g mg

4~7,
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The TAV amplitude and 7eff dependence on the applied

bias voltage (TAV-V and T-V B ) for wafer #16 are shown in figure
B Bf Vr

4.11. The shapes of the plots are more or less the same for other

samples with the major difference only in the TAV and T absolute

values. From the TAV-V B curve, the value of surface potential (V S)

at each bias voltage can be estimated as discussed in section 3.3.

The estimate of V is obtained by comparing the normalized TAV5

amplitude to the TAV-V curve, shown in figure 3.11. Therefore
B

the values of p, n can be obtained at each bias voltage (figure

3.10) and the amplification factor can be calculated (equations

(3.57)-(3.63)). Different regions of the 7-V curve can be con-
B

sidered as follows. For V values varying from +2 volts to near
B

zero, the surface potential changes from flatband towards depletion.

In this region the response is governed by the majority carriers

and the surface traps which only communicate with the majority

* carrier band (section 3.4.2, part A). The measured lifetime

increases as the majority carrier concentration decreases at the

V. surface, thus reducing the traps capture and emission rates. The

B-V curve goes through a peak (point B) and then drops to a min-

imum (point A) as the high density interface trap level (this time

the g-r center) passes through the Fermi level (section 3.4.2,

part B). From the T-V B structure in this region the energy

position of the high density trap level can be estimated. By

changing the bias voltage from zero to negative values the surface

*becomes more depleted and the effect of minority carriers increases.

V.

.c.

- .(, . • , - , ° -•V. . - . - . %. . . ..
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Figure 4.11 TAV amplitude and dependence on the applied bias
eff

voltage for the etched silicon wafer.
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* In this bias range the high density interface trap level (at energy

E which is below E. as shown in figure 3.22) goes below E and the
T

* effectiveness of the interface g-r process is reduced (section 3.4.2,

part C). Therefore the Teff increases until it reaches its maximum

value (point C). At this value it is assumed that the surface g-r

process can be neglected and Teff is only determined by g as shown

in equation (3.57). At bias voltages more negative than -0.8 volts,

the surface is inverted and the Tff is related to the recombin-

ation lifetime (Tr). It is shown that if the energy of the g-rre

center is not equal to E., then T is smaller than T [70]. Thisi re g

effect is observed in the T-VB curve in the inverted region. By

considering the T-VB and TAV-VB curves simultaneously, the energy

of the trap level can be estimated at about 0.15 eV below E.. The
1

value of T can then be extracted from the maximum value of e
g eff

before the inversion (point C, figure 4.11) by using equation

(3.59). The values of p, n in this equation are obtained by using

the TAV-V curve and estimating V as mentioned earlier. The ampli-B s

fication factor is about 20 at this point. Therefore the value of

Tg is approximately 700 psec for this sample.

The effect of forming gas annealing on the 7 is demon-

strated in Table 4.2. This table shows an average increase of the

6 Teff on the order of 200 times for the forming gas annealed half

wafers. This increase is partly due to the reduction of the inter-

face states density and partly due to the change of the flatband

voltage.

..
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Teff (isec) @ zero bias voltage

If

Sample # 1 2 3 4 5

No F.G. 2 100 1 1

F.G. 620 1600 120 500 220

____ ____ _ __ ___ __ _ ____ __ __j

Table 4.2

Comparison Between No F.G. and F.G. Annealed Half Wafers
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CHAPTER 5

INVESTIGATION OF GaAs SURFACE AND GaAs/ANODIC OXIDE

INTERFACE

In the past ten years there has been an increasing interest

in the GaAs digital integrated circuit technology as well as in the

more traditional microwave discrete devices. The advantages of GaAs

over Si are the material properties, such as higher low field electron

mobility which is an order of magnitude higher than Si and larger

S,,,,bandgap. Another advantage is the availability of GaAs as a good

semi-insulating substrate. This property allows the self-isolation

of the active devices either by mesa etching [134] or by simply using

a planar double implanted approach [135]. Therefore the packing

density for large scale integration (LSI) can be increased appreciably.

Progress in GaAs LSI integrated circuits are mainly due to the tech-

nological advancements in fabrication processes and the availability

of high quality semi-insulating GaAs substrate. 3",undoped, semi-

insulating GaAs substrate grown by liquid encapsulated Czochralski

method are available at the present time. In the processing areas

such as the formation of a well controlled active layer (either by

epitaxy or ion implantation) and fine line pattern replication

there have been rapid improvements in the past few years. Although

the GaAs technology is still far behind Si, in some areas such as

. very high speed integrated circuits (in the gigabit range) and micro-

wave applications, the GaAs device performance cannot be matched by

Si devices.
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There are two basic approaches to GaAs FET, LST circuit,, one

is the junction gate devices such as metal semiconductor field effect

- " transistor (MESFET) and the other is insulated gate FET's (IGFET).

The former technology is more rapidly advancing and is dominantly

applied today for the fabrication of high speed logic circuits [135-

.. , 137], even though the IGFET's have inherent device characteristic

advantages. The reason is the difficulty encountered in the forma-

*tion of a viable dielectric on the GaAs surface with acceptable

interface states density. The inherent advantages of IGFET's over

MESFET's are basically as follows. 1) The enhancement-mode 'MSFET's

(E-MESFET's, normally off) are highly prefered in LSI circuits as

compared to depletion mode MESFET's (D-MESFET's, normally on) due to

the lower power consumption and less complex circuitry. The deple-

tion mode MESFET's require dual power supply operation and level

shifters in their circuit arrangement. But in the enhancement-mode

the magnitude of the gate voltage swing is limited by the built-in

potential of the gate junction. For inputs larger than the Schottky

barrier built in potential (in the range of 0.5 volts), the channel

current cannot be controlled and excessive gate current will be

drawn. This limitation can cause an increase in the propagation

delay and also is not desirable in microwave power devices. Another

serious problem of the small logic swing is the need for a precise

control of the pinch off voltage. In order to provide an adequate

margin for LSI circuits, the logic swing should be at least an

order of magnitude larger than the standard deviation of the pinch

-a
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off voltage. This effect dictates that the pinch off voltage should

be controlled within tens of millivolts. Therefore the processing

*" complexity increases dramatically as compared to D-MESFET technology.

At the present time only D-MESFET's are fabricated at the LSI level.

By using IGFET devices these limitations are eliminated.

2) The cutoff frequency of IGFET's is higher than MESFET's because

of the higher decrease in the gate capacitance as compared to the

decrease in the transconductance [108,110]. 3) The IGFET's exhibit

lower input leakage current and simpler circuit configuration. The

"-. planar integrated circuit technology is used to fabricate an enhance-

ment/depletion type MOSFET logic with a propagation delay of 72 ps

and a power delay product of 139 fj for the 1.2 .im gate length [109].

The device can also be operated at a minimum power-delay product of

36 fj with a propagation delay of 157 ps.

4I The main problem of the devices made with the GaAs MIS

technology is the anomalous behavior under dc and low frequency oper-

ation and the long term stability of the device. This behavior is

believed to be due to the high density of trap levels present at the

GaAs/insulator interface. The MIS structures made by low temperature

oxidation of GaAs (wet anodic oxidation or plasma oxidation) exhibit

superior interface characteristics as compared to other insulator

structures [110]. The reason is generally due to the high tempera-

ture step involved in the deposition of the heteromorphic dielec-

trics and also GaAs thermal oxidation. The high temperature step is

not deo,':able due to the high volatility of As and As oxides.

S-A A -A.....



Therefore the room temperature anodic oxidation of GaAs is one of

the preferred techniques for the fabrication of GaAs MOSFET's. The

plasma oxidation which can also be performed at relatively low tem-

peratures is essentially the same as wet anodic oxidation, except

that the electrolyte is replaced by the plasma environment. The

GaAs native anodic oxide can also be used in device processing, e.g.,

as a diffusion mask and also for device passivation. The anodic

oxidation can be used as a precise etching process which can

remove GaAs layers with a highly controlled thickness. An extensive

effort has been carried out towards the better understanding of the

complicated nature of the GaAs/oxide interface. Ilost of the exper-

imental work in electrical characterization rely on the capacitance

voltage (C-V) and conductance voltage (G-V) measurements under

different bias, temperature and illumination conditions.

In this work, at first the surface properties of the semi-

insulating, Cr doped GaAs substrates are investigated. The interface

states energy distribution are studied using two beam TAV amplitude

spectroscopy [47]. The studies include both oxidized and unoxidized

GaAs surfaces. The oxides are grown using the wet anodic oxidation

in a glycol and water based electrolyte [73]. The results reveal

the presence of high density interface states in both cases (mainly

acceptor levels at about 1 eV above the valence band) and the

fact that the oxidation process increases the interface states

density. The samples, oxidized at different current densities, are

compared and those oxidized at lower current densities exhibit a
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lower density of interface states. The physical models regarding

the GaAs interface and oxidation mechanism are discussed by analyzing

the experimental data. The GaAs:Cr unoxidized samples are also

investigated at low temperatures using two beam TAV spectroscopy [85].

The characteristic exciton peaks are detected and the quenching of

the exciton peak is obstved upon shining the 1 eV bias light. The

quenching effect which is attributed to the electron transition from

the valence band to the high density interface states is not observed

in semi-insulating, Fe doped InP [71]. The reason is attributed to

the lower density of interface states in the upper half of the InP

bandgap. A donor level at about 1.3 eV below the conduction band of

GaAs which is only observable in oxidized GaAs samples at room

temperature, becomes detectable in unoxidized GaAs at low tempera-

tures.

The low resistivity GaAs samples are anodically oxidized

under different oxidation current density waveforms [83,84]. The

GaAs/oxide interfaces are examined by C-V measurements at different

. frequencies. The oxide bulk properties are compared by measuring

such parameters as breakdown field and resistivity. The results

indicate the superior interface properties at lower oxidation

current densities and vice versa for oxide bulk properties. The

analysis lead to an optimum current density waveform which starts at

low values and after the termination of the nucleation and island

p. growth phase [74] proceeds at a higher value of current density.

The subjects to be discussed are classified as follows:
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*"' * Study of the semi-insulating GaAs surface and GaAs/oxide

- interface using two beam TAV spectroscopy [471,

* Quenching and enhancement of the exciton and subbandgap

absorption in GaAs:Cr using two beam TAV spectroscopy

at low temperatures [85],

* The effect of oxidation rate on the characteristics of

AZ/anodic oxide/GaAs MOS structures [83,84].

5.1 Study of Semi-Insulating Cr Doped GaAs Surface and
GaAs/Oxide Interface Using Two Beam TAV Spectroscopy

Semi-insulating GaAs is used as the substrate for LSI high

speed digital circuits and microwave devices almost exclusively.

The semi-insulating GaAs can be obtained by Cr doping and resistiv-

ities as high as 109 2cm can be achieved. Oxygen doping can also

provide semi-insulating GaAs, but oxygen doped GaAs is not extensively

used due to the high mobility of oxygen at processing temperatures.

Undoped GaAs can also be used as a semi-insulating substrate, but

its resistivity is smaller than Cr doped substrates. Although GaAs:Cr

has been extensively studied in the past few years, the compensation

mechanism and its variation under heat treatment are not well understood.

" The TAV measurements are especially applicable to the study of semi-

insulating GaAs because of the high sensitivity of the TAV signal at

low carrier concentrations. In this section the interface states

energy level distribution of both unoxidized and oxidized GaAs:Cr

samples are investigated.

"I ,"," ,"; :,'.,'?."£ ? ' " r ", ,' -,""i.-. ' " ' _.. .- ","
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5.1.1 Experimental Procedure and Results

The samples used in the following experiments are semi-

7
insulating (p > 10 cm), Cr doped, <110>, and polished at one

surface. The oxidation is performed in a 3% aqueous solution of

tartaric acid, buffered by NH4 OH to the pH = 5 and then mixed with

propylene glycol in a 1:2 volume ratio [731. This mixture which is

called the AGW electrolyte provides a superior native anodic oxide

as compared to completely aqueous [138] or non-aqueous solutions

[139]. In AGW electrolyte,water is the oxidant and tartaric acid

is used to increase the electrolyte conductivity. The pH is

adjusted by NH4 OH. The addition of the propylene glycol to the
o4

aqueous solution drastically reduces the sensitivity of the oxida-

tion process to pH variations and electrolyte contaminations. The

reason is attributed to the less sensitive transport rate of the

oxidizing species to the GaAs surface and the oxidation products

from the GaAs due to the presence of the propylene glycol. The

Naqueous solution pH can vary between 2-9 in the AGW electrolyte,

A, whereas it should be between 5-7 if the aqueous solution is used by

itself. The dissolution rate of the native oxide in AGW is very

-2 o
small as compared to aqueous oxidation solutions (= 4 x 10 A /sec

and 1 A°/sec respectively). By using AGW electrolyte, very uniform

native oxides with high resistivity can be grown reproducibly.

2
The samples are oxidized at 0.1, 1.0 and 3.0 mA/cm

under constant current density regime. The oxidation cell consists

of the GaAs:Cr anode, AGW electrolyte and platinum counter
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electrode (cathode). The cell voltage is measured between GaAs

and Pt electrodes. All the samples are oxidized until the cell

* voltage reaches the value of 50 volts, and then the current source

*is disconnected. At low current densities (J < 1 mA/cm 2), most of

the voltage drop is across the growing oxide during the oxidation

process and the ohmic drop across the electrolyte and thin GaAs

samples are negligible. At higher current densities the voltage

drop across the electrolyte and GaAs samples might not be negligible

compared to the oxide voltage drop in the initial phases of the

oxide growth (oxide thickness below 100 A 0). The GaAs samples are

illuminated by a collimated white light during the oxidation. There-

fore the holes that are needed for anodic oxidation are provided by

photon absorption (samples are slightly n type in the dark). The

illumination eliminates the extra voltage drop across the GaAs deple-

tion layer which would have been otherwise needed in order to gener-

ate the oxidizing holes by avalanche process (breakdown voltage).

2
The cell voltage versus time curve at 0.1 mA/cm current

density is shown in Figure 5.1. This curve can be divided into two

distinct phases. The first phase is the nucleation and island growth,

followed by continuous oxide growth phase [74,76,140]. During the

first phase the GaAs is not covered by the insulating oxide and the

cell voltage is small and relatively time independent. After the

complete coverage of the GaAs surface by anodic oxide, the second

phase which is the continuous oxide growth starts. During this

phase the cell voltage increases with time as the oxide thickness
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increases. The highly linear dependence of the cell voltage on time,

indicates the oxide formation under constant electric field condition

-4[75]. The oxide formation rate is about 10 cm/Col. considering the

oxide electric field to be about 5 x 106 V/cm (oxide breakdown

*. field). The average value of the oxide thickness per voltage drop

across the oxide is 20 A0 /V. The nucleation phase is about 350

2
seconds long at 0.1 mA/cm oxidation current density. The cell

voltage versus time curves at higher current densities exhibit the

same shape as the one shown in figure 5.1, except that the nuclea-

tion time is shorter and the slope of the linear region is higher

(proportional to the current density). More discussions on the

chemical nature of the oxidation process are presented in the follow-

* ing sections. Prior to oxidation the samples are cleaned with trich-

lorethylene, acetone and DI water. The native oxide is removed by

HCZ and rinses in methanol.

The interface properties of the unoxidized GaAs and oxi-

.. dized GaAs are studied using two beam TAV spectroscopy. The delay

line arrangement is as shown in figure l.la. The ground path is

provided by an AZ film underneath the piezoelectric substrate. This

arrangement is sufficient in these measurements because the surface

potential modulation via an applied bias voltage is not needed

(unlike the measurements in Chapters 3 and 4). A window is provided

in the A; film through which the surface under study of the samples

can be illuminated v irne or two monochromatic beams. The peak of

the TAV waveform is rec:srded -s a function of the incident photon



energy either manually or by using lock in amplifier and automatic

scanning arrangement (for high resolution spectroscopy). The rf fre-

quency of SAW is 110 MHz with the rf pulse width about 1 msec.

The TAV waveform drops towards zero after the initial peak as shown

in the inset of figure 5.2. The reason for this fast drop is the

presence of the LiNbO in the TAV detection path which introduces
3

a small series capacitance. Therefore the time constant of the

external circuit (T in equation (3.39)) decreases and the TAV
C

amplitude approaches zero after charging the capacitances. Since

the TAV amplitude is measured at the peak, this effect does not

cause any difficulty as long as the TAV peak reaches the steady

state value, predicted by equation (2.40) (T < 7 in equation
eff c

(3.39)). The TAV amplitude is a function of the near surface con-

ductivity of GaAs and the GaAs/oxide interface as discussed in the

previous chapters. In two beam spectroscopy, the wavelength of one

beam is fixed (bias light, 750 nm = 1.65 eV, photon flux 
= 7 x 10 /

2
cm - sec), while the wavelength of the second beam (secondary

light) varies between 500-2000 nm (both lights are simultaneously

shone on the sample). The photon flux of the secondary light is

kept constant by adjusting the input aperture of the monochromator.

The secondary light photon flux is 7 x 10 /cm sec for low power

spectroscopy and approximately 3 x 10 5/cm - sec for high power

spectroscopy, in the following experiments.

The results of the TAV spectroscopy are shown in figures

* 5.2-5.4. Figure 5.2 shows the one beam spectroscopy of the

• •
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unoxidized GaAs sample. In this figure, after the drop of the TAV

amplitude under the sub-bandgap radiation (photon energy < 1.4 eV),

a peak can be observed around 0.87 eV (= 1400 nm). This peak is

much smaller than the bandgap peak (= 1/10). Except for the decrease

of the TAV amplitude at photon energies larger than the bandgap, no

other structure is detectable in the one beam spectrum. Figure 5.3

shows the two beam spectra of unoxidized and oxidized GaAs:Cr

samples. In figure 5.3a the low power (secondary photon flux

14 2
7 x 10 /cm - sec) two beam spectrum of the unoxidized GaAs:Cr is

presented. A sub-bandgap minimum at around 1.05 eV can be observed.

This minimum could not be detected using one beam spectroscopy

(figure 5.2). It should be noted that the amplitude of the TAV is

smaller than the bias light value at this minimum. Figures 5.3b,c,d

, present the low power two beam spectra of the samples, oxidized at

2
0.1, 1.0 and 3.0 mA/cm , respectively (secondary light photon energy

is between 0.6-2.5 eV). In these spectra a stronger minimum around

1 eV can be observed (compared to figure 5.3a). A relative maximum

.4. around 1.25 eV is also present (below bias light value).

Figure 5.4 shows the high power two beam spectrum of all

the samples for photon energies between 0.6-1.1 eV. The photon flux

of the secondary light is increased by about a factor of 4, in order

to reveal the sub-bandgap structure of the interface more clearly

15 2
(photon flux = 3 x 10 /cm 2

- sec). In this figure, curve I is the

spectrum of the unoxidized GaAs and eurves 2, 3, and 4 correspond

to the samples oxidized at 0.1, 1 and 3 mA/cm-, respectively. The
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Figure 5.3 Low-power two-beam TAV spectra for the oxidized and
unoxidized GaAs samples. The bias light photon flux =
7 x 101 4 /cm2 s, the bias light photon energy = 1.65 eV.
The secondary light photon flux 7 x 101 4 /cm2 s, the

4secondary light photon energy - 0.6-2.5 eV. (a) The
unoxidized GaAs, (b) The GaAs oxidized at 0.1 mA,'cm 2 ,
(c) The GaAs oxidized at 1 mA/cm2 and (d) the GaAs
oxidized at 3 mA/cm2 .
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Figure 5.4 High-power two-beam TAV spectrum of the unoxidized and

oxidized GaAs samples. The bias light photon flux =

7 x 1014/cm 2 sec., the bias light photon energy

1.65 eV. The secondary light photon flux = 2.8 
x 1015/

cm2 sec, the secondary light photon energy -0.6-1.1 
eV.
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- broad minimum around 1 eV energy can be observed for all the samples.

The minima corresponding to the oxidized samples are stronger than

the unoxidized sample. The samples oxidized at higher current

* 2
- densities (1 and 3 mA/cm ) show stronger minima as compared to the

2
one oxidized at lower-current density (0.1 mA/cm ). The TAV ampli-

tudes at 1 eV photon energy of the secondary beam, are shown in

figure 5.5. TAV bias value is 5 mV for all the samples and a smaller

TAV amplitude indicates a higher deviation from the bias value

(stronger sub-bandgap transition). In figure 5.4, the GaAs, oxidized

2at 3 mA/cm exhibits an additional peak at around 0.68 eV. The TAV

amplitude at this maximum is larger than the bias value. This peak

is not observed in the spectra of the other samples.

5.1.2 The Effect of Interface States on the Two Beam TAV Spectrum

7
For semi-insulating GaAs samples (p > 10 6cm, n type in

the dark) the TAV amplitude is proportional to (n n - p;p ) as dis-

cussed in equation (2.40). The theoretical plot of the TAV versus

electron concentration is shown in figure 2.4. The difference

between electron and hole surface photo-conductivities is monitored

by the TAV amplitude.

The interface states are generally in one of the following

forms:

A - Acceptor levels in the p or n semiconductor:

) A-I level below the E. at dark,
r

A-2 level above the E at dark;

.'-...-....-........-... . .- .- -.. ...... - -. .. . -.. , .. . ... _.. . . ... . . .
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B -Donor levels in the p or n semiconductor:{B-1 level below the E fat dark,

B-2 level above the Ef at dark.

Figure 5.6 shows the different cases of acceptor levels. For the

.. case A-I, most of the available states (at energy E Al ) are filled up

with electrons in the dark (figure 5.6a). In this case transition (1)

is the electron transfer from the acceptor level to the conduction

I.. band and transition (2) is from the valence band to the acceptor

level. Using one beam spectroscopy, the incident beam of energy

(E c- E Al ) should increase the TAV by enhancing the transition (1).

The amount of increase is determined by the transition probability

and the number of carriers available at E Incident beams of
0.Al

energy (E Al- E v) do not change the TAV appreciably because theEA.

levels are mostly full. In the event of any effect the TAV should

be smaller than the dark value due to the increase of the hole conduc-

tivity (if the sample is slightly n type in the dark such as GaAs:Cr

0. samples). This effect is very small and practically undetectable

for high resistivity samples.

By using the two beam spectroscopy in this case, the

incident lights with photon energies between the bandgap value and

(Ec - E l) have the following effect. The electrons are excited

from the E Al level to the conduction band. Therefore the states at

E Albecome ready to accept electrons from the valence band, upon

shining the secondary light with the (E - E ) energy. This effect
Al v

should cause a detectable decrease of the TAV below the bias value
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which determines the position of the acceptor level. This condition

applies to CdS samples with two acceptor levels at around 0.8 and

1.3 eV above the valence band [45,71,95,96]. For the cases where

-. the incident photon energy (EAl E Ev does not induce any other

transition with opposing effect, the two beam spectroscopy is a

* . very strong tool to detect the presence and the position of the

acceptor levels below the Fermi energy [71].

* The acceptor levels above the Fermi energy (EA in figure
.JA2

5.6b) are mostly empty at the dark condition. Using one beam spec-

troscopy, the incident beam of energy (E c- E A2 ) does not have a

strong effect on the TAV amplitude due to the small number of avail-

able electrons at the E A2 level (transition (1)). The electron

transfer from the valence band to E A2 (transition (2)) should quench

the TAV amplitude by increasing the hole conductivity. Due to the

small dark value of the TAV amplitude for high resistivity GaAs

(point A in figure 2.4), the quenching effect of transition (2) is

very weak and undetectable (unless a surface inversion by the inci-

P dent beam is possible). The two beam illumination in this case

causes a large TAV by the bias light with the photon energies

greater than or equal to the bandgap (point B in figure 2.4). The

secondary incident beam with energy (E A2 - E v) decreases the TAV

amplitude below the bias value (point C in figure 2.4). The

quenching effect of transition (2) can be easily detected in this

eZ condition. This condition applies to the TAV spectra of GaAs

samples that are presented in figures 5.2-5.4. The donor interface
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states can also be monitored similariv. The effects of transitions

(1) and (2) (figure 5.6) on the TAV amplitude are directly propor-

tional to the density of the interface states. For the semiconduc-

tors exhibiting the same interface states energy levels, the density

- of these states can be compared by the comparison of the TAV spectra.

*' The capture and emission rates of the interface states can be meas-

ured by interrupting the secondary light and monitoring the TAV

amplitude variation as a function of time, as it changes from the

S..two beam steady state value to its bias value.

5.1.3 Discussion of the Experimental Results

The presented data can be analyzed as follows: (1) The

weak maximum around the 0.87 eV in the unoxidized sample spectrum

(figure 5.2) is believed to be due to the Cr level which is an

acceptor level located at 0.87 eV below the conduction band as shown

in figure 5.7. The transition of the electrons from the Cr level

to the conduction band increases the TAV slightly (transition (3)

in figure 5.7). Transition (4) is weak and cannot be detected due

to the small number of available states in the Cr level (Cr levels

are mostly filled because they are below Fermi level). Except for

the sharp TAV drop at the sub-bandgap radiation, the only other

feature in this spectrum (figure 5.2) is the decrease of the TAV

amplitude at photon energies larger than the bandgap. This feature

which is common in all the presented spectra is due to the effect
J,

of the surface recombination. At a fixed surface recombination
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Figure 5.7 The interface band structure of the GaAs and the
GaAs/anodic oxide interface.
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velocity the recombination rate of the photogenerated carriers

increases if they are generated closer to the surface. The photons

with energies higher than the bandgap are absorbed closer to the

surface because of the higher absorption coefficient. Therefore

the photo-generated carriers (at higher than the bandgap energies)

exhibit a higher recombination rate and the TAV amplitude decreases.

It should be noted that by the equal generation of electron and

holes, the TAV amplitude goes up due to the higher mobility of

electrons (TAV a nu - pvp).
n p

(2) The broad minimum at around 1 eV which is observed

in the two beam spectrum of the unoxidized sample (figure 5.3a) is

attributed to a high concentration of deep acceptor interface traps

centered around 1 eV above the valence band. These levels are shown

in figure 5.7 (E levels). The excitation of electrons from the
A2

valence band to these acceptor levels (transition (2) in figure

5.7) decreases the TAV amplitude below the bias light value. It

, should be noted that this minimum is not detectable in the one-beam

spectrum.

(3) Figures 5.3bc,d show the two beam spectra of the

GaAs samples, oxidized at 0.1, 1 and 3 mA/cm 2 respectively. It can

be seen that the minimum around I eV is present for all the oxidized

samples. This minimum is stronger than the unoxidized sample. This

effect is due to the oxidation process which causes a higher density

of acceptor traps. There is also a relative maximum at around

1.25 eV which is only observable in oxidized samples. These maxima

-.- ... .. . . .



are attributed to the donor-like interface traps which are centered

at about 1.25 eV below the conduction band. The possible oriains

of the observed acceptor and donor levels will be discussed shortly.

The maxima at around 1.25 eV can also be observed in unoxidized

GaAs samples, but only at low temperatures, as will be shown in

section 5.2.

(4) To compare the density of states for the samples

oxidized at different current densities, the high power two beam

spectroscopy is performed in the range of 0.6 - 1.1 eV. The results

are shown in figure 5.4. The comparison of the spectra clearly

reveals the increase of the interface states density for the

samples oxidized at higher current density. Curve 2 corresponds to

the sample oxidized at 0.1 mA/cm2 which shows a minimum, stronger

than the unoxidized sample (curve 1) but weaker than the samples

2 2oxidized at 1 mA/cm (curve 3) and 3 mA/cm. Curve 4 exhibits a

peak at the photon energy of = 0.67 eV. This peak (above the bias

light value) is due to the transition of the electrons from the

EA2 band to the conduction band (transition (1)). The effect of

this transition can only be observed when the interface states

%." density at the EA2 is high enough to induce a detectable change in

the TAV signal. It should be noted that in some cases the position

of the peaks are shifted towards the higher energies. This effect

F can be due to the momentum transfer needed, in addition to the

supply of the energy difference between levels, in order to induce

the band to acceptor level transition. Another reason can be due

I..

I'';i ., ... ,$ , .$ .. ....,.. .. .... . . ... ... . ... .

• - - .', ", '* " " ". "< ' " ,.. - -' . ., . . " " " - ." ' . '. _, -. , . '. , - ". -. ". "



to the high density of closely spaced acceptor levels (band like)

which can broaden the TAV peaks. From the data presented, it can

be concluded that: (a) A high density of deep acceptor interface

trap , centered around 1 eV above the valence band, are present in

the unoxidized GaAs samples. (b) These acceptor levels also exist

at the GaAs/oxide interface with a higher density. (c) The density

of states increases if the samples are oxidized at a higher current

density. (d) Donor levels centered around 1.25 eV below the con-

duction band can be detected only in the oxidized samples spectra.

5.1.4 Discussion on the Anodic Oxidation Mechanism and GaAs
Interface States

* -!As shown in figure 5.1 the oxidation process can be

divided into two distinct phases. The oxidation mechanism during

these phases can be explained as follows.

Phase (a): The nucleation and island growth. The oxi-

dation starts by nucleation process and then proceeds by the two

dimensional growth of the oxide from the nuclei centers [74]. By

ESCA (electron spectroscopy fcr chemical analysis) investigation

of the chemical nature of the oxide during this initial phase, it
is shown [76,1401 that the oxide primarily consists of Ga20 with

indications of excess elemental As at the interface (oxide thickness

* below 40 A0 ). This analysis is confirmed by other workers using

Auger or ESCA depth profiling of the fully grown oxide [141,142].

Although this is not a unique result, reported in the literature

(especially the presence of the elemental As at the GaAs/oxide

:-~~~~~~~~~~~~. ....... -.-..... f... .... ... . . ... .. .. . . . . . , .-. - -... ./ . ... . -,,
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interface) it seems to be the most reliable one. The reasons for th

lack of As 20 3in the oxide at the initial oxide growth phase and the

. !23

presence of elemental As at the interface can be as follows:

(1) Preferential oxidation of Ga2 03 as compared to As2 0 The reaso

is the higher free energy of formation of Ga203 (= -230 K cal/mole)

compared to As203 ( -140 K cal/mole). (2) Dissociation of the As2 0

in the presence of GaAs into elemental As and Ga203, while C2a3 is

stable. The reason is that the reaction 2 GaAs + As203 -. Ga203 +4 A

is exothermic while 2 GaAs + Ga 203 - As 203 + 4 Ga is endothermic [14

(3) As will be discussed later, the oxidation process most probably

proceeds by the transport of Ga and As ions through the oxide to the

oxide/electrolyte interface (under the influence of the electric

field). The energy barrier height encountered by As ions during the

transport is higher due to the larger As ionic radius as compared to

Ga [142] (0.69 and 0.62 A° respectively). (4) The As oxides are

more soluble in water than Ga oxide (Ca203 is insoluble in water).

Therefore the As oxide might leave the thin oxide island as it is

formed [76]. Some of the experiments performed by using high con-

centrations of As oxides in the electrolvte did not showan apprec-

iable difference in the chemical composition of the initial thin

oxide [140]. Thus, this might not be the dominant effect in deter-

mining the chemical composition of the GaAs/oxide interfacial region

(not the case for oxide bulk). It is shown that the oxidation

current density affects the structure of the GaO laver which is
23

formed in this phase [77,143]. Higher oxidation current density

* .*O - * - * . .

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



(> 1 mA/cm 2) produces a crystalline structure ( Ga 20 3, [773), while

the Ga 0 transition layer is amorphous at lower current densities.

2 3

The crystallization is also observed at lower current densities if

0
the samples are annealed at temperatures above 500 C. Thus the

higher oxidation current densities (> 1 mA/cm 2 can produce a trans-

ition region between the GaAs and the oxide bulk which contains

B Ga203 crystallites and is relatively porous. It is also postu-

lated that during the oxidation process, oxygen vacancies are pro-

duced at the GaAs/oxide interface [142] which result in a high

defect concentration. In this case a higher oxidation current

density produces a larger defect concentration and therefore a

higher interface state density.

Phase (b): Island coalescence and continuous oxide growth.

This phase starts after the GaAs surface is fully covered by a thin
.. '°.

oxide layer (mostly Ga2 03 ), due to the coalescence of the oxide
52'3

islands. During this phase the oxide thickness increases while the

* . electric field is constant within the bulk of the oxide. This

effect is demonstrated by the highly linear portion of the curve

in figure 5-i (under constant current density). The mechanism of

the ionic transport through the oxide in this phase is still spec-

ulative to some degree. The most agreed upon mechanism is the

transport of the Ga and As ions through the oxide and their anodic

reaction with oxygen near the oxide surface. The ccncentration of

the As203 is much higher in the bulk of the oxide than the thin

interfacial region. The Ga to As ratio is about 1.8 in the bulk of

." %V 'W.. "S.
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the anodic oxide [141,142]. The higher concentration of As203

improves the oxide bulk properties with respect to such parameters

as oxide resistivity and breakdown field. The thermally grown GaAs

- native oxides are almost completely composed of Ga203 [144]. These

oxides exhibit a low resistivity (P 10 10cm) and low breakdown

5field (= 2 x 10 V/cm). As will be shown later, the anodic oxides

14
with resistivities higher than 10 2cm and breakdown fields in excess

6of 5 x 10 V/cm can be grown reproducibly. The optimum GaAs ratio for

the best oxide bulk quality is not clearly determined, but it seems

that the ratio of 1.8 which corresponds to equal volumes of Ga 3

adAs20 3 isthe most stable composition. The As203coenrtn

drops near the surface of the oxide and the Ga/As ratio is about 3

in this region [141]. This effect should be due to the solubility

of the As oxide in the water. By using a higher current density in

this phase, the oxidation rate can be increased, which shortens the

oxidation time needed for a certain oxide thickness. Therefore

higher current densities can cause a higher concentration of As20

*i  in the oxide bulk which leads to a better oxide bulk quality.

Shortening the oxidation time also decreases the density of contam-

inents and water related traps in the oxide. This effect will be

experimentally demonstrared in the following sections.

The exact source of the different interface traps at the

GaAs surface are not known at the present time. The GSCH model [80]

and the work bv Panday [81] can be used to explaia the acceptor

levels present at the unoxidized GaAs surface. The surface

&,F-
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electronic states are calculated for ideal (no surface bond relax-

ation) and relaxed GaAs surfaces using the semi-empirical tight

binding method (SETB) [81]. The ideal surface only exhibits the

discontinuity of the crystal structure with no change in the Ga-As

bond length or angle. In the relaxed surface the Ga-As bonds make

an angle (tilt angle) with the corresponding bonds of the ideal

surface (bond lengths are not altered). The calculated electronic

states (in some cases compared with the photo-emission spectroscopy

data) commonly exhibit two peaks, one near the top of the valence

band, and the other near the bottom of the conduction band. The

decomposition of localized states into their orbital components,

indicate that these peaks are mainly due to filled and empty As-P

and Ga-P orbitals respectively [81]. In the GSGH model it is con-

sidered that, due to the difference between the Ga and As potentials,

there is an electronic relaxation of dangling bands [80]. The As

surface atoms acquire an electron and form the filled surface

states (near the valence band), and the surface Ga atoms lose the

electron of their dangling bond and form the localized empty surface

states (near the conduction band). Therefore according to both of

the above models the filled and empty surface states are associated

with and localized on the column V and III atoms respectively. The

acceptor levels centered around E A2 (= 0.4 eV below conduction band)

* which are detected in the two beam TAV spectroscopy of unoxidized

samples are attributed to the Ga-P empty orbitals.
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The anodic oxidation produces an interfacial region

between the GaAs bulk and the oxide bulk. This region with a thick-

'" ness on the order of 100 A is disordered, highly non-stoichionetric,

and contains a high defect density as discussed earlier. It is

proposed that due to the high density of defects at the interface,

they are no longer localized two dimensionally [78,791. Therefore

they constitute a high density interface state band (SB) whicn is

U shaped with increasing density in the upper half of the bandgap.

The wave functions of the states within this band overlap at

certain energies, within which, the state to state transitions are

frequent. In this model the carriers are exchanged between GaAs

bands and ISB by tunneling through the interfacial region. The

trap density exponentially decays as a function of depth into the

oxide. The traps closer to interface exchange carriers very

rapidly, while the further traps are slow. This model has been

successful in explaining the anomalous frequency dispersion of the

accumulation capacitance of the anodically oxidized n-GaAs samples

[78]. Other observed properties of the GaAs/anodic oxide system

such as the oxide traps charging effect (injection type hysteresis)

can also be explained by this model. These effects will be exper-

,, imentally investigated as a function of oxidation current density,

in the following sections. The oxidation current density can

affect the composition and crystal structure of the interfacial

region. As discussed earlier, higher current densities can produce

a higher density of interface defects by forming S Ga20 3 crystal-

lites and possibly oxygen vacancies.

V.-
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The presence of the ISB acceptor band is detected by the

two beam TAV spectra for the oxidized samples. It is shown that

the density of this band is indeed higher than in the unoxidized

sample and a larger oxidation current density produces a higher

interface trap density (figure 5.4, 5.5). Since the acceptor traps

exist in both oxidized and unoxidized samples, this implies the

intrinsic nature of the GSCH model due to GaAs surface discontinuity.

Anodic oxidation aggrivates the situation by introducing a highly

nonstoichiometric interfacial region with a high defect density.

The defects can extend two dimensionally in the interfacial plane

in order to form non-localized electronic states. Under this con-

dition the interface states band (ISB) is formed as opposed to

localized state continuum. In localized state continuum (such as

in Si), the energy levels are so closely spaced that they cannot be

resolved individually, but due to spatial localization the wave func-

tions do not overlap and the electronic states are non-interacting.

The time constant associated with transition (1) (figure 5.7)

is measured by interrupting the se-ondary light while monitoring the

TAV amplitude variation between steady state values (this transition

1 41causes the 0.67 eV peak in figure 5.4). A long time constant (on the

order of five minutes) is observed for this transition which is

attributed to the carrier exchange by tunneling between the EA2

level and the conduction band. The relative maximum observed

around 1.25 eV in figures 5.3b,c,d can be due to the donor levels

which are enhanced by the increased defect density in the interfacial

i'1"
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region, due to the oxidation, as pointed out in [82]. Although the

samples used in the above measurements are high resistivity GaAs

samples, the experimental conclusions and discussions on the oxida-

tion mechanism and interface trap levels are general and they apply

to both p and n, high and low resistivity GaAs samples. The exper-

imental results on low resistivity samples are presented in section

5.3.

5.2 Quenching and Enhancement of the Exciton and
"" bSb-Bandgap Absorption in GaAs:Cr Using Two Beam

Spectroscopy at Low Temperature [85]

The exciton absorption or emission causes a sharp peak at

the energies lower than the main band to band transition (direct

gate at k=0) in GaAs, as observed in the optical absorption [88-a]

and photoluminescense [88-b] spectra. The excitonic effect has also

been detected, using the electro-reflectance technique [891.

Excitonic states are created when a free electron and a free hole

are attracted by Coulomb interaction and form a bound electron hole

'' pair. In a semiconductor crystal the electrons and holes interact

.strongly at low temperatures, at which their kinetic energy is low

enough to allow them to form a bound state. Exction particles are

analogous to hydrogen atom with the nucleus replaced by a hole. The

exciton binding energies can be calculated to a good approximation,

using the hydrogen atom model. This binding energy is about 100 to

% 1000 times smaller than the hydrogen atom for the following reasons.

First the reduced mass of the electron-hole system should be used in

this model and second the dielectric constant of the crystal should

.......................................
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be considered instead of the vacuum dielectric constant. Fxciton

binding energies also exhibit the ground state (n=l) and higher

* ii excitation states (n=2,3,...). Exciton states are more detectable

in a pure semiconductor with higher resistivity and lower defect

concentration. The reason is that at high carrier concentrations

the Coulomb interaction is screened by the free carrier, therefore

*reducing the bound electron-hole pair concentration. The simple

form of excitons, created by interaction between free carriers, is

called the free excitons. The interactions between free carriers

and other particles such as ionized donors or acceptors form the

bound excitonic states. The theoretical treatments and experimental

implications of various exctionic states constitute a very interesting

and increasingly important field of solid state physics. For a

detailed discussion of exciton characteristics and their applications,

see [86] for example.

In this section the one and two beam TAV spectroscopy at

low temperature is used to study the excitonic effect and the quench-

ing and enhancement of the exciton peak by a monochromatic bias

light [85]. Another sub-bandgap structure is observed at around

1.3 eV photon energy of the secondary beam. This structure which is

only observable at low temperature, also exhibits the quenching
.4.

effect. The obtained dataare used to delineate the GaAs interface

level energy distribution (which also confirm the results obtained in

the previous section). Another property of the semi-insulating GaAs

(GaAs:Cr or GaAs:O) which is the persistent quenching of the photo

,.°.,.
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conductivity [90-92] or optical absorption [93] at low temperatures,

is also analyzed based on the experimental data.

5.2.1 Experimental Results

The experimental arrangement is the same as in the previous

section except for the following. 1) The TAV amplitude is measured

by lock in amplifier and the spectra are recorded automatically as a

function of secondary light wavelength. 2) A high resolution mono-

chromator is used as the scanning beam (secondary beam) with the

resolution of about 5 A° in the desired scanning range (8000-10000 A0 ).

One beam spectra of the GaAs:Cr samples are shown in figure 5.8. The

-. ' --A room temperature spectrum shows the direct band to band transition

at 1.432 eV with almost no additional structure. The spectrum at

193 K exhibits a sub-bandgap peak with a half width of about

9... 0.005 eV, positioned before the bandgap absorption edge at 1.468 eV.

This peak is associated with free excitons at ground state (n=l).

At lower temperature (93 0K) in addition to the exciton peak, another

maximum can be detected at around 1.3 eV. It should be noted that in

all cases the TAV amplitude is directly proportional to the conduc-

tivity difference between holes and electrons. Also TAV is smaller

at low temperatures due to the lower number of free carriers

(different scales in figure 5.8). The amplitude of the exciton peak

* .- is dependent on the scanning direction of the incident beam wave-

lengths, as shown in figure 5.9. The peak is stronger for the scan

direction from high to low photon energies.

"o .4
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Figure 5.8 One beam TAV spectra of the GaAs:Cr at 293°K,

193 0 K and 930K, exhibiting the exciton peak and

" sub-bandgap structures at lower temperatures.
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* Figure 5.9 The effect of the direction of the scanning beam

on the exciton peak in GaAs:Cr.
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The effects of bias light at two different wavelengths,

* . along with the one beam spectrum are shown in figure 5.10 (temper-

0
ature 98 K). The demonstrated bias wavelengths correspond to

enhancement and quenching conditions and they are fixed for each of

the TAV spectra. The bias light is provided by a monochromator

" with a lower resolution (on the order of 50 A0 ) than the scanning

* . beam monochromator. It is shown that the bias light at 900 nm

*(= 1.38 eV) enhances the excitonic peak. It should be noted that

the TAV amplitude is increased at all the wavelengths under this

*bias light, but the increase at the wavelengths corresponding to

the exciton peak is stronger. The bias light at 1250 ran (1 eV)

completely quenches the exciton peak and the 1.3 eV maximum. This

effect is very strong and is indicative of a strong sub-bandgap

transition, induced by the bias light. In this case the amplitude

decreases at all wavelengths of the scanning beam, indicating an

increase of the hole conductivity. The effect of bias lights with

wavelengths in between the above wavelengths and shorter than 900 nm

are as fol] ws (not shown in figure 5.10). At bias wavelengths both

longer and shorter than 1250 rnm the quenching effect decreases.

Going from 1250 nm towards 900 nm, the quenching effect diminishes

(at around 1000 nm) and for wavelengths shorter than 1000 nm, the

enhancement effect starts. The enhancement effect peaks at slightly

below 900 rim (at around 1.3 eV) and then decreases by moving

towards bias light with bandgap energy (= 825 run). At bias light

wavelength of 820 nim (higher than bandgap energy) a small exciton

.p..
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Figure 5.10 The quenching and enhancement effects, shovn by
* the two beam TAV spectra of the GaAs:Cr at 98'K

using 12500 AO and 9000 A 0 bias light.
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quenching effect is observed, even though the overall TAV amplitude

at other wavelengths is increased. In all of the above analysis,

the quenching, enhancement and variations of TAV spectra are observed

in comparison with the one beam spectrum.

5.2.2 Discussion of the Results and Quenching and Enhancement
Effects

The theoretical model which explains the presented data

is as follows.

(1) The TAV peak at about 1.3 eV which is shown in

figure 5.8 for 930 K is attributed to a band of donor levels around

1.3 eV below the conduction band (ED) Due to the slightly n type
Dl

nature of the GaAs:Cr, this donor band is filled in the dark. The

1.3 eV illumination excites the electrons from this band to the con-

duction band, thus increasing the electron conductivity and the TAV

amplitude. This donor band was predicted in the previous section

[47]. One reason that the E level is detectable only at low tem-
0D

peratures (930 K in figure 5.8) is the decrease of the free carrier

concentration, which is )ver shadowed by the stronger signal due to

the electron excitation from the E level to the conduction band.

Another reason canbe due to the shift of the filled As electronic

states [80,81] from below the valence band maximum into the bandgap

I region,caused by lowering the temperature. This level which is not

observable at room temperature for Lnoxidized GaAs, becomes detectable

upon oxidation (section 5.1.3), su,;gesting that the oxidation

increases the density of EDI levels [82].

4.. . . . . . . . • . - .. -. ". . , • , . .. .,, -
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(2) The exciton peak observed in figure 1 (930 K and

1930 K) is due to the dissociation of free excitons into free elec-

trons and holes. Because of the higher mobility of electrons, the

net effect is the increase of the TAV amplitude. The excitonic

absorption process can be discussed in more detail as follows. The

bound electron-hole pairs which constitute the free excitons are

created upon illumination with higher energies than (E - E ) where

E is the bandgap and Ex is the free exciton binding energy at

ground state (= 5 meV). The excitons can be formed at higher

energies than the bandgap because they can be created with some

kinetic energy. In all the spectra presented in this section

(except for the dashed one in figure 5.9) the direction of the

scanning beam is from high to low photon energies. Therefore at

energies higher than E - E the excitons are created at low tem-g x

peratures (see for example curve (2) in figure 5.8). A quasi steady

state is reached between the excitonic state density and free carrier

concentration at incident beam energies above the bandgap or more

precisely, above E - Ex (quasi-steady state, because the wave-

length and thus the absorption coefficient are varying). After the

incident photon energy falls below Eg - Ex, the concentration of

excitons drop to a lower value. The exciton annihilation takes

place by the recombination or exciton ionization into free carriers

[145,87]. The exciton ionization which can take place under the

influence of the electric field, produced by the SAW nonlinear

interaction, gives rise to the exciton peak which is observed in
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the TAV spectra. Thus a high exciton recombination rate can quench

the exciton peak (the effect of exciton ionization into free

carriers is reduced). The large sensitivity of the exciton peak to

the direction of the photon energy scan (figure 5.9) is due to the

fact that the created exciton density is much lower for the scan

direction from low to high energies.

The very strong quenching effect of the exciton peak upon

shining the bias light with 1250 nm wavelength (= 1 eV, figure 5.10)

is attributed to the electrons transition from the valence band to the

acceptor level centered around 1 eV above the valence band (E A2). This

acceptor level was also detected previously [47] by the minima that

it introduced in the two beam TAV spectra (discussed in the previous

section). The electron transition from valence band to EA2,

increases only the hole concentration and has the following effects.

1) The exciton peak almost completely disappears due to the increase

of the exciton recombination rate. 2) The TAV amplitude decreases

at all wavelengths because of higher hole conduction (TAV a nUn - Pp).

The low temperature TAV spectroscopy of semi-insulating Fe doped InP

is also performed [71]. One beam TAV spectra at different temper-

atures are shown in figure 5.11. The exciton peak can be observed

at low temperatures without any additiona sub-bandgap structure in

the scanned range. Two beam spectroscopy at different bias light

wavelengths are also performed. The results do not show any apprec-

iable quenching or enhancement effects, suggesting the lower density

of interface states, as compared with GaAs. The elimination of the
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Figure 5.11 One beam TAV spectra of the InP:Fe, exhibiting the
exciton peak at lower temperatures.
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TAV peak at 1.3 eV is partially due to the electron transfer from

E Dl donor level to EAl acceptor level which reduces the transition

of electrons to the conduction band, and partially due to the

increase of the hole density.

The bias light at 900 nm, induces the transition of

electrons from E level to the conduction band, and thus it increases

only the electron concentration. Therefore this bias light has an

opposing effect as compared to 1250 nm bias light and it enhances

the exciton peak. The TAV amplitude at all wavelengths also increses

due to the increase of the electron conductivity. As the bias light

photon energy approaches the bandgap, the exciton enhancement effect

decreases. At bias photon energies higher than the bandgap ,(photon

energy = 1.52 eV) the exciton peak is even quenched slightly (not

shown in figure 5.10) although the overall TAV amplitude is increased.

The reason is that in this case both electrons and holes are gen-

erated at large numbers, and thus they increase the exciton recom-

bination rate and also screen the Coloumb attraction. The overall

TAV amplitude increases because of higher electron mobility.

The persistent quenching effect of the photoconductivity

or optical absorption observed at low temperatures [90-92,94] might

also be attributed to the presence of the EA2 level [85]. At low

temperature, by shining the 1 eV light, the electrons get trapped at

the EA2 level without further transition to the conduction band.

Thus the increased hole density causes a high recombination rate and

induces the quenching effect. By illuminating the sample with

w ;;; ¢ .. . ... . \ . .. .' - -.-. - " " "
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bandgap radiation, the number of electrons and holes increase

equally, not changing the quenching condition appreciably. However,

if only the electron concentration increases, without any further

a increase in the hole concentration, the quenching effect can be

terminated. The electron concentration can be increased by the

electron transition from the Cr acceptor level [91] to the conduction

band, by forward biasing the sample [941 or by increasing the temper-

ature [90,91,94] (which releases the electrons from the E A2 level).

a- In this section the exciton and sub-bandgap absorption is

studied by TAV spectroscopy at low temperature. The effects of

different bias wavelengths in the quenching and enhancement of

exciton peak is discussed. The results indicate the carrier trans-

ition to and from acceptor and donor levels, centered around 0.4 eV

and 1.3 eV below the conduction band, respectively. These levels

can be due to the intrinsic nature of the GaAs surface and associated

with Ga and As empty and filled states respectively. The interface

state model obtained in this section, confirm and complete the

analysis of the previous section. 'The possible explanation of the

persistent photoconductivity quenching effect is discussed based on

.5. this model.

5.3 The Effects of Oxidation Rate on the Characteristics of
AY,/Anodic Oxide/GaAs MOS Structures [83,841

In the previous section it was shown that the anodic oxida-

tion of high resistivity GaAs increases the interface states density

and higher oxidation current density produces a larger interface
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states density. In this section the analysis is extended to low

resistivity GaAs, and the effects of oxidation rate on the inter-

facial region and oxide bulk properties are studied. The oxidation

rate is controlled by adjusting the oxidation current density. The

anodic oxidation mechanism and GaAs/oxide interfacial character-

- istics are discussed in section 5.1.4. A brief summary is presented

* here.

The electrical properties of the GaAs/anodic oxide, MOS

~24 structure are strongly affected by a large density interface state

- band (ISB) [78,79]. The anomalously high density of these states

gives rise to a complicated C-V characteristic such as the strong

frequency dispersion in the accumulation region for n type samples,

high total inversion capacitance for p type samples and the field

induced hysteresis effect. The density of interface states is

4 affected by initial phase of oxidation which determines the struc-

ture and chemical composition of the GaAs/oxide interfacial region

(47,83,84]. The bulk properties of the oxide such as the breakdown

field and the resistivity should be dependent on the As 203 /Ga 2O03

ratio in the oxide bulk (83,841 (higher ratio results in a superior

oxide bulk quality).

In this section the AGW electrolyte (section 5.1.1) is

used for the anodic oxidation of n and p GaAs samples at room tem-

'1 perature. The oxide growth rate is controlled during the following

two oxidation phases (section 5.1.4). Phase (a) nucleation and

island growth, phase (b) coalescence of islands and continuous
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oxide growth. During phase (a) the GaAs/oxide interfacial region

forms with the nucleation of Ga203 at the GaAs surface [140]. Low

oxidation rate is desirable in this phase in order to obtain an

amorphous and uniform interfacial region with smaller defect density

(section 5.1.4). In phase (b), during which the bulk of the oxide
;.4.

is formed, the concentration of the arsenic oxide which is formed

and becomes a part of the oxide layer increases, if the oxidation

rate is faster, thus producing a higher As203 /Ga203 ratio. The

GaAs/oxide properties are studied under different oxidation schemes

as follows.

5.3.1 Oxidation Under Constant Current Densities in Both Phases
*i (a) and (b)

The n and p, GaAs samples are oxidized at different oxida-
tion current densities (Jox). For each oxidation process Jox is

constant during phases (a) and (b). Polished samples with the follow-

18 3ing parameters are used. GaAs, p type, Zn doped, N A 2 x 10 cm ,

16 -3
p = 0.013 Qcm, (111) B. GaAs, n type, Te doped, ND 8 x 10 cm ,

(100). The oxidation current densities are 0.2, 1, 2 mA/cm2 . The

lower limit of the oxidation current density is determined by the

oxide dissolution rate in the electrolyte and it is about 0.01 mA/cm
2

for AGW electrolyte. The upper limit of the current density is

effectively determined by the voltage drop across the electrolyte,

the GaAs and the external circuit in the initial oxidation phase,

2
and it is about 15 mA/cm . The oxidation cell consists of GaAs/AGW

electrolyte/pt. The n-GaAs samples are illuminated by collimated

c":-
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white light during the oxidation. The oxide thicknesses are about

1100 ± 100 A0. The MOS structures are fabricated by evaporating Ak

dots (15 mils diameter) as the gate electrode. The samples are

annealed at 2800 C in nitrogen for about one hour. The cell voltage

versus time curves are similar to figure 5.1 with different nucle-

ation time and slope (in the linear region) at different oxidation

current densities.

The C-V measurements at different frequencies are per-

formed (100 Hz to 1 MHz) and typical C-V plots for p and n samples

are shown in figure 5.12. The anomalies that are observed in C-V

plots are as follows: a) The inversion capacitances, obtained for

p type samples are larger than the calculated values. It should be

noted that in calculating the inversion capacitance the errors due to

uncertainties it doping concentration and oxide thickness exist. In

spite of that the measured inversion capacitance (C ex ) is always

larger than the theoretical value (C th) Cfiue51a.ntp

samples do not exhibit this effect. b) For n type samples a strong

frequency dispersion in the accumulation region is observed (figure

5.12b). The accumulation capacitance at higher frequencies

(> 10 KHz) is considerably smaller than low frequency values. This

effect is much weaker for p type samples. c) A field induced

hysteresis can be observed in both n and p C-V plots at room tem-

perature (noted by LV in the solid line curve in figure 5.12b).

There is also a decrease of the measured capacitance in the scan

direction from zero bias voltage towards inversion, as shown in the
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Figure 5.12 Typical experimental C-V plots obtained for the GaAs
MOS structures for p, n type samples.
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* solid curve for n type sample (figure 5.12b). This effect is not

an anomaly and is due to the long minority carrier generation timne

(long compared to the voltage-scan rate) in the deep depletion

region. This effect can be used to determine the generation life-

time [67,68]. To characterize the oxide bulk properties, the 1-V

and C-V curves of the IMOS structures are used in order to estimate

.4 the oxide resistivity and breakdown field. The oxide resistivities

.,are above 10 14 Qcm for all the samples. The frequency dispersion

of the accumulation capacitance for n type samples, oxidized at

different J oxare shown in figure 5.13. In this figure the ratio

of the accumulation capacitance (C ac) to the low frequency capac-

itance (CZf ) is plotted against the measurement frequency, at a

fixed accumulation bias voltage. This figure shows more or less

the same frequency dispersion behavicr for all the samples. The

deviations of the experimentally measured inversion capacitance

from the theoretical values for p type samples (C ex- C th ) are shown

in Table 5.1, along with the oxide breakdown fields for both n and

N p samples. The samples which are oxidized, using smaller oxidation

current density, exhibit a smaller (C ex- C th) as well as smaller

breakdown fields. The above phenomena can be discussed as follows.

The basic, single time constant equivalent circuit of the

MOS structure which includes the effect of interface states is shown

in figure 5.14a (depletion condition). In this figure C oxis the

oxide capacitance, C d is the semiconductor depletion region capac-

itance, and C are the capacitance and resistance associated
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Figure 5.13 Frequency dispersion of the accumulation capac-

itance for n type GaAs samples oxidized at

different oxidation current densities.
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with interface states which are functions of the surface potential

[58]. At high measurement frequencies the interface traps fail to

respond to the ac perturbation and the equivalent circuit shown in

* figure 5.14b results. It should be noted that the interface states

still respond to the slowly varying bias voltage and thus they

affect the modulation of the surface potential (stretch out effect,

discussed in Chapter 3). If the density of interface states is very

high at some portion of the bandgap, then in that region the surface

potential cannot be modulated by the bias voltage. The reason is

that the charges needed to support the bias electric field can be

* . readily supplied by the interface states, instead of the semicon-

ductor depletion region (figure 3.8). In this case the depletion

capacitance (C d) deviates considerably from the ideal value (no

interface states). This situation is present in the accumulation

region of the n type GaAs. As will be seen shortly the surface of

the GaAs cannot be accumulated due to the presence of a high density

acceptor band in the upper half of the bandgap. At low frequencies

the interface states respond readily to the ac perturbation signal

and this results in the equivalent circuit shown in figure 5.14c.

The reason that a higher capacitance can be measured in the accum-

ulation region of the n-GaAs at lower frequency (figure 5.12b), is

the contribution of C S (in parallel with C d) which has a large

value (as compared to Cd). In this case the total measured capac-

itance can approach the oxide capacitance, even though the surface

has not been accumulated (C d is small). By using the single time
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constant model which is considered here for qualitative discussion

*. of the effect of interface states, the complex behavior of the C-V

.4. and G-V measurements cannot be predicted accurately. Even the

.statistical mocel of the interface states which is used successfully

* "to explain the time constant dispersion in G-V measurements of

silicon MOS structure [59], does not yield accurate results as

compared with the experimental data for GaAs. In this model a set

of parallel Rs Cs branches are added to the equivalent circuit shown

in figure 5.14a, which account for statistical fluctuations of the

14 surface potential at the interface.

The model which results in the best fit to the experimental

C-V and G-V data, considers an exponentially decaying spatial distri-

bution of interfacial traps into the insulator [78,79]. In this model

(discussed in section 5.1.4) the interface levels communicate with the

GaAs bands by tunneling through the oxides. The time constant disper-

sion results from the different depths (distance from interface) of

the interface levels, and the levels closer to the interface communi-

cate with GaAs very rapidly while the deeper interface levels are

slower. The energy distribution of the interface levels is U shaped

with anomalously high values in the upper half of the GaAs bandgap.

J According to this model the interface levels constitute a band above a

.4 certain energy level in the upper half of the bandgap, and below a

certain energy in the lower half of the bandgap. Within these

interface states bands (ISB) the electronic states are non localized

and transitions between states are frequent. The high density of

..F , % " -. ' -. ' % ' ,.' -.*-." .. * - -' " . * " .*
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the interface states which are acceptor like at the upper half of

the bandgap does not allow the accumulation of the n type GaAs and

the full inversion of the p type GaAs. This effect is shown in

figure 5.15. In both n and p-GaAs, a high density of acceptor levels

in the upper half of the bandgap is shown. For n type samples under

accumulating bias voltage the interface states supply the excess

negative charges which are needed to support the bias electric

field. Therefore the surface potential does not move towards accum-

mulation. This is the reason that the high frequency capacitance

is smaller than the oxide capacitance in the accumulation region.

The same argument applies for the p type GaAs, except that in this

case the surface cannot be inverted (figure 5.15b). Thus it is

shown that the modulation of the surface potential is limited to

the lower half of the bandgap for both n and p-GaAs which explains

the C-V anomalies exhibited in figures 5.12a,b. The presence of

the interface states which communicate with GaAs by tunneling

through the interfacial region, also explains the field induced

hysteresis (oxide charging effect), observed at room temperature.

The frequency dispersion effect which is shown in figure 5.13 does

not exhibit an appreciable difference for n-GaAs samples oxidized

under different current densities. But the data presented in

Table 5.1 shows that the C - (which is related to interface• - ox Cth

state density) for p-GaAs is smaller for the samples oxidized at

lower current densitv. The breakdown field increases as the oxi-

dation current density goes up, for both p, n GaAs. The higher
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breakdown field is attributed to the higher As2O0 3/Ga 2 03 ratio and

less incorporation of contaminents and water related traps in the

oxide bulk. Therefore overall, it can be concluded that the lower

oxidation current density produces a lower density of interface

states while the oxide bulk quality is poorer at low oxidation

N. current density. This result is in agreement with the results

obtained previously (section 5.1). It seems reasonable that an

oxidation scheme which starts with low current density in the

nucleation phase and then increases the current density in the con-

tinuous oxide growth phase, should yield a lower density of inter-

face states without sacrificing the oxide bulk quality. In the

next section, the oxidation schemes using varying current density

are investigated.

5.3.2 Oxidation Under Varying Current Densities in phases
(a) and (b)

The oxidized samples are n type GaAs, Te doped,

16 -3
N d =8 x 10 cm , (100). The oxidation is performed in AGW

electrolyte. A voltage controlled current source is used to adjust

the oxidation current density. The cell voltage is measured across

the GaAs and pt counter electrode (section 5.1.1). The native

oxides on the samples are removed by HC2k prior to the oxidation

and samples are illumianted by strong white light during the oxi-

dation.

Three oxidation shemes are used in this study: (1) low

current density in phase (a) followed by high current in phase (b),
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(3 M 0.1 - 0.45 mA/cm2 ), (2) high current density in phase (a)ox
9

followed by low current in phase (b), (Jox = 0.45 - 0.2 mA/cm2),

(3) steady current density in phases (a) and (b) (Jox = 0.3 mA/cm 2).

The final voltage drop across all of the oxides is about 80 volts.

The plots of the cell voltage versus time for different oxidation

schemes are shown in figure 5.16. The transition voltage at which

the current density is varied is 2.5 volts and 50 volts for oxida-

tion schemes (i) and (2) respectively. Trace (1) shows the slow

nucleation phase followed by a rapid growth for scheme (1) (current

density: low - high). It is estimated that the nucleation phase

is about 350 sec for the 0.1 mA/cm 2 current desnity [47] (section

5.1.1). Therefore this phase should be completed before the

current density is switched to 0.45 mA/cm2 at the 2.5 volts trans-

ition voltage. Trace (3) is for the steady state current density

with a short nucleation phase. Trace (2) represents the fast

initial oxide growth followed by a slower growth rate for the

scheme (2) oxidation.

To evaluate the oxide properties the C-V plots are used.

The MOS structure is fabricated by AZ evaporation on the oxide

(diameter - 15 mils) as the field plate and gold is sputtered on

the GaAs back surface as the substrate contact. The samples are

then annealed at 2600 C in nitrogen ambient for about 50 minutes.

The oxide thickness after annealing is about 1000 1 100 A0 , as cal-

culated from the C value measured by low frequency C-V in the~ox

accumulation region (oxide relative permitivity = 10). The C-V

T%
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(I) Current Density J -0.1 -e 0.45 mA/cm2

(2) Current Density Jox 0.45--a0.2 mA/cm 2

(3) Current Density JTox=0.3 mA/cm2

n GaAs, No = 8 X 1016 cm- 3, Te Doped, < 100>,
AGW Electrolyte

Pt Cathode

u80

0

> 70-

0360- (2)

U 40-

20

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700
Time (seconds)

Figure 5.16 Oxidation cell voltage versus time curves for low
resistivity, n type GaAs samples, oxidized under
different oxidation current density schemes.
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measurements are performed in the frequency range of 10 Hz ~ 1 MUz.

The C-V plots of the oxidized GaAs (scheme (1)) at low and high

frequencies are shown in figure 5.17. The injection type hysteresis

is estimated from the flatband voltage shift (V FB) between the

opposite scan directions. The high frequency curve is used for

the estimation of the interface states density within the bandgap

by the Terman method [113]. In this technique the high frequency

C-V curve is compared to the ideal theoretical C-V curve (no inter-

face states). At each value of the capacitnace the gate voltage

shift (AV) versus the gate voltage can be obtained. The surface

state charge is then Q Cit VCoxV By evaluating the surface

potential (V ) at each gate voltage, the surface state density is

obtained from the slope of the Qit versus V . For comparisons

between different oxidation schemes, the interface states density

at around midgap is compared for different samples.

The values representing the field induced hysteresis, the

density of interface states and the oxide breakdown fields are

summarized in Table 5.2. The oxide resistivity is also measured

which is on the order of 1015 2cm for all the samples. The numbers

in Table 5.2 indicate the following: I) The magnitude of the

injection type hysteresis is tne smallest for low - high oxidation.

This parameter can be dependent on both the interface and oxide

bulk properties. 2) The interface state density, measured at the

maximum of the accumulating bias voltage is also the lowest for

the low - high scheme, indicating a lower defect density at
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15 Hz, 20 mV/sec

I1MHz, 250 mV/sec -- 82
n GaAs. TeDoped, N. =8Xl0' -3Cl

- -CL - -

U -5

-- 5

-20 -10 0 +10 + 20

Gate Voltage (volts)

Figure 5.17 Low and high frequency C-V plots of the anodically
oxidized n-GaAs using oxidation scheme (1).
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GaAs/oxide interface. It should be noted that even at this bias

voltage the surface potential is around midgap and the surface is

not accumulated. The somewhat better characteristic of the high -

low over the steady current scheme regarding the above parameters

might be due to the fact that, during the initial oxidation phase,

the current density is almost the same in these cases. But the

higher current density of scheme (2) in most of the oxidation

process (transition voltage =50 volts) can produce a better quality

oxide bulk. 3) The breakdown field for all cases is about the same

with a value in excess of 5 x 10 6 V/cm, indicating a good quality

of oxide bulk.

The results presented in this section agree with the

results and analysis presented in the previous sections [47,83].

It is reasonable to believe that the high density of interface

states is an inherent nature of the GaAs/oxide interfacial region

and it is not strongly dependent on the carrier type or concentra-

tion (the results are more or less the same for n, p or high

resistivity GaAs). The two beam TAV spectroscopy is used for the

interface study of high resistivity GaAs, and it has the advantage

that both oxidized and unoxidized samples can be readily studied.

The high sensitivity of the TAV technique at low carrier concen-

trations is utilized to characterize the samples with a resistivity

range~ (Q>l0 cm) at which the C-V measurements are not applicable.

The overall results for all the samples (n, p, high and low resis-

tivity) indicate that the oxidation tends to increase the density
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of interface states, but by using a lower initial oxidation current

density, this effect can be minimized. In general the interface

12 2
states density is still too high (= 10 1cm -eV at its minimum

value) for the routine fabrication of the GaAs, MOS based LSI

circuits with- long term stability. However it is shown that by

utilizing the control of the oxidation current density (oxidation

rate) during different oxidation phases, the interface and bulk

properties can be improved simultaneously and one can reduce the

interface states density without lowering the oxide bulk breakdown

field.
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STUDIES ON CdS, InAs, AND HgCdTe
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Electrical properties of semiconductor-electrolyte (CdS-NiCI 2)
using surface acoustic wave techniquesa)

P. Das, R. T. Webster, and M. Davari

Electrical and Systems Engineering Department. Rensseiaer ?o.:ec.nic Ins:it,:e. Troy..\eL' Ycrk "2181
(Received 6 November 1978; accepted for publication 6 Dec:n.ber 1978)

* Spectroscopy of the cadmium sulphide-nickel chloride inter ace has been performed b%
-. measuring the acoustoelectric voltage induced by a SAW-dela% line. Observation of

transitions at different radiation wavelengths is attributed to the presence of eIectrcnic
levels at the interface.

PACS numbers: 72.20. - i, 73.40.Mr, 68.45. - v

Electronic properties of the CdS surface have been of velocity.' Each of these effects is dependent on semiconduc.
interest since efficient photovoltaic energy conversion was tor conductivity. By obsering the variation of t-ese param-
demonstrated using the Cdi=S-CdS heterojuncticn struc- eters while the semiconductor conductivity is changed bv
ture.Y Recently, it has been found that semiconductor-elec- illumination or by a biasing electric field, electrical charac-
trolyte junction devices can be used as photovoltaic energy teristics of the semiconductor can be determined.
converters with moderate efficiency. CdS has also played an The experimental setup is shown schematically in Fig.
important role in these devicesY' Because of the presence of 1(a). The delay line is Y-cut Z-propagating lithium-niobate,
the liquid electrolyte, the conventional means of studying with interdigital transducers deposited at each end. A me-
the electronic properties of the semiconductor surface may whnial ran e s pacement ofh end uc-
no esial.Acotcls.ehiu o eemnn lc chanical arrangement allows placement of the semiconduc-
not be suitable. A contactless technique of determining elec- tor in the proximity of the delay line with a uniform air gap.
trical properties of the semiconductor surface has been de- Electrical contact is made at the back of the seniconductor
veloped using surface acoustic waves (SAW) as a probe' by metal deposition or with a metal plate as shown. This
This technique has been suitably adapted for application to metal contact allows monitoring of the transverse compo-
the semiconductor-elctrolyte interface. The purpose of this nent of the acoustoelectric voltage and can also be used to
paper is to describe this modification of the SAW technique bias the semiconductor surface. Provision is made to illumi-
and present some experimental results performed on CdS- nate the semionductor surface with monochromatic rad.
NiCl, system. ation of variable intensity and wavelength. The entire struc-

The SAW semiconductor probing technique relies on ture can be immersed in a Dewar for accurate-control of the
the interaction of the electric field which accompanies a temperature.
SAW propagating on a piezoelectric substrate with the The modified experimental arrangement shown in Fig.
charge carriers of a semiconductor placed near the substrate. I (b) was used to study the semiconductor-electrolyte inter-
The SAW is excited by an interdigital transducer (IDT) fab- face. The replacement of the air gap by a liquid perturbs the
ricated directly on the surface of a piezoelectric crystal.

These waves propagate in the vicinity of the surface with a
velocity slightly lower than the bulk shear wave velocity of as..i..... ""
the crystal. The mechanical motions are confined to the sur-

.*, face of the crystal decaying exponentially within the crystal .. . . *

away from the surface and are accompanied by a propagat-
ing electric field. Though this electric field is also confined PEL.oELCTMg,
near the surface it exists both inside and outside the crystal.
The decay constant of the electric field outside the surface is .1

of the order of the SAW wavelength. For the study of a
."semiconductdr surface, the sample is placed in the proximity *caf,..-- 0,.. ,
of a SAW delay line; this decaying electric field interacts
with the carriers in the semiconductor. W

Inside the semiconductor, the electric field decays with. " . '... " "
in a Debye length of the surface or within an acoustic wave- WZoTMC

length, whichever is shorter. The manifestations of the inter-
action include the generation of the acoustoelectric voltage,
attenuation of the SAW, and a change in the SAW phase I

FIG I (at Experimental set up used in SAW semiconducior intrmp.

icons 'b) Modified structure incorpora ing semnconductor-electrolle
"Parnilly supponed by ONR contract No. NO001-75-C.07720 nter'a:e
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,r, .-.. z.imum. In addition. the sign of the trans- erse

,,. , I,*,.,,. *..~ .. . .. acou,.c:,- z-.ic voltage depends on the carrier type. That is. 21
7 -n.t-'.e semiconductors exhibit a positive TAV, and p-type

"" se,i:cnducors exhibit a negative TAV.

Refen-Lg now to the TAV spectral response shown in
2Fig. the most notable feature is the minimum at 530 nm

.. - followed by a maximum at 615 nm. The minimum corre-
I- I~ -sponds to the very high conductivity caused by band-to-

,* band tramitions. The fact that the TAV is positive indicates
V ,- that the conduction is mainly by electrons. As longer wave-

,-,mlenths are used to illuminate the semiconductor, the con-
ducrivirv decreases since fewer electrons make the transition
from the valence to the conduction band. The TAV there-

-- ,~-~ .. fore, reaches a maximum and then decreases in the interval
FI. 2from 760 to 940 nm. The TAV is negative, indicating that

.. T tr.nf".conduction is mainly by holes. This suggests the presence of

a band of electron acceptors at 1.3-1.6 eV above the valence
band. Photons having energies in this range cause transitions

surface wave propagation in two distinct ways. First. the of electrons from the valence band to the acceptor levels,
attenuation of the surface wave is increased due to the load- leaving free holes behind. For wavelengths greater than
ing of the delay line surface. Second, new waves, such as 1000 nm, the TAV was too small to detect. Thus, the con-
layer waves, are generated in the liquid, causing additional ductvity in this region is very low.
interaction, particularly if the semiconductor is also piezo- Figure 3 shows the TAV spectral response when the
electric as in the case of CdS. Both of these effects have been interface is also luminated by bias light from a mercury arc
extensively studied in the CdS-water-LiNbO, structure in source. The horizontal line represents the value of the TAV
connection with the amplification of SAW's and in parmet- for illumination by the bias light only. For short wavelengths
ric signal processing devices.'.' The introduction of the elec- the shape of the curve is similar to that of Fig. 2. That is, the
trolyte between the delay line and semiconductor also re- high conductivity associated with band-to-band transitions
duces the sensitivity of the metal plate to detect the. , -:auses a minimum in TAV near 530 rim. As conductivity
transverse acoustoelectric voltage. Much greater sensitivity falls, the TAV goes through a maximum. At 760 rim the
was obtained when a contact was made directly on the semi- TAV drops sharply below the value obtained forbias light
conductor surface. alone and remains at a low level until 1000 rim. This quench-

For the study of the CdS-NiCI, system the acoustoelec- ing of the TAV may be explained as follows: A band of elec-
tric voltage was measured as a function of incident photon tron acceptor levels is present between the energies 1.3 and
energy. The dimensions of the C4S sample were 1.6 eV, as discussed with regard to Fig. 2. When the bias light
4 X 8 X 2mm. The interactive surface was flat and polished. strikes the sample, electrons which occupied these states un-
A IM solution of NiCli was introduced between the delay der dark conditions are excited to the conduction band.
line and the CdS: 110-MHz surface acoustic wave pulses 300 Now, when photons of appropriate energy excite electrons
j.sec in duration were used to probe the interface at a 100-Hz from the valence band to the acceptor band, a new steady-
repetition frequency. The interface was illuminated with the
output of a Baush and Lomb monochromator with appro-"- priate filters to eliminate higher orders. The spectroscopy
was also carried out in the presence of a bias light obtained .6,, -..... ,

from a mercury arc lamp. I3\

The dependence of the transverse acoustoelectric volt-
age (TAV) on semiconductor conductivity can be qualita- V
tively described as follows: The electric field associated with C
the SAW penetrates the semiconductor and modulates the i
carrier density near the semiconductor surface. This causes a
net charge separation, the dc component of which gives rise :

to the acoustoelectric voltage. When the carrier density and,
hence, the conductivity is low, it is obvious that the acoustoe- • I\

lectric voltage will be small. On the other hand, when the L

conductivity is large, the electric field will effectively be I-- ... .... .......... o. ,- -. ',.
screened by carriers at the semiconductor surface. In this ... , ......
case, the acoustoelectric voltage is once again small. For
some intermediate conductivity the electric field fully modu- FIG.1 TAV spectral response for CdS-NiC: ,A'h bias light from a mer.
lates the charge density and the acoustoelectric voltage e;y ar: source.
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is drawn downward toward the acceptor level.

For wavelengths greater than i000 nm, the TAV begins In conclusion, it has been demonstrated that the SAW
to climb back toward its bias-only value, reaching a maxi- seicont tn ie JB n be suitblyadapted to detect

!i ' m m n ar 18 nm.At hispoi t aseco d q encingoc- electronic levels at the interface of a semiconductor and an
" curs. This effect may be attibuted to a second band ofaccep- electrolyte.!" ' totrs extending from 0.7 to 1.0 eV corresponding to~wavelengths of 1180-1780 rim. After this band the TAV re-", turns toward its bias-only value. The band diagram of Fig. 4 'N. Due Cuong ad .1. Blair. 3. AppI. Phys. 37. 1660 (1966).

S illustrates the positions of the acceptor levels. Similar results 1W.D. Gill and R-H. Bube. 1. Appl. Phys. 41. 1694 (1970).
have been obtained by other researchers." -1  'T.S. Jayadevaiah, Appl. Phys. Len. 25, 399 (1974).

:H. Gerischer. Electroanal. Chem Inter. Electrochemn. 53, 263 (1975).
In order to verify that the TAV was indicating changes 'K.C. Chang. A. Heller. B. Sch-artz. S. Menezes, and B. Miller, Science

in the photoconductivity, a measurement of the spectral re- 19. 1097 (19M.

sponse of the surface photocurrent was made. The results are 1P. Das. M.E. Moutmedi. and R.T Webster, Appi. Phys. Let. 27, 120

e, show n in F ig. 5, w here it can be seen that the conductivity .(197 M. M oum ei. H. Gilboa and R.T. W ebster. 3. Vac. Sci. Tech -
'P. Das. M.L.Mtmd.H iba n .T ese.J a.Si eh

does vary with wavelength in the expected manner. In the nol. 13, 94 (1976).

no-bias case the photocurrent increases to a maximum at 530 'K.A. Ingebrigten. J. Appl. Phys. 41. 454 (1970).

,m, then decreases to a very low value for wavelengths great- 'M.N. Arxghi and P. Das, Appl. Phys. Let. 18, 133 (1971).
er than 760 am. Thespectm with bias shows the same eak ,P. Das and M.N. Araghi. AppL Phys. Len. 21, 373 (1972).

W.D. Gill and R.H. Bube. J. Appl. Phys. 41, 3731 (1970).
at 530 nm and a similar broad minimum from 760 to 940 nm ,H.W. Schock, G. Bilger, W.H. Bloss. G.H. Hewig, and F. Pfisterer, Vacu.
and from 1180 to 1780 nm. um 27. 281 (197).
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Abstract is eoended to "= ri'. "e-..1ioe (C4e) a'

.,I. x Cd, l t is extensivelv used today as a si
-
n Mg.,.

vers.acle' inrorad detector terial *i increas-

nx i--vortance in the .abricatl.on of foca.l plane .-I%& -Aln L& :r 0: t e SAW t z L :ha-

arrays. :.% this work 
H
3jl-, Cd. e electron.c prop- -e ;rcbi:g tod Is A.-n AC elec: rc !iele :n,'-s

, erties are inves:igated usi-g noncest.uc-t-Jve SAW generated at the su:-:ace of&p:-ezoelec:ric -ateri.,21
technique. The transverse acoustotlectr c voltage =d is coupled tc the se=iconduczor surace w:thout
(TAV) is monitored across the Ugi_ Cdx Te sample a-y fcom of contact. To produce this elect.ic
which is placed in proximicy of a L ibO3 delay field the SAW is se=erated by applyig rf vol:age
line. TAV is developed due to the nonlinear inter- =n ae izterdi;-.al :.-ansducers made oq the surface
action between the elec:ric field accompanyi g SAW, cf a pizoelecr-c "te.ial (L.O'%03 )Z' as shoum in
and the free carrers near the C 4.dx -a surface. figu=e 'a. Because L*.rbO 3 is ;iezoeleczzric, the
Concactless TAV and surface photovolcae spectro- e..as ' -ave is accc €-amied by an electric ied

scopy are performed to derer-ine the bandgap and ewth a cc=,c - Pe.rPendicular to the sur4face of
thus the alloy composition (x) of Ig lx Cd 2 To. --e ..i1 0 3 t a (probing field). This compo-

ozatt exists ou. .de the L.13hOB to a distance of
The TAV verous voltage measurements are also abou: an acoustic wzvelength (x 31.6 ... or :.0 a!:

perf r ed !or further investigation Of 'gloX Cdx Te r:! p--,se). Whe the probing electric field reac'eh
surface properties (such as conductivizy type and ethe sa'cznductor surface (wnith is placed"
possible surface inversion due to passivation by above the delay 7e (fig. lb), the aco--to-elec::
ZS). "=erac:ion with --e free carriers of the sanco-

t-ccrs manlfuesss Ltrself as attenuation ad ch a-ge
I= velocity of Sa and the appearance of a d.c.

Incroduccion voltage across the se-o onduc:or. The cansverse
€==oent of this vcItage .heich is called the

Full scale production for current and future =ansverse acoustoeltczric roltagg (AV) is th
generation =Alicary infrared systems will require =vn1:ored signal throughout the following exeri-
linear arrays and mosalc focal planes with a large m-.ts. ,he pene:ratlou depth of the probing field
number of Lfrared d.Lectors. Mercury. cadmium is on roe order of the semiconductor ez:=as.c
te-luride provides a predominant role as the mater- ,ebve length or the acoustic vave length, ;nichever
a for these decoctors. To maincain hilt volume is sorter. :A" sig-al can be monitored by plac.ing

photo-detector production and maxLmsm yield for a nettal plate above the semiconductor and another
systain such as Advanced TLR Technology (AF), o-me eicher below th-e 2'-'.NO3 substrate (fig. 1b) or
,hermal Weapon Sights (-,;S) and the Snuttle Infrared above it (fig. ld). To monitor rhe dc AV s'.gnsl
Telescope Facility (SZRT), advanced nondestruc:ive -- rc.zgn the possible insulacors, the rf voltage and
contactless techniques will be needed. -hus :he probing electrc field are pulsed. :AV is

For cpacitively coupled to the metal plates, so the
for example, a fast, reliable contac:less ;resence or absence of insulator layer on the semi-

technique is highly desirable for charac:erizing =nc=ct'or surface is iaerial. The nature of
semiconductor imaterals at several key production heess contacts through which the TAV is monicored
points before ompletion of the final photodetector. "s !--ortant for a =o dstructive measurement.
Thse points ma?, include annealing. slicing, polish- sec:roscop. measuremenzs the conf'guration of
ing, etching .surface passivation and 1=lant pro- f4g. 'b Ls used .-nere the ground path .s an A;
filing. Contactless testing provides considerable .a:a evaporatec ,ce-reath :h.e L' 4b0 3 a=d the nonc-
savings in labor and materials by rejecting a faulty 1-rc-at ic 'z&ea are sonae on cle s-icon-

device early durIng production and b' makng this dc'or surface :.tougn a small window. This strUc-
deceraination with relative ease coalarec with other -e is su!!-I :. for spectroscopic nessur-anmn•
techniques requiring ohmic contacts or metallIza- v'here the modala:icz of the surface potetial bv an
tion. The contactless tachnique chosen for :his ier-A1 dc bias L =or needed. On the con:rare.,
paper uss Surface Acouscc ave (SAW). 7ffeant t- :., e surface zetattia. has to be modulated, a
--l=emstacions of the SAW technique:-

1 0 
have been -er ' large voltage I. excess of 1000 volts is ceece

used for semiconductors such as Silicon, Cadmium- =n rstain the a drop across V40 thlck LZO3
Sulphide. Indium Arsenide, nadium Phosphide, Gallium s-.-o:rate ( 3 "-.- To overcome this przble, tne
Arsenide and Gallium Phosphide. In this aner. it =m. -aiguatin wt"--i.n Is shown in fIg. 1C is

' 'k N
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s'"c:..4-e (31 COAOf:;'a:craz .s n. : ... t " e, ". s .-.rec- : sa-- - - nce_.

. surface which. :rnvides :.he £r:uc ;&:n ic. the .. ::e t:.e .. aesa:.'::. -.. -..k. sA,...* a. v.T
*.-'... signal . Ac .the center of the a ' s:-:-,. . a- .r c:nce..:ra:;..s ..- : .. : :en ..,-eas-

.incow Is made which acts as the .,:.arac.-c. re;::±. '.-ine: ca a -: rer- :v sa-:-s.
.ndar the V covered area :he ee:rt.c !!.t' :eZ=4s T.s 's a cls:-- Ce.: :: er ,easure-e..
to :arc wile tne mochanical wave c=eS :. t r- c-tcues s- aan. four p-:

S. .agat. Once the .ec-an-ca. wave reaches -he ;:er- tt. zedLs*_=e.tS n - e ::-.er .ac., :e se.s;-
ac:ion W nd"o, :he prbing eect.c f.lc I s . of :ne " :eo-:ee c:easesa: avr.-

- re;eneraced. The smiconductor -=cer test _s paced carTer ooncnt..:.:;:.. .oc,-tn CeteC 7on C: :n..e
". -.. aosve "ne .nce-action region w.-re :he ;rob tng , A a!rtcce :A.; n ..evta:ec-" ts prcbe- to s.--e

electr.ic field penetrates inside the sezucotduc:or emet
and products the TAV signal (f4;. d). Zo cha=ge
the surface potential a dc v lcase Is ap..ed in the .- :rnen:s reported here, the r: ;%:se
across the semiconductor throu;h :e sa.e st.-ucture .;lied tc the tnut trantsducer has f-ecuencv of
used to detect the TAV signal. o cc-lRce :he "_0. : a (!5 .- 's also used) and its a=p'-.u.ce .s
circuit an . plate is pressed on the se-conductr a.ou: 1-0 vo-s ?? (50 . load resis:ance). he
back surface and :he irounc ath .s the "" struc- s ura::on In the range of r sec. vz:n re=-

.ure on the surface of ',_ZbOl. -he contact to the e:oton race o. amou: 30 Ez. The A a=r-:.tude :s
surface under sr.'y (device side) :.s of special. =easured b c ax-t a-.f--er L'ockec to :.e enve-
i-nortance. ThLs contact is s--=lv provided by =e of the r! a=ci:a:!on pulse. :r some casts the
placing tne semiconductor on the A.L coated Li.%7oO3 A V cpitude 's recorded manually.
(fig. ld) and there is no processing Involved. -he
$ ground path on the surface of .ie L..%bO 3 has Fig. 3 shows a typoical inut and out;ut of the
reduced the necessary na;nitude of the applied dc SAW delay I.e.. and the resuling TAV when '4gC.c is

• voltage by a factor of 100 as compared to the ;rev- used. In this ;icture trace (a) is the 110
Lous work8 due t.o the eliminacoo of the voltage "-vuc ri pulse -ich about :.I .sec. Trace (c) s.ws
drop across the L 3 z! AV signal obzaized from the .gCdIe sample wn--

n thi pape the easibl~ty esa s about 7 ,.sec da'ayed with respect to the r't
In thi.s pap~er the fasibl!:v of the AV =4- pulse. Th-%e first peak In trace (C) with no

uorenent tchnique to ce and - C4x ,e is deo--  delay (the small peak) is due to the raciacon
onstrat&ed using both the soectrosccv and !jAV vs -. i puc pulse.
applied bias voltage measurements.

The time cc=stant associated with the :adn
Transverse Acousco-.lecric 'lo"gae and edge of the TAV si;nal can be ralaced to the gener-

Experimental Procedure a:ion lifetia (.g) and surface generation veloc-,

(S). 6  The sezaraZion of Tg and S is possible
TAV measurements in general. consist of moni- the application of a deplet-n dc bLas field acrusS

toring the TAV amplitude or transaent time constants :he semiconductor.I !g and S, are decer inec !or
while the semiconductor surface conditizn is varied silicon wafers (used for V tZ- fabrication) as an
by an externl. exccation suca as photons, applied indication of the defect denasitr -hese paramete:a
bias field and heating or cooling. TAV amplitude can be depth ;rofiled by :he new technique intro-
dependence on the electronic properties of rh duced in. reference 5. However, these exoor ents
semiconductor surface Is descrobed else ,merelu and have not been performed as yet for Cdle or RgCd-e
Isproportiona. to the conductv.:7 difference sales.

becween the electrons and holes.
Spectroscopy of -.AV amolltude Is used :o

'Fig. 2 shows the plot of TAT vs electron and reveal the subbandgap abso.-atfon and the Interface
hole concentration using eo.. (15) of reference 10. staces ener-y band structure of the semiconductors.
T-he constants used for the figure are shown in : this netanod, the 'avelaength of the Incident baz
Table I and the frequency of SAW assumed is 100 - z. :s scacned I-n zee desLred range. The detection

e form of the curve is similar !or other seoicon- sensitivity of the subbandgap structures can be
ductors. The mportant features of the plot are: enhaced by r-o beam spectroscopy as compared to
1) n te surface conductivicy euhibits a positive one beam, by :he proper c€noice of the bias ligh:
TAV and vice versa for p type. 2) Thare is a max- .- valength.

Lmu in both the n and p regions. T e reason is
thac for the intrinsic cue :here are few carriars
to interact with the probing electc field and the -he tonochromactl incident incide-t beam ta
"AV IS ver. sma1l. AS the concencration of thefree "".oped with a mechanical chopper whict. also pro-
carriers increases, the TAV grows n-t" it reachs" v'ices the reference signal for the lock-in amplc'-fa
the = Lz-um. At higher conducti.itles. %he free a-d the pulse generator. Sausch & Lomb zonoc -ro-
carriers begin to screen the probing electric and acor (3 & L Cat. "'23-86-25 with high intensity

ohe UV amplitude reduces. Thus by monitoring the -ugstenz source) is used for the wavelengths I= the
.. TAV amplitude one can disti-guish be.ween electron rg of 500 to 2000 nz. The TAV amplitude is

and hole surface conductivrl-as and also obca/l the recorded and ;lotted against the wavelength. :o
4 magnitude of the sur.ace conductivity. Because of obtain the desired wavelength range, three grac-nts

:he large difference in electron and hole =obi.'*- are used covert.g (500-750 mm), (700-11.50 =) and
ties, the peak AV of n-c.pe sa=mls I s =Ch ".-ger (:130-000 =) ranges. The Incident ;hoton flux is
than that of p-c7,e. Because of the arge bandgao kapt constant up to :1.00 am (by rer-menta;
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I% ,z I ib :a.-.1.on using a ch *n. ... .0

sac. Tor the waveld;nt.s h'-,.e-" :.:: : "'a.g:r € : .. :. -. . .; r nc.S va'ue C.
-'oneon~aator out.5ut 4s not exe-~a. a.ta - n :e :ec--a- res::,-a :7-.e
'ed and only the Snlec.ral !fux OUCTut c..e urn- *:Z, -4 about cr: - . .-. e za~ga
.shed by the manufacturer. Ls usec (for ;-acing :4 # ec --t c.-V

33-86-O.). Th.s spect:ral fl"x e.mr.,i:s a s:rorg
decrease of the outrut power for .avel-:,s be,,.nc 7 .:
:750 ='. A high resolution FRS- (cbi:= Yvon) .
.onochro-ator with 300 grooves/- ;a:;:g is also.'." ~~used in the spectra.! range from 1600 t~o 3200 r -m. -- e --:rrespon ¢c .z; a 'c,..os :-:4 = (x) s e : -

The resolution of these mea"urements is abo ut !2!5 A0 a
°

ed imtr:4-c.Lzic! --he taA esenzei
(lowest resolution is used to obcain a h ghor out- -,Af. I an : s a cut O.A w.cz'- "s I= reason-
put flu.). aagreent. -t. :-.e vS.:" ota.nel-d bV de:s.:::

4afusmetss. e ;rtsenee of discrae defect
TAN' measurements under the a;plied dc bias .eves a: PgUIde surface in.u'"nces :.e spectra an:

(-hich modulates the surface potential and the -:Lght L.;la-.% he .est of. the S:-.-u- s. However,
'deletion width) are of great importance. Soch -.AV pon: *he.. efeact. one need-s :: Pe:fc- :he
a's:l!:ude and transient tine constant cerenoenct or. r-,o ".a= spec:.-:sc::V -ich as n or et ee- per-
the bias voltage (TAV-V and :-V')are uz d. formed
thee experiments the new de!.Av L-ne str.ucture

";'-(fig. 'c.d) is used. TAV-V plots can be used as a TA.'-V .easur-e-n_
nondescruc:ive al iernative to C-V measurements in
order to determine the oxide charge and flat band !: Figs. 5, 6, a.d 7 the TAV-V ;ot.s are give
voltage of thermally oxidized silicon vafers. 2  

A fer S= pes A, 3 anc C respec:vely. :AV cpoar:'-.,
new profiling technique is devised which '.s appli- is megat:ve at :ero hias voltage (s-";Ie A) t-d.-
cable to the measurements which are prim=arily sens- c.ati-g a ; t.pe sur!ace conductIvI-ty. tn RZCd e
itive to the free carrier concentration rather than semic:nductor -6e electou -sobi .-v s about ,:c
the depletion layer thickness.

5  
3v using this tech- ti=es higner than !e hole mobi2.--. Sice --a e-A.

nique and the TAV-V plots, the free carrier concen- signal is related to the condu :icv ciiffe.ecc
tration depth profile can be obtained5 

similar to beteen etec:ron and holes, it Ls possible to
the differential capacitance methods. In the TAV-V cbt-n positive :A- polarity even Uf =e eec-:o
e.periments, the first harmonic of the ZAV signal conce=tration is a&ocut 100 'ies less than hal e
which is directly proportional to the AV amplitude concentration. -V applying a positive D.C. vol.As-
is monicored by a lock-in amplifier. -ze external to te HgCdTe su. ace the elect.-On conduczlv'.:-
bias voltage is scanned over the desired range "-ce=ases (due to the Increase :n he surface ec,-

,,(typical range a :10 volts) and the W-V is re- -. a concentration) and the negative :AV amplituce
corded. The operation is simple and there is no decTeaes. Tor further izcrease in voltage, the
need to fabricate any form o! contact (e.;_ mS, sufce canduc rity changes !-rm p to n type, ane
pa, or Schottky barrier) to the semiconductor sur- a: around .1 V the ZAV is zero and then the TAV
face. The time constants associated with the A Polarit- is reversed to positive sign (indicatior
transleIts are monitored under the applied bias of a type surface comducr'.vi1ty). -: should be
voltage in order to determine the generation life- =ted that in fIg. 5 :he horizon.a.l coordinate is
time ('TS) and surface generation velocity (SZ). the value of the applied D.C. voltage across the
Using the TAV-V and -- V plots si=ultaeou ly, the .Cd4 (I$. 1(c)). :n :he negative direction. the
position of the recoabination center 'ithin the holes Increas due to accuulation. :AV i.tla.l-
semiconductor bandgap zan be dectrmined.' i=creases in the negative direc:ion, reaches a peas

a: -0.l1V and by further increae of t!:e voltage in.Results and Discussion =e negative direct..on, it decreases due to the
scree---g effect of the holes. Curves similar to

he properties of the samples used !or differ- f4ig. S have bee obtained for many samples. in &ali
ont experiments are listed in Table ::. Sample A the figures, the shape of the curve remains more or

.4 is g|i... C4 Te with z - 0... ;o special surface Less the same athaough the voltage axis is shifted
* passivation "as performed for this sample. Sample I idilcating a dIff-erent fathand potantial and

has a 35000 A thick zinc sulphide passivation laver. possible different contaminant charges on the Semi-
Sample C is CdTe and is included in the s:udy as c-onduc:or surface. C-V measurements c- similar
Cd.e is often used as the substrate material for samples also show s catge in the surface charge

.-owing RICreT by liquid phase epital.. density for urpasst-ated surfaces.

lAV Spec:zrscO. .ig. 6 shows the TAV-V for Z.=S passivated
M9!Cdle sample. C= Zaring figs. 5 and 6 we note

.AV and pheto-voltage spec:ra for Sample A are t--hat there is a shlf: of (-0.8 -(-0..5)) - .95' in
sL.ilar and shown in figure 4. The sp*ec*.. is se' t-e aplied voltage at the ITA zero crossing which
to estimate the bandgap and thus the al V compos - is dus to the c jge of the f.atband potential
tion (W) of the IgCdTe satple. Figure 3 shows thac lo ere the passlva-ed and bare sapleas. TAV vs V
for wavelengths higher than 2000 an there is a a-.ao I.t rather sha.- peaks and valleys. Prel=jm_2-
strong mn.m= around 2350 = and also tte response a-- t.e constan: me surements also snow similar
falls off sharply for wavelengths higher than peaks and val;evs a:- %he proper applied voltages as
2500 m. .inmi around Z350 m is partially szw, In the -hire. Ihis behavier can be e.-plaired
attributed to the nonochromator spectral f.ux and b. pcstulating "ze ;rsenca of detect levels with-n

'

.0%

% %
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the banogap. Another -:L;1a.a;-ct =_±;: m, € to

- I%- a- 1 ht b.-due s

J the strong .yste$esis efect wnch is &so obse-ec
in the C-V c."es of passi.:a:er. sa= ,s. Thus the
data sa: point to :he Act :tha prcper eqi bt._ . -&-. K. s an: .

was not reached in the ase:aet. However, fur- I :elta...u

ther det:aled =easur=ems are meeced before an-
d be an S "'.e s. :v . . ' -. :sc -

aC A. :. !ee.. A :ae c ?a:ss, N.8, ..
Fig. 7 showI the TA'V-V data for Cde,. A: :o . . av , ?. :as az- R. 3arat:. .

bias it is positive .nd increases drata..ca. 1v for Phvs. 54., ;T. .1 2.982).

posit:ive bias. However, for segative bias. very-
little change is observed. Noting the shape .s . . Ps. . ;

vs carrier concentration in fig. 2(c), one can con- "663 a1196:).

jecture that the sample is ?-€.pt and ten s to Set 4. B. Uara d ?. Us, Avo.. Phs. Le:. 'C,

inverted vth positive voltage. pp. 807 (1982).
As disc.ssediaref. 2, f V-V ; usi.g3. Dava- a=d P. Das, :- T ran.s. Electror

ana .y jical %odes and nu-ar.ca1 cotputat.ous, one e-s. No. 6. pp. -69 183).

can infer the flac-band potent.al and the equiv- 6. B. va r , . 'as, X. Tang and *Z. A. ,stdor;,

ales: -Intertace charge density at the surface of =1 =--a~os1Eectron :Cvices Meting
the inter.ace. However, :nis as not yet: been per- (=), C='" Ca. 827 1832-5. pp. 66 (198:).
formed.I
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In conclusion, the SAW ondastruc:±ve surface E. Mandel and D. A. v-ller, to be presented

iand iterface raterizacion technique has been ac U-.are-m-tionia Ectron Drv.ctS !eec-

applied to CdTa and HgCdT s
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useful characterizacion is feasible although there Dec. 1983.
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,Spectroscopy of InAs using SAW generated transverse acoustoelectric
voltage

F. M. Mohammed Ayub and P. Das 222

Electrical and Svszem Engineering Department. RensseLaer Polytechnic .:'- :e. Troy, .Vec Ycrk 12181

(Received 13 October 1978; accepted for publication 20 August 197)

Transverse acoustoefectric voltage has been measured as a func~on of 4i"z-ident phoca energy in
an InAs on LiNbO: SAW delay line structure. A large transiticn- a: l.5 eV is obse,-ed, which is
confirmed by photocurrent measurement. Application of the large a.ou oelectric vohage to image
scanning and signal processing is presented.

PACS numbers: 72.50. + b

The interaction of a surface acoustic wave (SAW) with METAL COW-,CT$ * vaC
free carriers in a semiconductor medium separated from the AIR GAPpiezoelectric surface has been studied by many authors in IN"U s E ,-C%. oU / P

byAy TANS .. J tf',SAW TRANS
recent years.'' This acoustoelectric effect or nonlinear inter- siw 3

action between semiconductor space charge carriers and I t.bo
SAW has been used in many real time signal processing ap- Q-4-- 4 44
plications. Nondestructive evaluation of electrical proper- , 'fr4

ties of semiconductor surfaces using the separated media oraro,, , d.i.f-o,,,msvrs6.7 FIG. 1. Exeienu.i configlurtion o(SAW device for obsrng tn vers
convolver has also been performed.' acoustoeiectric volage.

The SAW generated on a piezoelectric substrate is ac-
companied an electric field both inside and outside the crys. between the above limits. Also, the polarity of the transversetal. The electric field penetrates the semiconductor sample acoustoelectric voltage changes with the type of carriers.
placed on the LiNbO3 crystal surface to the order of a Debye The surface conductivity of the semiconductor may change
length. The acoustoelectric voltage produced by this nonlin- when light is incident on it. The acoustoelectric voltage pro-
ear interaction has two components: one longitudinal in the vides a meaxs of measuring these changes in the conductiv-
direction of propagation and the other transverse, normal to ity. Therefore, from the specal response of the aco-ustoelec-the surface. This paper deals with the use of the transverse tric voltage, one can obtain information aboutpho.toisiduced
acoustoelectric voltage to study the electrical properties of carrier ranstions in the semiconductor.
ImAs. The transverse acoustoelectric voltage (TAV) de- Figute I shows a 100-MHz delay line striidture with
pends on the conductivity (a) of the semiconductor, going to input and output SAW transducers spaced by a 10-Azsec de-
zero for a'-*O and for a-* a. It attains a maximum value lay. The SAW is excited by five-finger-pair interdigital tran-

4, FIG. z. Spes--ml response of tbe trasverse
usm --c voltage for In.As. (Gain of 1(0

tOfor positiv values, gain of I for neptove values).

0

PHOTON E"NERGY IN EL.,ECTRON VOLTS
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ducers deposited on the surface of y-cut Z-propagating around the band gap of InAs could not be performed. The
LiNbO3 . The semiconductor sample is placed above the de- most important point in Fig. 2 is that there is a change in
lay line and carefully aligned to give a uniform gap between polarity of the voltage wave forms at 1.34 eV, followed by a
them. To measure the acoustoelectric voltage, three differ- large transition with a minimum at 1.495 eV. This agrees
eat contacts of (i) silver paint, (ii) aluminum foil, and (iii) very well with the Hilsurn and Cardona' predictions about
indium were made on the top surface of-the semiconductor. the indirect transition in InAs around 1.5 eV. The surprising
In all three cases, no significant difference was observed in result is the magnitude of the acoustoeectric voltage, which
the experimental results presented here. In the metal elec- is of the order of 5.6 V. The maximum acoustoelectric volt-
trode deposited on the bottom surface of the LiNbO 3, a age reported for Si and GaAs is very small, on the order of a
small slit is made to allow the light to fall on the few tens of millivolts. At 2.07 eV the slope drops and at 2.8
semiconductor. eV a transition occurs changing the sign of the acoustoelec.

The semiconductor samples used were InAs epitaxial tric voltage from negative to positive. This may correspond
layers of n on n with resistivity of about 1 12 cm. The epi- to a higher energy transition of 2.85 eV." The peak at 0.89
taxial layer was grown by the liquid phase epitaxy technique. eV can be attributed to the transition from the lower valence
The dimensions of the two InAs samples were 5 X 10 and band to the bottom of the conduction band, as it is known
8 X 15 mm. One of the samples was etched and little differ- that the splitting of the InAs valence band due to spin-orbit
ence was found between the experimental results obtained coupling is approximately 0.44 eV and the band gap is
from the etched and nonetched samples. The semiconductor known to be around 0.4 eV. The large acoustoelectric volt.
surface was uniformly illuminated from the bottom of the age can be attributed to the high mobility of InAs. The
delay line through the slit using a Bausch and Lomb mon- acoustoelectric current density is given by"
ochromator. Three gratings of ranges 0.3-0.8, 0.7-1.6, and
1.4-3.2/am, respectively, were used. Appropriate filters - (2a),
were also used to eliminate the higher-order spectrum. A
rectangular rf pulse of 5 msec duration and 12 V peak to peak where a is the attenuation constant,/u is mobility, v, is the
was applied to the input of the SAW transducer. The acous- SAW velocity, and I is the SAW input power per unit area.
toelectric voltage was observed on an oscilloscope through a Since the mobility of InAs is of the order of 30 000 cm:/
very high-impedance amplifier (_ 102 D) with unity gain. V sec., one can expect a large acoustoelectric voltage.
The polarity of the acoustoelectric voltage in dark confirms Though the mobility of InAs is 4 times greater than that of
that the InAs was n type. GaAs, the observed TAV is about 50 times greater. There-

Figure 2 shows the acoustoelectric voltage for different fore, this large anomaly in the TAV cannot be attributed
wavelengths of light illumination normalized to the radiant solely to the large mobility. We are investigating other
flux output of the monochromator. It is noted that there are possibilities.
three distinct peaks at 0.89, 1.33, and 1.495 eV. Because of In order to verify the above results, surface photocur.
the practical limitations the spectral response below and rent experiment was performed. Figure 3 shows the normal.
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FIG. 5. Autocnvolution ofone rf pLsc (horizontal scale Ijusec/div. verti-
cal scale 20 mV/div).

performed mechanically. The most impornt factor which
characterizes any image scanner is its resolution. The resolu-
tion of this image scanner depends upon the pulse width of
the SAW. Figure 4(a) shows the oscilloscope display of the

.. image of the letter H. In this. the acoustoelectric signal was
directly applied to the : axis of the oscilloscope without a
preamplifier. Figure 4(b) shows the Fourier transform of
two slits obtained by exciting either side of the SAW delay
line with an rf chirp signal.

The autoconvolution of one rf pulse with light incident
on the semiconductor is shown in Fig. 5. It is well known
that a large dc TAV indicates large convolved output. The

FIG.4. Photograph ofoptical image scanning of the It= H. Fourier trans- performance of any convolvecan be described" by the fig-
form of two su. ure of merit, (M),

- - ized photocurrent for different wavelengths of incident light. .W. (2)
To measure the surface photocurrent, two metallic contacts where V., is the steady-state rms open-circuit Vltage, W is

- using silver paint are used on the n surface of lnAs. Between the acoustic beam width and exp and P f are the inputK. these leads, a dc power supply and a picroammeter are con- acoustic powers. The experimental value of M" for this con-th n l a s c p w r s p l a d a p c o r m t r a e c n vo lv e r is 7 .5 X 10 - V m / W , w h ich is large co m p ared to th e
nected in series. The photocurrent generated by shining light
is measured at a constant bias.voltage. It is interesting to note results so far obtained using other semiconductors. The only
that the position of the peaks occur around the same place as disadvantage of this convolver is that light must be present at
that of the acoustoelectric voltage, all times. The measured peak convolved output with nor-

T d e~eh rmalized light intensity of different wavelength gives exactlyTo study the effect o:'temperature variation on the ener-

gy transition at 1.495 eV, we repeated the experiment at the same peaks as those of Fig. 3.
ious temperatures, starting from 100 to 300 *K in steps of In conclusion, from the spectroscopy of InAs above the

50 K. The variation of the energy transition with above tem- band gap and from the photocurrent and transverse acous-
peratures shows drooping characteristics varying from 1.65 toelectric measurements, we have shown that a very large
to 1.49 eV. transition occurs around 1.5 eV, which agrees with the pub-

The large acoustoelectric voltage observed at 1.5 eV lished results. The observed large acoustoelectric voltage has
provides potential applications of the gap coupled semicon- been successfully used to perform optical image scanning
ductor piezoelectric device such as an optical image scan- and real-time signal processing. However, why such anoma-
ner" or as a convolver.] lously large TAV is obtained in InAs cannot be explained.

For optical image scanning, the longitudinal acousto.
. electric voltage produced by the nonlinear interaction of free ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Studies on CdS*

To study the surface state characteristics of the semicon-

ductor at the presence of the electrolyte, a thin layer of electro-

lyte is introduced between the semiconductor and the piezoelectric

*i material (Figure 3.13). When the surface wave reaches the electro-

lyte, layer waves are generated in the electrolyte. if the se.micon-

*! ductor is also piezoelectric, as in the CdS, a large TAV is developed.

*" The TAV measurements are performed on CdS samples with the electro-

lyte consisting of 0.1N solution of NiCl 2. The role of aqueous

solution of NiCl 2 is to induce a depletion layer in the CdS surface,

* both for resembling the real solar cell conditions and also to

increase the TAV measurement sensitivity by lowering the conductivity

of the surface. The depleting effect of the aquecus solution of

NiCl 2 is tested by measuring the open circuit voltage of a cell con-

sisting of CdS and 0.1N NiCl 2 which is negative (-O.8V). The spectral

response of TAV is obtained by recording the TAV peak while shining

monochromatic light on the sample. In most of the experiments, two

beam spectroscopy is used. In this method a bias light with constant

intensity and wavelength shines on the sample while another light

with constant intensity but varying wavelength illuminates the sample

This is taken from Mr. B. Davari's Master's Thesis.
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simultaneously. The transverse acoustoelec-ric vc:age ( :ec-

tral response is obtained to determine the pocsition of :he surface

states energy levels in CdS samples worked under shcr: circuit con-

dition in a SLJ cell. In the one beam spectrum show-, in Figure 3.14,

the TAV for the long wavelengths is very lcw corresponding to low

conductivity. Going toward shorter wavelengths, there is a broad

minimum around 900 nm where the TAV is negative, indicating a strong

" contribution from holes (It should be noted that the sample is n

type in the dark). This part of the curve corresponds to the region

around the point A in Figure 3.12. For shorter wavelengths the TAV

polarity changes from negative to positive and the a=plitude increases

as the conductivity increases (around point B in Figure 3.12). At

about 640 nm the TAV reaches a maximum corresponding to the point C

in Figure 3.12. The conductivity increases more for wavelengths

shorter than 640 nm which causes the TAV to decrease (point D in

Figure 3.12). At 520 nm which is the bandgap of CdS the conductivity

*is maximum and TAV is at the relative minimum (point E in Figure 3.12).

For wavelengths shorter than 520 nm the TAV increases indicating the

lower conductivities (moving towards point C in Figure 3.12).

To explain the minimum around 900 nm some interface levels

should be considered in the CdS bandgap. More detailed structure of

the interface levels can be found using two beam spectroscopy. 9,271.

Figure 3.15 shows the TAV spectral response using a bias light

- supplied by a mercury lamp. i. is curve in addition to a minimum

around 900 nm there is another broad minimum around 1500 rm. To

-%
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" explain the mechanism that can be responsible or this stec:ra-l

response, consider the band diagram shown in Figure 3.16. The con-

duction and valance bands are shown along with the Fe-i level and

two dashed lines representing the interface levels which are assuzed

I.. to be acceptor levels. In the presence of the bias light, the levels

are empty. When monochromatic light of the proper energy strikes

K-K the semiconductor, electrons make a transition from the valence

band to the interface level leaving a hole behind and pulling the

quasi Fermi level down. Since the contribution of the holes to the

TAV is negative the TAV is lowered. To confirm the band diagram

shown in Figure 3.16, spectroscopy using a monochromatic bias light

was performed. Using 500 nm as the bias light the result is shown

in Figure 3.17. As one might expect the two minima around 900 nm

and 1500 nm can be seen, indicating that the bias light has excited

both the interface levels. For longer wavelengths up to 750 nm

(corresponding to the excitation energy of the level Ea2 in Fig-

ur.e 3.16) both minima should be seen. The spectral response for

* * 750 nm bias light is shown in Figure 3.18. Bias 'Light with energy

between the excitation energy of the levels Ea2 and EaI should show

only one minimum. No minimum should be seen for bias wavelengths

greater than 1090 nm (the excitation energy of the level EaI in

Figure 3.16). Using 1090 nm bias light the electrons from the Ea1

level should be excited and a minimum around 900 nm should be

observed. In fact only a very slight effect from this level can be

seen (Figure 3.19). This may be due to the fact that the level is

%4
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near the center of the gap. Since the passband of the =cchrc Ma:cr

is fairly large, there may be a transition of electrons frcm :he

valance band to the level and then from that level to the conduc-

tion band, so the net result would not have a strong effect on the

Tav [271.

In summary, two broad minima, one around 920 r.m and one

around 1500 nm, are observed in the TAV spectral response. We

believe these are caused by two bands of electron acceptor levels,

one centered at an energy of 0.8 eV above the valance band and the

other at 1.3 eV above the valance band. The advantage of this tech-

nique is that except for one contact at the back of the semiconductor,

there is no need for any other contact to measure the surface char-

acteristic of the semiconductor.

I The second technique, used to detect the interface states

Ja which is suitable for high conductivity samples if the photocon-

ductivity spectroscopy. In this method a small DC voltage (2 volts)

* is applied to both ends of the CdS slabs by two silver epoxy con-.'

tacts and the surface phtooconductivity of the.sample is monitored

by measuring the current passing through the circuit. The sample

is again illuminated with one or two monochromatic radiation. Using

the photoconductivity two beam spectroscopy, the presence and the

position of the interface states can also be detected. The result

of photocurrent spectral response is shown in Figure 3.20. It can

be seen that again two broad minima around 900 and 1400 nm are

present in the two beam spectrum. Using the same argument as for

I
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the TAV sp~ectral response, the two acze~zor level bands are assumied

to be responsible for this structure. - should be noted that sng

only the scan beam (one beam condition in Figure 3..') does not

reveal the effect of the surf'ace states. it should also be consid-

ered that the y axis of this plot iS the -value of photoc-urrent pro-

duced by. the variable wavelength (scanning) beam, minus :he photo-

current generated by the bias light [9,273.

3.5 Junction Caoacitance-Voltage (C-V) Measurement to
Obtain the Experimental Flatband Potential (E. ) for the

4-/3-
CdS/[Fe(CN)5  System and the CdS Free Carrier Concen-

tration. Determination of the Cell Complete Band Diagram
Measured by the Above Techniques (Including the interface
States [221

The C-V measurements are performed on the CdS/[Fe(CN) r6]4-13-

cell at dark condition. On the positive voltage scan (CdS with

'I respect to Au counter electrode) the semiconductor surface is depleted.

If most of the applied voltage is dropped across the CdS space charge

region rather than the electrolyte double layer, then the 1/C 2 versus

voltage will be a straight line [81. T1he plot-of the 1/C2 versus

voltage is shown in Figure 3.21. The value of flatband potential

can be determined from the x intercept of the curve and it is about

-0.6V. Also the straight line passing through the data points,

indicates that indeed most of the voltage drop is across the CUS

space charge. The free carrier concentration is determined from the

[--2

slope of the C -V curve, using the following equation.

-2
dC 2 (3.9)
dV q s C o D

"+o be rsponsibl for .hi stutue it shul ben.e h. s
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where: C is the capacitance per unit area (Ficm), V is the voltage

* (volts), q is the electronic charge, E is the CdS relative per=i-
s

tivity ( E 0), 0 is the free space pernitivicy (8.86 x 10 F/c1)

and ND is the doping concentration (cm- 3). From the slope of the

plot in Figure 3.21 the carrier concentration of about 2 x 1013 cm 3

can be estimated. Using the value of about 0.5 x 10- 1 cm for

intrinsic carrier concentration (n.), the Fermi level energy can be

calculated. The position of Fermi level is approximately 0.3 eV

below the conduction band. This value was used before (Section 3.1)

in order to construct the equilibrium band diagrma. Knowing the flat

band potential and the position of Fermi level, the experimentally

. measured band diagram of the CdS/[Fe(CN) 6J 4-13- system is obtained.

This band diagram is shown in Figure 3.22 along with the decompo-

sition potential (Eg). The energy levels of the two acceptor levels,

detected by the techniques discussed in the previous section are

also indicated. The comparison of the band diagram presented in

Figure 3.22 with the theoretically calculated band diagram (Fig-

* ure 3.2b) (where the effect of interface states in -adjusting the

flat band potential is neglected) shows that indeed the pinning of

Fez-mi levels via surface states is not a dominant factor in determ-

ining the flat band potential.

3.6 Two Beam Short Circuit Current Spectroscopy to Determine the
Effect of Interface States on the Solar Cell Short Circuit
Current 1221

'4 The relative positions of the redox Fermi level E. andfrr

anodic decomposition Fermi level E7 (Figure 3.22) shows that the

,.

.4
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~competition between the redox charge transfer and anodic decomposit.ion

is possible (also discussed in Section 2.2.4 and 3.2). Surface

states can affect the redox charge transfer rate by providing a

current path for photogenerated holes from the valence band to the

filled states of the redox electrolyte (Section 2.2.5). This effect

V.! can be observed by the two beam short circuit current spectroscopy

of the CdS/[Fe(CN)6
]4-13- cell shown in Figure 3.23. .The short

circuit current generated by the bias light (X = 520 nm, intensity

2
10 1w/cm ) is shown as the straight line. The quenching of the short

circuit current below the bias light value can be observed for scan-

ning wavelengths below 800 nm with minima around 900 and 1400 nm.

The minima can be associated with the energy level differences

between the valence band and the acceptor levels (Figure 3.22). Thus

the excitation of electrons from the valence band to the acceptor

0 .4 levels by incident beams at 900 nm (1.3 eV) and 1400 nm (0.8 eV)

reduces the short circuit current. This effect is much more pro-

nounced (about two orders of magnitude) for the cells constructed
4

with high resistivity CS (p = 10 2cm) samples.

Short circuit current quenching can be due to the following

reasons. First, the excitation of electrons from the valence band

to acceptor levels partially fills these levels and the charge

transfer of photogenerated holes from the valance band to the redox

levels via these acceptor levels is appreciably reduced. Second,

the conductivity of CdS decreases upon illumination with wavelengths

of about 900 and 1400 nm. Thus the IR drop in the cell increases,

% I : * - . . . . .*-A ---
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causing the reduction of short circuit current. It should be noted

that although surface states increase the redox charge transfer rae,

* hey can also aid the anodic decomposition by transferring photogen-

erated holes form the valence band to the decomposition energy level

(ED in Figure 3.22).
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUS ION

Properties of semiconductor surfaces and interfaces play a vital

role on the electrical characteristics of the devices fabricated on semi-

conductor surfaces. Considering today's rapid advancements in the area of

planar fabrication processes used in VIHISIC and VLSI chips, the effect

of surfaces on device performance is of increasing importance. This

report encompasses both the theoretical and experimental aspects of the

research related to the characterization of silicon and compound semaicon-

ductors (such as gallium arsenide, cadmium sulfide) surfaces and interfaces.

4 ---- ~The major emphasis of this report is on a new and novel surface

acoustic wave (SAW) device which has been developed under this grant for

use in the nondestructive determination of the electronic properties of

semiconductors. The technique uses surface acoustic waves on a piezo-

electric substrate. The electric field associated with the SAW interacts

with free carriers of a semiconductor placed near the piezoelectric surface.

The interaction generates detectable currents in the semiconductor and

attenuates the SAW. By observing these effects while varying external

parameters such as temperature, applied acoustic power, SAW frequency,

* semiconductor surface irradiation and bias voltage, the desired information

is obtained. The properties that can be determined by this non contact

technique include the bulk and surface conductivity, generation lifetime,

surface recombination velocity, the location in the energy gap of traps,

surface states, and interface states, trap emission and absorption times

and storage times in the depletion layer. The technique can be used to

perform depth profiling of electrical properties. Because the properties

are measured without any contact and the measurement is localized to a

245
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small region of the wafer, one can envision an automated equipment, using

this SAW technique, where 256x256 points (for an example) on the wafer can

be evaluated with respect to lifetime and surface generation velocity.

The results can be shown in the form of images in pseudocolor where each

color represents a certain range of the parameters.

The SAW characterization of the semiconductor could be performed at

progressive stages of device fabrication thereby improving yield by

identifying faulty processing steps. Thus, the implementation of the new

and more conventional, already existing techniques (such as C-V, C-t, SEM,

voltaimietry, etc.) reveal the critical semiconductor surface and interface

properties before and after the semiconductor has undergone a specific

processing step, e.g., thermal oxidation, etching, polishing, annealing (Si)

and anodic oxidation (GaAs). A brief listing of the research performed

towards the application of this technique in determining different electrical

properties of different semiconductors follows:

*Silicon: The nondestructive SAW technique is greatly improved by

the introduction of a new delay line structure which has enabled us to vary

the surface potential via a small external DC bias field (about 100 times

smaller than the previous work and comparable to C-V technique) while the

transverse acoustoelectric voltage (TAV) amplitude and transient time con-

stants are measured. TAV amplitude is a function of the near surface electron

and hole conductivity difference and the TAV transient time constants can be

approximately related to the carriers generation lifetime (7 ) and the

surface generation velocity (S ). Parameters such as oxide charge, flat-
g

.4 band voltage, generation lifetime and surface generation velocity can be

determined at different surface potentials. The above parameters are

evaluated to characterize the following: thermally grown oxides, the
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effectiveness of the back surface laser induced damage (LID) gettering on

the reduction of the ,,fect density on the device side of the wafer and

the effects of chemical etching, polishing and forming gas annealing on

the carrier lifetime. The feasibility of the nondestructive depth pro-

filing of the free carrier concentration and some of the above parameters

are demonstrated by the introduction of a new profiling procedure and its

application to ion implanted silicon wafers. In summary the possibility

of the TAV measurement under a small DC bias field (comparable to C-V)

while utilizing a nondestructive configuration has dramatically enhanced

the applicability of this technique for quantitative measurements.

Transient capacitance (C-t), capacitance voltage (C-V) and spreading

resistance measurements are also used for the characterization of silicon

wafers and in some cases the results are compared with the TAV amplitude

versus voltage (TAV-V) and TAV transient time constant measurements.

* GaAs: Two beam TAV spectroscopy is applied in order to reveal
[.. %

the subbandgap energy level structures. In two beam spectroscopy the

wavelength of one beam is fixed (bias light) while the wavelength of the

second beam (secondary light) is scanned in the desired range. The presented

data on the subbandgap interface states which are either due to the intrinsic

nature of the surface discontinuity or due to the interface with anodically

grown oxide indicate the following: 1) The presence of a high density

acceptor level at about 1 eV above the valence band and the increase of

the density of these states by anodic oxidation, 2) The effect of the

different oxidation schemes on the density of interface states, leading to

an optimum oxidation current versus time waveform. This waveform consists

of low oxidation current density (J 0.1 mA/cm ) in the nucleation and

A.
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island coalescence phase (for a better GaAs/oxide interface) fcilo...-. y a

rapid continuous oxide growth phase (J = 0.5 aA/cm 2) in order to ensure

15 -a good oxide bulk quality (c 10 cm, breakdown field >.5::IJ. ./)

3) Detection of the characteristic exciton peak at low temperatures and

the quenching of this peak by 1 eV bias light which is attributed to the

increase of the hole density by electron transition from valence band to

the high density acceptor level, 4) Detection of a band of donor levels

at about 1.3 eV below the conduction band which is observable only at low

temperatures or after oxidation. In GaAs and GaAs/oxide characterization,

both the TAV and capacitance voltage (C-V) measurements are used for high

and low resistivity materials respectively. The reason is the much higher

sensitivity of the TAV technique at lower carrier concentration as opposed

to the C-V technique.

* CdS, InP, InAs (HgCd) Te: In addition to the two beam TAV

spectroscopy for the subbandgap energy level studies, the following

.investigations are conducted regarding the above semiconductors: 1) CdS

is used as the working electrode in a semiconductor liquid junction solar

cell configuration. A technique similar to cyclic voltammetry is applied

to study the competition between redox charge transfer and the anodic

dissolution of CdS in order to achieve a more stable cell configuration.

Different parameters affecting the cell efficiency such as the counter

electrode material and the tunneling through the thin insulator layer,

produced by photo anodization are investigated. 2) Low temperature one

and two beam TAV spectroscopy are performed on high resistivity Fe doped

InP samples and the results demonstrate the characteristic exciton peaks

and no quenching effect by bias light (as opposed to GaAs samples) which

is attributed to a lower density of interface states. 3) TAV versus

_ i
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voltage measurements are performed on (HgCd) Te samples to reveal the

surface condition at zero bias (depletion, inversion) and possiblv the

magnitude of the interface charges.
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